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EDITORIAL

Vol. 3, No. 11

Challenges for the ’90s
During the preparation of my article for this main feature
on The Condition of Women in Southern Africa, and as I read
through the other contributions by women scholars from the
region, I was struck by the pervasive sense of pessimism and
gloom which came through virtually all the articles.
At first I felt rather uncomfortable with being so
"negative", yet the reality we have analysed and tried to
understand is truly depressing as well as challenging. It is this
spirit of challenge, of resistance, which I would like to focus
my attention, as it is the other side of the coin in terms of the

lives of women in Southern Africa.

Certainly there is an outstanding achievement of women of
the region, which

defies what seems to be a hopeless situation.
ability to have survived the longest, most repressive,
and most exploitative racist colonial experience in known
human history (and her-story). For three hundred years and
more. Southern Africa has been plundered and pillaged; our
societies have been virtually razed to the ground; our
cultures and values attacked, disparaged, denigrated, abused
and/or appropriated as the case may be. Black women have
borne the brunt of this assault, yet we have come through.
Battered and bruised, angry and full of pain, we know that
It is the

we can

as

make

a

different future for ourselves

members of our

as women

and

respective societies.

But 30 years after our grandmothers first danced and sang
before the newly ascendent African leaders — men with
whom

they had marched to face the bullets and blows of the
colonisers; men with whom they had shared a meagre morsel
of stale bread behind damp and dark prison walls; who are
their sons, grandsons, brothers, cousins, uncles, nephews and
comrades— these very men

have forgotten that they have

mothers, grandmothers, sisters, cousins, aunts and

daughters. Power and wealth have defined
women

us as men

and

for centuries.

This is the

of the gender

issue in Southern Africa
whole). We, who are the source of
life and nurturance in all human societies, who are the most
essential part of the African community — the custodians of
culture, social values, skills, knowledge, wisdom and love —
the women of the African continent, have been relegated to
tbe lowest status as the cheapest form of labour, and the most
abused sexually, physically, psychologically and emotionally.
We are the poorest of the poor, and the men in our societies
are elevated by our poverty.
(and

on

essence

the continent as

a

These contradictions lie at the heart of the

2

issues which

are

raised in the articles

on

the condition of

in the

region. The article by McFadden attempts to
present an overview of the political economy of gender within
the wider socio-economic and military experiences of the
region over the past three decades. The crisis of social and
physical reproduction, which has been compounded by the
racist policies of regional destabilisation as well as by the
negligence and ineffectual "development" policies of the
neo-colonial regimes of the region, must be confronted and
women

overcome,

if Southern Africa is to survive into the 21st

century.
Misrak Elias’ article focuses
numerous

more

problems and constraints

specifically

on

the

women encounter

within the informal sectors of African economies.

Clearly,
and centrality of
women’s economic activities—which are really struggles for
survival and a resistance again.st imposed invisibility and the
oversized burden of reproduction which they are forced to
bear
mu.st be taken up at the level of the state, NGOs and
independent women’s organisations.
her

analysis shows that the relevance

—

—

Chiedza Gwaunza poses the

issue of culture as learned and
uncritically replicated social behaviour and attitudes which
have pejorative implications for women. These could
possibly be changed or begin to be redefined through an
educational system which is non-sexist and gender sensitive.
Her argument is basically that men must be taught to respect
women and women must learn to respect themselves.
Elizabeth Mbuende

gives an historical as well as political
experiences by Namibian women of racism
and colonialism, and the impact of the liberation struggle.
She begins to raise very important constitutional issues of
gender inequality in relation to tbe stated aims of the newly
independent Namibian state, emphasising the need for the
implementation of social reforms if the condition of poor
Namibian women is to be improved.
overview of the

Events are changing at a pace which

reflects the complexity
length of struggles which have shaped the
region during the past three decades. The challenge is that

as

we

well

as

the

seize the initiative, sustain it and use it to rebuild our

shattered societies into free,

democratic and non-sexist

communitiesO
Patricia McFadden

questions and
Sapem August, 1990

THE CONDITION OF WOMEN

The Condition of Women in Southern

Africa:

Challenges for the 1990s

Patricia McFadden

A

S WE enter the last decade of the

courageously ‘held the fort’ — whether as

20th century,

the

portance that

eye upon

it is of crucial imwe cast a

critical

the lessons of the past, so

face up to the

as to

challenges of the next cen-

poverty-stricken wives of super-exploited migrants to the South African
mines, or as combatants on the batde-front,

fighting side-by-side with their male

com-

tury. Ten years is like the blinking of an
eye-lid in terms of the passage of human

rades in the belief that their lives

history, but given

generations of Southern Africans. The

colonialism and

our recent

history of

resistance, the present

decade will have unprecedented importance in terms of the directions we take
as a

people and

as a

region.

history,

a

us at

the price of a beautiful tomorrow for future

idealism which informed the courageous
actions of
old

—

so

to take

many

Africans

chances, and

—

young

more

and

often than

not, make the ultimate sacrifice, is both ad-

Historical Cross-roads
The 1990s find

worth

are

mirable and

the crossroads of

history strewn with destruction

Its

such

tragic.

beauty lies in the fact that without
idealism, we could not have defeated

and compromises, as well as with resis-

the colonisers, nor could

tance and victories. What we draw most

the

from is

30 years. The tragedy, however, can be seen

a

proud tradition of struggle, of

heroism and sheroism in the effort
reclaim the African

freedom

birthright

define and build

to

—

to

the

our own

we

have sustained

long and difficult struggles of the last

in the

collapse of those dreams, as imperialism has proved to be an even more
wile and

totally vicious foe than

we

could

societies. The route(s) we take over the next

have

few years will lead us either to the eventual

African

realisation of

see a

ported the most repressive, and the most
ruthless regimes and spawned a callous

a

banditry which has devastated the

deepening of the parasitic ties of the

economies and social order of the countries

colonial past

of the

peace

our

long cherished dream of

and security for all,

repetition of the

ments

which

same

or, we

will

old story

—

through neo-colonial settle-

mean new

forms of repression

region, it has unashamedly

region. Women and children have

present day
one

Nowhere

on

TVagedy

the Afncan continent have

played a greater role nor made a
more significant contribution to the
process
women

of decolonisation, as in Southern Africa.
women

Saprm August, 1990

in the

region have

it is women, the very young and the elder-

ly (both male and female) who inhabit this
"invisible" world, who are

conveniently
brought into the limelight (when it suits the
policy-makers and the media), and who disappear just as

easily when certain interests

have been satisfied.

reality of Southern Africa is

which confronts

us

in the .starkne.s's of

that devastation in all aspects

of life for the

After the EN Decade
The condition of the

majority of women
is bleak, to say the

majority of our people, the ones wc do not
see, but who populate our sub-continent in

in Southern Africa today

their millions,

during and after the UN decade for the ad-

ravaged by war, drought,
poverty, disease, illiteracy, ignorance and a
sense

Millions of

sup-

been its most defenceless victims. The

the poor, and

Idealism and

grinding grain the

traditional way

possibly imagined. In the Southern

and increased poverty

and degradation for
especially for women.

Bleak conditions;

of timelessness which

come to terms

with,

sooner

we

have to

than later. And

least. The few benefits which accrued

vancement of women, went
to women of

the petty

Most of the little which

predominantly

bourgeois class.
was

supposed to
3

in the

trickle-down to the poor women

region,

urban and rural areas of the

got there. A corrupt bureaucracy,

never

in the

easily ac-

Sexist Definition of Development

commodating of women with similar class
interests and habits, either

stifled the en-

through endless
red-tape, consciously designed to defeat
the purpose of the so-called development
and grass-rootism, or, the women simply
thusiasm of poor women

became tired with the constant stream of re-

searchers, asking probing questions and

promising what they could not deliver.
That, basically, put paid to the rhetoric of
the UN decade and the

Nairobi Forward

Looking Sffategies. We have to accept the
fact that whilst the resolutions women have
been

passing in the countless seminars and
they have organised over the
15 or so years, have been wonderful

conferences
last

sounding and really very enthusing, there
has not been much else that has happened
after everyone

leaves the conference halls,

and or gathers
dust on the shelf of some ‘development and
and the report gets published

.

research’ office. These are the bare facts,
whether we like them or not, and the sooner
we

realise that there are very

definite

material conditions which have meant that

literally, for the most part we have been
throwing our efforts into a dark deep hole,
then the
what

sooner we can

we

our

reality is that we as women have

scholars and activists in the region.

the very
philosophy and attitudes which inform national development plans — marginalise
Yet these very concepts

—

happened to women, especially poor

virtually
every country in the Southern region (and
on the continent). And it is because we have
not questioned the past, nor have we sought
to be critical of the role assigned to us in the
process of liberatory wars, that we become
women,

in the post-war period in

region, there is virtually no difpolicies of the state

which have instead served to exacerbate
rather than alleviate the jx)verty

dens of

reproduction

followed

day, to claim his ‘home comforts’. That is
basically what development has meant for
women—at least for most women who are

two

without the education which makes men

of the

unreliable (because we carry

—

aspire to positions of power, without the
economic clout which men use as an ever-

present threat to

keep the women ‘in their

Uon

closely

existence of the

seemed

so

possible in the mid-70s, ex-

—

newly emergent post-colonial states
an almost forgotten dream.

has become

destabilisation, engineered and supported by the capiuilist
After 15 years

—

of

the United States, Britain, West

Germany and the French in the main, with
as

the supposedly aggrieved
both Angola and

former colonial power —

shifted this way and that way as
politicians.

ideological turn-about which will have

Superwomen

In the circumsuinces, whatever

little and not very encouraging.

easier for us?

Why do the women have to
just to

build roads with their bare hands
prove that Africans are not getting
for nothing,

food aid

whilst the over-fed male (and

female) politicians allow the greedly

mineral
wealth? Yet this is what development has
meant for most poor women — making
miracles and being super-women. That is
why we must look more closely at what this
multinationals to

plunder

our

certainly very negative implications for the mass of the poor.
very serous and

Imperialist Arrogance

little

gains have been made are like the grains of
sand which remain on the sides of a sieve

few

future which

Mozambique have been forced into an

Miracles and

a

spiritual and material
working people in those

that is played with their lives

in the game

very

the heels of the libera-

emplified so clearly in the political rhetoric

Portugal

—

on

countries. The bright

ly remunerated, without the political
acumen and cunning to occupy centre stage
pawns,

both physical and

struggles in Angola and Mozambique

West

it suits the

—

and bur-

have devastated the

place’, without the kind of knowledge
which is socially recognised and adequate-

as

specific countries

ference in the basic

and bear
the children of our soeieties), and our place
is in the home
that far-flung dark comer
to which the man retreats at the end of each

are

look at the

we

colonial period. The wars of banditry which

we

pected to make miracles even when the
state has the resources to make life a little

His-story, and the consequences of
this are very clearly manifested in what has

When

of the

though we are in-

and treat us as

visible,

Why should it be the women who are ex-

is really

Destabilisation

do not work, we are cheap, we

women

pre-colonial period,

societies, in the

importantly, as women — in gender terms.

social — which women have born since the

largely marginal to what happens in

during the colonial period and after. History

4

women

sexist, patriarchal
as ‘development’,

thing really means for us — politically,
economically, socially, culturally and most

a

largely unproblematised by

has remained

take a closer look at

Reality

by

male-dominated state

possibility,
remains largely a pipe dream.
Present

been

What is defined

had assumed to be a

but which

The

viclims of imperialist aggression
post-independence period.

such easy

Some will argue

that the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) Structural Adjustment

Programmes (S APs) are a much more

preferable alternative to the continued war
and the barbarism meted out by the UNITA
and MNR

respectively. One cannot argue
the fact

with that statement as it stands. But

that the US which
shall

today is offering a ‘mar-

plan’ via the IMF and World BanU for

supposed restructuring of the Angolan
Mozambiquan economies, is the very
same regime which poured millions of dollars worth of weapons of destruction into

the

and

the hands of the bandits, to

achieve the very

objective of social collapse for which it
now blames the ‘Marxist-Leninist" policies
Sapem August, 1990

ofMPLAandFrelimo. Marxism-Leninism

be further entrenched

has

Structural

never

had

a

chance in those two

countries, we all know that. And to ptose as
the

new

saviours of the Southern African

region is the height of imperialist
rogance.

One lesson

we

well these last 15 years
mean

have learnt

ar-

very

is that Black lives

nothing to the imperialists, especial-

ly where US interests

are

concerned. US

continued support

for the UNITA bandits

(US$40 million

far this year in military

so

aid, and another USSIO million in the pipe-

line) attests clearly to their total disregard
for the lives of defenceless citizens in those

countries, the majority of whom are
women,

children and the elderly. We have

lived with and

fought against racism and

colonialism for centuries

continent, and

we

on

should know the tactics

and machinations of the foe
many

still

the African

by

now.

Alas,

of the governments of the region

steeped in

a

are

dependent and regressive

relationship with the West, which will only

adoption and implementation of "restructuring"
policies, which remove the already minimal support
terms

they received from the state in

of basic health

provision, elementary

societies

like the IMF and the World Bank, the

regimes of Southern Africa have acceded
political

well. I will discuss the

power as

implications of this below.
Wastage of Human Resources
The

services like the

point I

trying to make is that

am

availability of portable water and sewerage

nowhere in the

removal, will

women, poor women

mean

our

externally-based multilateral organisations

education, subsidised housing, transportation and other necessary

marginalisation in

clearly. Having accepted
complete control of our economies by

the

Reproduction

and their families, the

women

economic

stands out most

AdjusUnent Programmes.

Burden of
For

by the adoption of

that the burden of

region has the condition of
that is, been subslan-

reproduction will become

even more

im-

daily improved by the neo-colonial stale.

possible for them. Already

anyone can

tell

Beginning with the colonial period which

that the families of most of the societies in
the

region

are

surviving only through the

ingenious little schemes and strategies
which

women

have evolved within the

called informal scetprs
economy,

so-

of the regional

which have become the life-line

for the poor. Faced

tion, which has
resources women

to, the glaring

with ever-rising infla-

eaten

into the meagre

struggled to have

access

fact of women’s political and

saw

the

implementadon of racist-sexist in-

spired policies that treated

women

simply

superfluous appendages of the African
this is not just a policy specific to
the South African region — through to the
post-independence period when life has beas

male

come

—

increasingly untenable for most poor
None of the

women.

formulated after
sidered

development policies

independence have

women as an

human

resource

within the formal

economic structures of the
states, and the wastage
resource

has been

con-

essential social and

respective

of this human

compounded by the bcl-

ligerent imperialist policies and the

near

collapse of our social fabric.
Political
Women will
the

Marginali.sation

once

again be the losers in

forthcoming decade as the SAPs really
bite into the minimal

start to

which the poor

resource

have managed to

base

secure

during the last three decades of independence. They will be further

ginalised from the political

mar-

process

of

decision-making and policy implcmcniation, because the majority of women arc
poor,

and are therefore located in those

spheres which

are

priority

the social services sector

areas

—

considered neither

profit-making undertakings. Most
women are either unpaid workers in the

—

nor

home,
The burden of reproduction: a

mother tries to

cope

they

are

big agri-business
the

Sapem August, 1990

or

seasonal workers in the
concerns

—

serving

as

cheapest form of labour, without rights
5

to even

the most minimal socio-economic

services. Those in the industrial sector
work in the "feminised production"

—

are

services, and care —
directly related to their

reproductive social roles as mothers, wives,
daughters and as women in the wider social
context When women work

in the home

domestic workers, they

and

are

arc

faced with serious violations of their

paid i.e.

as

beleaguered and

Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland are in

ly

better shape,

the

inspite of not having had to
fight against desUuctive bandit actions. In
Botswana, which is currently the darling of

no

feminist praxis is concerned.
It must be faced up to and discussed, so that
we, as women, can begin to find ways of
dealing with these contradictions.
The Real Price of Liberalisation

Because the IMF and the World Bank

policies are aimed at rescuing the smallest,
greediest section of the petty bourgeoisie,
both those

women

and

men

who adopt the

spirit of capitalism and purge themselves of
the ‘baggage of Marxist idealism’ will
make money and live well on the restructuring of our economies. Labour will become

increasingly cheaper,

as we can see

already in countries like Mozambique,
where

ironically South African capital is

raking in huge profits in the aftermath of
the

‘great compromise’. One only hopes

that the Chissano government
ber the sacrifices made

reclaim that country

will rememby the poor, to

from Portuguese

colonialism, and not let go of all the rights
which the

working people have so

courageously defended. But then, who is to

what the real price of liberalisation will
be? The US seldom takes only half a loaf.
say

In the final

analysis, we are the ones who
make the real compromise, in the false hope
that
will

maybe this time the Americans (sic)
not drive us too far into the ground. I

do not have any

6

such’ illusions, but then, I

den from the conventional economic in-

dices within the informal economy and

household). Worse still,

Kenya),

very

few if

any

of the

enormous resources which have made

fastest

growing

economy

it the

women
so

say,

don’t hold

would say

benefited everyone.

sun

In the so-called ad-

vanced countries of the West, millions are

unemployed (and receiving a pittance
week/fortnight does not give back to
unemployed the dignity of work). Ac-

every

the

tually, bourgeois economics has hypocritically defined full employment as a situation
when 5%

or

less of the able-bodied adult

population is without gainful employment.
That definition of course does not extend to

the million of women who

slog day in and

day out in homes every where, without
remuneration in most
Recent

May, 1990)

unequal
to

as greater resources

become

the multinationals and the local

petty bourgeois elements, whose main concem

is to make money

good. The

same

while the going is

thing happened in Kenya,
a successful capitalist

which boasted of
economy,

crisis

rainfall and such

women are

located in

villages, eking out a minimal level

of survival,

having too

they hope that

cause

happening

with so little

harsh desert climate.

a

And most Batswana
the rural

many

babies be-

one or two

will

sur-

vive, and basically without a future. How
well Bessie Head, that beautiful female

genius, whose pen so well optimised the
saying that "the pen is mightier than the
sword", how well she captured that reality.
And many

analyses by young progressive

clearly that the skewed income disffibution in that country will only become
available

in the rural areas, in a country

said that she

was

mad.

Neo-Colonialism at its Worst

show

more

One dreads to think of what is

cases.

Batswana scholars (SAPEM

are

differently, not enough of the
country's economic growth has
benefited most sections of the society.
(SAPEM May 1990)

in the world, has capitalism

nor

succinctly put it;

Put

that it does not set." Nowhere on the con-

tincnt,

are women,

poverty and general depression on
social services in the urban areas.

your

‘you must hold the

large proportion

and
reflected in high
unemployment, rates, housing
shortages, increasing crime, urban

breadth because that will never happen. In the
idiomatic language of the region, the wise
poor’, I

so

the

The ejfects of rapid urbanisation
its attendants

Not yet. for those who believe that

poor.

a

unemployed

and: as Patrick Mohitsi

in sub-Saharan

‘growth leads to a little trickle which
miraculously makes its way down the

gent as far as

that the statistic does not reflect
are hid-

large numbers of women who

of the declared

pcricnce sexual exploitation as well. The
relationship between women who work in
the domestic sphere (i.e. receive a wage —
meagre as it is) and women who employ
ur-

assume

title from

Africa, have reached the majority of the

problematic and

unemployment rate of
safe-

an

the developmental ists (having inherited the

rights as workers and as women. They are
exploited for their labour, and often ex-

these workers, is both

Botswana has

25% of the labour force (and one can

devastated African state.

tex-

tiles, food processing
all of which

do not sit at the helm of a

until the waves of the imperialist

began to manifest themselves in

spiralling inflation, devaluation, falling
primary commodity prices, and the inevitable political and social repression.

The other ‘BLS’ countries
and Swaziland

best

—

are most

—

Lesotho

probably the

examples of neo-colonialism at its

worst.

Lesotho, under the grip of a military

dictatorship, which, in cohorts with a
frustrated monarchy, has kept its citizens
under control through the barrel of the gun,
has shamed all of Southern Africa in its

collaboration with the racist South
in the notoriety of
being the first military regime (besides

open

African regime. Basking

South Africa of course, which hides under

supposed cloak of white democracy) in
region, this regime has sought to rival
the Swazi monarchists in its repression of

a

the
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)
the most basic human

even

rights in that

country. Women, children and the aged are
its easiest victims, and it still angers me to
see

pictures of proud looking Basotho

women,

building roads that lead to

nowhere, with their bare hands, just so that
tlie farce of ‘food aid with
can

be

upheld. In both Swaziland and

Lesotho,
poor,

development’

women

remain the poorest of the

the least literate, the most exploited,

and the most

marginalised of all the social

groups

in those countries. In Swaziland,

neither

women nor men

unless

one

calls

hind the picture

have the vote

queuing

up

—

in public be-

of some monarchist stooge

voting. And that is a comical tragedy, in

—

this day

and age when even the imperialists
purportedly calling for multi-partyism
those states which they now completely

Few skills:

an

adiilt

literacy class in session

are

in

control i.e.. ‘no
least

a

more

pretence at pluralism now boys’.

Swaziland has not
neandethal age

even

—

that? Recently, the

holding

goodies without at

on treason

who if it finds

moved out of the

on

the

one

Malawi have been

region,

especially in Swaziland and Lesotho, I

hand, many women in

would like to raise the issue of the legal

manipulated into

situation of women in the region. Generally, the legal structuresNof all these counuies
remain fundamentally patriarchal and even
mysoginist in their application to women,

serv-

ing the interests of the aging autocrat, this
issue raises

regime arrested and is

lenge to us as feminist activists. How come

charges, 11

guilty of

a

young men,

treasonable of-

a.sk, in the so-called most

that

a

very

crucial political chal-

repressive, dictatorial,

a

fundan^cnfel- One only has to read the local newspapers

ly mysognist regime is able to mobilise
women

—

as a

social force

—

to

legitimate

its illegitimate hegemony over state power?
of a neo-colonial state which

of the seriousness of the
problem for women and female children.
Wife-battering, the murder of female
to get a sense

peaceful country in the region? Well, it is

Here is

spouses

and lovers,

for distributing

has certainly paid very close attention to the

all the

possible forms of violence im-

"Women

aginable against the female

‘subversive’ pamphlets ear-

Her this year and
death

for that, they might get the

penalty. South Africa has certainly

In

Malawi,

a

conspiracy of silence has

sought to conceal the brutality and violence
which the Banda
meted out

regime has

ests.

have

taught this neighbour well.

.

Whilst

multi-parties, what is

fence, will certainly face the death penalty.
What for, you

ficult real life situations in the

so

blatantly

against the working people of

a case

Question" but for its

The role which

some

own

inter-

wc^men

Malavyi

played in the tyragic comedy of the

seriously about the questions of
nationalism and its manipulation (and per-

often the woman is blamed for her abuse by

verted

‘stubborn’and ‘does not listen’, or because
she was‘promiscuous’and allegedly baited
the man into beating her, or simply that, in
the case of rape, she asked for it.

appropriation) of women for male-

ship, that therefore the most oppressed

in the regtorr.

Paid slave wages in the tea,

cotton, tobacco and paddy

rice plantations,
the majority of women in the Malawi
countryside live under conditions barely
differing from those of South African
agricultural workers. In a situation of absolute authoritarian rule, women

in that

country are faced with one of the most dif¬
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widespread in these societies, with only
intensity. And the

relative differences of

and think

tfagic a farce as it has been for most women

Malawi

years,

person, are

most

centred, right-wing purposes. We cannot

for the last 30

child abuse, and

Banda "circus" must give us cau.se to pause

for
women, independence has been as

that country

rape,

assume

that because we live under dictator-

(women) will automatically be
of democracy
is

—

are

—

the side

people’s democracy that

nor can we assume

women, we

on

that bccau.se

we

way.

Mysoginist Legal Systems

Turning to one of the most distressing isfacing

violent husband

How

can

poor

and not

so poor women.

—

because she is

anyone- a.sk to be

anyone ever

heard of a

man

violated? Has
who asked to

be violated and abused because he liked it?

all understand the issue of

emancipation in the same

sues

a

angering aspect of this matter is that

Women
Botswana is
what has

a

an

Social Base
excellent

happened to the

example of

poor

and in

par-

ticular to women, in the post-independence

period, in the Southern African region.
7
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Recently ‘discovered’ wealth has not led to
any

changes for women in the political and

social

spheres either. Except for

handful of

petty-bourgeois

have been sucked into the
few

small

a

women,

status

who

quo, very

with the skills to

nationalism
anchored
define

on

mainly

very

countries in search of cheaper and or more

simply as a social base,
right to enter centre stage in

women

without the
terms

ideology, how it is
patriarchal roots which

as an

of

vying for and exercising political
When and if women are able to

appraise the
situation and make any real and lasting impact on their lives of their poor sisters, have

break

taken up

within the state, it is

women

the challenge. The ‘liberal’ politi-

cal tradition of Botswana’s

post-inde-

pendcncc fteriod has encouraged the emer-

of a plethora of political parties, all

gence

of which

women

male-dominated and

are

which has
in

even

none

typical nationalist style,

a

are,

social base to

politicians return at

election time, after which,

in

every

they vanish into

through to the centre of

whether it is within

tive of the

or

honorary male, and

leave whatever feminism she had at the

gates of party headquarters.

Therefore, I fully agree with Madisa
when she poses

the need for an alternative

political approach to the problems

women

face within male-dominated political structures, and

ill-equipped

as

head

far

as

is another election. As Motsei Madisa

political issues

(SAPEM May, 1990)

understanding the need to realise an alternative political and social agenda which
puts women at the centre of things.

says:

gender issues are not yet on the
political agenda of any political
party (in Botswana), rather, they are
.

.

.

and not as part
of mainstream political debates.
Also, they do not normallyfind their
way into party constitutions,
manifestoes and conference agendas. At best, they are trivialised in
public rallies, treated as second class
issues not meriting national debate.
on

runs

feminist literature

female

Some

on

through much of the

tfe

because they are oppressed and denied their

state

of African

rights

the basis of gender. Be that as it
may, I think that this is one of the most ex-

What is

most

in

disturbing, is that even
political party organisations seem to have taken a fatalistic
approach in that they appear to
believe that leadership roles are for
males, and that

women are

citing processes which is coming out of the
Women’s Movement in South Africa. We

there

explain why women
have adopted this kind of stance vis-a-vis
political ptower within political parties in
look
8

at

the

more

remembering that

and

are

we can

fight back,

false natitxialist promises.

Madisa goes on to

we

are

doing so in the ways that we know
best, having gotten our fingers burnt by

primarily to support them.

Botswana, but 1 think that

on

also need

to

Informal

Trading Systems

Another response to

which is

the gender crisis

facing our societies is the creation
of a regional ‘informal trading systems’ by

region

capitalist exploitation which deliberately
excluded

from the formal

women

economic structures,

informal

sector

thereby "creadng"

an

which is characterised

by

gender, class and racial inequality. Women
traders must, therefore, find ways of breaking into the newly created regional structures, most

important of which is the

SADCC

and claim

—

a

space

in this

economic framework which is

supposedly
place for the betterment of all Southern

the

must

systematically challenge

who dominate the SADCC and

men

PTA structures, and insist that

they move
beyond the rhetoric of "regional development for all" and recognise the interests and
needs of

traders/entrepreneurs in
region. Moreover, they must take con-

Crete

deliberately put feminist in quotes because I suspect that some if not all these
women might reject being called feminists,
even though what they are setting out to do
is a very fundamentally feminist action —
to defend the rights of women, as women,

to

is to understand the historical forces of

women

I

political consciousness.

women

Lawyers

profit which is used

The task ahead for feminists in the

the

lawyers in the region have
gotten together this last year and formed a
regional organisation of ‘feminist lawyers’.

in her article, she expresses a

sentiment which

concerned, but clearly

Feminist

treated as peripheral,

Further

are

they then

feed their families and school the children.

Afirica. We

us as we

small

a

challenges facing

for the 21st century,

of the

‘hawk’ at

in

one

who leave their

attractive commodities, which

within the wider society. This is

remembered

society, only to be
again, if and when there

political parties

always at the prerogaan

the shadows of the
once

power,

In most cases, she is then

men.

expected to become

begun to conceive of

political terms. Women

which the male

of

power.

poor women,

women

steps in making credit facilities acces-

sible to poor women
ness

who want to do busi-

in the various countries of Southern

Africa,

as

well

movement

as

facilitate their travel, the

of their goods and create train-

ing opportunities for

in the

women

management and development of small

enterprises (or large
so

ones

if

some women

desire).
Since most of the states in the

have reneged on

region

the duty of providing even

the most basic social services, education

being one of these, it is the women who are
educating the future adults of our societies.
But their efforts are inadequate, since thetask is

so

great, and cannot be ac-

complished by the individual in her
sonal

capacity. Such demands

tend to encourage

the

per-

on women

resurgence

of back-

ward attitudes towards female children,
who carry more

and

more

of the burden of

raising their young siblings, and this in turn

central issue of
Sapem August, 1990

adversely affects their educational perforand

mance

But I think that the

major challenge

facing women in the region during the next
decade is that of claiming our rightful space
in the political sphere, where the power and
influence to change our societies lies. Unless we are able to secure positions and
locations of power for ourselves as women,
side-by-side with working on changing the
attitudes of our male colleagues/comrades,

ercising power? Surely not. But to be able

as

wider public

or

in the liberation

as

youth) and

challenge patriarchy and sexism in the

asked

/ learned

in the

they expected. Men tried to push
them back

and its

exercise.

Redefining Power
Consequently,
re-define what
women, as a

does not

we

we

necessarily accept uncritically the

conventional male defined concept
power.

Otherwise,

we

of
become in-

dividualists, vying for power amongst ourselves. This

strength

as a

not

social

only undermines
group,

and

as

oppressed and most exploited person in our
societies, it also deters the development of
a

feminist

—

as

perspective towards each other
the caring and concern which has served
the bed-rock for the survival of

societies

our

throughout the centuries of racist

domination and enslavement. It is we, the
women

of Southern Africa, who have made

Sapem August, 1990

in the public

sphere, be un-

and

hood

as

take

our

paternalistic definition of women-

mothering and domesticity, and
societies to

a

new,

different and

better age.

Rejecting Intimidation
It is most

that

women

refreshing, therefore, to note
in the African National Con-

of South Africa have begun to raise
pertinent issues, and arc
refusing to let the accusation of ‘disloyalty’
gress

these crucial and

and ‘un-Africanness’ deter them from

pushing movement policy

away

from the

men

own

which

I could not have put

it

more

This is the challenge of the

ly to South African

are

still

widely prevalent amongst

those who feel threatened by new
the

new

ideas and

type of South African woman.

I would like to conclude with a quotation
from
I

an

outstanding

man.

A

man

who has,

think, through his complete dedication

and commitment

to

the

cause

of South

African liberation, grown beyond the boun-

daries of conventional nationalist

politics,

into

a

and

depth of the meaning of liberation.

person

who understands the width
✓

,

succinctly.

1990s, especialfor whom the

‘The

struggle to conquer oppression in

our

country is the weaker for the traditionalist
conservative and

primitive restraints im-

days grow shorter before the celebration of

posed

by the man-dominated

independence begin.

structures

women,

And after the renewal of ties with

our

the most

the kitchen, while the

Taking Up The Gauntlet

by power, as

group/social stratum which

as

backward and undemocratic attitudes

also need to urgently

understand

to

took the jobs. I also learned my
rights, the rights of women, and
that I have the right to participate in
all spheres of activity. Women can be
members of policy-making bodies. A
woman can be a leader just like a
man. But you have to be careful, to
go step-by-step, because this should
be recognised by the whole tuition,
men as well as women, not just by
yourself (REFUGEES, May. 1990)

secondary and supportive
power

a

countries, things did not turn out as

have participated

of

lot

during my visits to
other independent African countries.
For example, about the role of
women. Many women who foughtfor
the liberation of their countries told
me that during the time of the struggle, equality between men and
women was not a big problem. But
when they came back to their

struggles of the region,

processes

as

and

row

role, which has meant being marginal to the
structures and

home as well

as women

take up the gauntlet,

of exile, Pashukeni Shoombe said:

ticipated in the struggle against settler
a

recently about how she felt having

we must

popular, critical of nationalism and its nar-

wives and daughters. Most

colonialism in

was

have achieved

we

returned to Namibia after almost 16 years

in Southern Africa have par-

women

onward, and not only just to secure

and different societies. When she

mothers (of the nation and the
as

to move

Africans,

thereby defining us mainly in our reproduclive roles

that today, we are complet-

what

sphere. It is nationalism which

constrained the way we

so

ing another millenium as a people who still

major political issue of

within the home

Africans,

everything

have the ability to fight back, and build new

contention, whether we are considering the
issues of power

that we are back home), con-

mothers, as soldiers, as women, as thinkers,

region these last three decades.

Nationalism is the

now

tinue the other business of securing and ex-

which have laid waste to the social fabric
of the

husbands

necessary, as

begin to tackle the problems

cannot

possible for our societies to survive. We

have done

potential.

Understanding Nationalism

we

it

long

lost brothers and sisters, with parents

who
have grown old and grey, who have seen the
passage of time and kept alive the hope that
we would one day share a place with them
at

the hearth-side. After all that, what? Do

cause

on women

of

within our movement, as also be-

equally traditionalist attitudes of

surrender and submission

on

the part

women.’ (O. R. Tambo, President of the

ANC, Luanda, 14 September, 1981) We
have

numerous

tribution

we can

sheroes from whose
draw upon as we

con-

take

quietly retreat into the background, and
finally to the kitchen, taking up where our

the tasks of realising our emancipation

mothers have stood for

ture.O

we

while

our

comrades

so

many

decades,

of

up

in a
truly democratic, non-sexist, non-racist fu-

(or do they become
9
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Women
Their

Entrepreneurs in Africa

condition, constraints and future direction

Misrak Elias
frican

*

/\

women assume

JLentrepreneurs,

X

many

roles

‘as producers, workers, managers,

Table 1: Africa

caretakers of
children, the sick, the old; as homemakers preparing food and serving
others as community members helping
as

Distribution of active female population

Agriculture

the needy and organising for the improvement of community life. While
their family and community support

Industry
10,2

42,5

Note: The percentages are averages

Source: International Labour

population by employment Status

Over 40% of the

(Percentages)

economically active
are engaged in agricul-

1.

tural work. About 20% of the economicalwomen are

10,6

The proportion

are

aLso wide variations of those

active in the

agricultural sector. For example, in Cameroon in 1982,94% were in
agriculture; in Mali in 1976, 50% were in
agricultural occupations. On the other
hand, it was 34% in Egypt and 14% in
Tunisia. These higher percentages in
agriculture in some countries are not an exelusive phenomenon for women, but in
many cases these also apply to men.

35,3

Note: The percentages are arithmetic averages
available data for the latest years.

varies

Mozambique over 50%.

Source: International Labour

a

fairly large

contributions.

vegetable gardens, bee-keeping, grinding
mills, bakeries, catering, water kiosks,
beer-brewing, livestock (goats, rabbits,
cows, poultry), tailoring, tie and dye, knitting, handicrafts (baskets), brick-making,
nursery schools, retailing (shops, hawking), selling charcoal and firewood.
The catering business is very attractive

of

a

women’s role. Because
variety of factors which will be
express

elaborated below, most of African women’s

economic activities
and operate

are

small-scale in size

in the informal

sector.

Unskilled
The

African

in entrepreneurship, not with the view of gaining profit
from capital investment, but with the objective of earning income and creating selfemployment. Therefore, the term
women

women account

small-scale

Motive
engage

10

22,2

of six sample countries with the

effectively

Zambia,

African countries,

percentage of women are categorised as un-

by status

23,0

"women’s economic activities" may more

extent of their economic

the size of the traditional sector

to

4. Not classified

workers

Organisation: Year Book of Labour Statistics, 1981,

paid family workers. This masks the real

Due

Unpaid family

1982,1983.

majority of women who arc participating in the informal sector are in
general considered to be unskilled, using
low levels of technology, putting in long
hours and earning low income. In Kenya,
for example, women comprise around 30%
of the informal sector: accounting for about
41% in the retail trade, 35% in catering; in

in many

3.

2. Employees

own account

Tables 1 and 2).

There

Employees and

self-employed (see

of self-employed women
considerably from country to
country: for example, from 17% in Algeria
to 50% in Cameroon. In Tanzania, they
comprise 80%, in Ghana, over 70% and in

of sample countries and Table 3 shows data

Organisation: Year Book of Labour Statistics, 1980,

Active female

ly active

20,2

Table 2: Africa

tury.
in Africa

Others

27,1

1983.

enter the last decade of the 20th cen-

women

Services

for individual countries.

roles have been widely recognised, the
significance of their economic roles had
not yet gained wide recognition, even as
we

by economic sectors

(Percentage)

for 65% of the

enterprise sector.

A very large number of women derive
their low income by performing multiple

tasks.
Women

play significant roles in the following types of economic activities:

for

women

because it meets the families’

food

requirements, helps create employment without necessitating the separation
of children from their mothers, provides
opportunities for women to use their skills
and personal capacities for attending to the
needs of their clients and allows for greater

monitoring and control.
Retail trade in vegetables and other food
items is also attractive because there is always demand for food items. It is an area
where women can start very small with

potential to expand with increase in income
and experience (UNICEF studies)

Sapem August, 1990
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Within the informal sector, activities like

metal work, woodworks, garages,

which

provide higher levels of income but which
require higher levels of capital and skills
remain the domain of

men.

However, the

UNICEF studies also showed that some
women are

venturing into non-traditional

from that of
the classic

ment

that

operates a metalworks business she inherited on the death of her husband. Two

•

A close look at these activities reveals

significant factors which compel
choose these specific activities:
They are activities which are traditionally "female" i.e. women acquire the
necessary skills in the process of growing up as females and performing tasks

three

•

entrepreneurs used most were
following:
ability to balance and sustain family and
business needs;

•

ability to maintain family, feed and educhildren;

cate
•

•

•

ability to continue in business, grow and
expand;
credibility with clients; and
ability to save for a rainy day and to invest

in other businesses.

Many women undertake economic actheir

Prevailing socio-cultural and legal situations in many parts of Africa limit women’s
access to vital resources which include

land, capital, finance/credit, technology

Groups and Individuals
tivities

Constraints

and

raw

materials.

Land and other Property
Women’s ownership

of land and other

gender based division of work at the

mostly to earn income
to meet their family’s survival needs. These
include the women vegetable vendors, beer

household level.

brewers and handicraft and basket makers.

criminatory legal and cultural practices of

survive and even

land inheritance and allocation systems.
This situation has forced women engaged

which

•

mentioned above, the success criteria

women

the

women to
•

groups’ income generating activities
develop from women’s self-help initiative
(merry-go-rounds for home improvement,
children’s education, etc) or through the
help of agencies which promote and support women’s income generation activities.
The women’s groups also serve as fora
where women engage in community activities, participate in educational and training activities, develop their organisational
and leadership skills, and in general
develop their self-confidence and enhance
their aspirations.

entrepreneurship ventures is also different.
It is related to their needs and requirements.
In the UNICEF study on Success Factors
in Women’s Entrepreneurship Develop-

who operates a metal workshop in a
Nairobi slum area is a case in point She

helped the business: she was near
her house allowing her to look after her
children and the support of an NGO which
helped by giving her a loan.

economic activities. These women’s

Likewise, the basis that
measure the success of their

women use to

female activities. The woman entrepreneur

factors

entrepreneurship ventures in

sense.

are

considered female in the

These activities enable

women

to com-

These

on

women

own

manage to

expand their business largely through

bine their economic activities with their

to

family caretaking, especially of
children, other responsibilities and

their

own

initiatives.

household tasks.

phenomena in Africa especially over the last 20 years is "women’s in-

Most of the activities can be entered into

come

without the need for capital

form women’s groups to

outlays

—

A common

generating activities" where women

undertake

property is severely limited in many
African countries as a result of dis-

in economic activities related to food

production to base their activities on land
which belongs to their husbands or relatives. Thus, women do not have security of
ownership on the basis of their economic

something which women do not have
access to.

These activities

are

what

within the constraints

women can

placed

on

do

them by

gender roles, multiple responsibilities
By their very nature, these type
of activities also place women’s smallsgale economic activities at the bottom of
the heap, even within the informal sector.
their

and skills.

Important Factors

overwhelming motivational factors
undertaking economic activities are earning income for self-sustcnancc and survival (i.e. survival snategy)
and maintenance and upkeep of the family.
These were found to be the most imporThe

for women’s

tant

factors in

a recent

Consultative meet-

ing on Women’s Economic Activities or-

ganised by UNICEF, East and Southern
African Regional Office (ESARO).
This rationale for engaging in
"entrepreneurship: activities by women in
the informal sector has different emphasis
Sapem August,

1990

Mixing busine&s with family needs: a tobacco vendor
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activities. The

following are some of the
negative consequences of discriminatory
laws and practices;
There arc many documented cases of
women being dispossessed of businesses which they have built up through
years of hard work by their spouses or
•

•

even

towards women, cause reluctance among

banking and finance institutions
consider

expand
develop their businesses. One example is a women’s group of fruit and
vegetables vendors who were interested
in further
overcome
crease

processing seasonal fruits to
low seasonal prices and in-

their returns. However, the fruit

belonged to men affecting the degrcc of benefit that the group was to
derive from the proposed venture.
Women are not able to provide collateral
for acquiring credit because of this lack
of ownership of property.
trees

Access

to

Credit

Women’s economic activities arc mostly
in the informal sector where they strive to
have sufficient income to meet their basic
survival needs. The opportunities for capilal accumulation arc therefore very limited.

result, outside financing in the form of
not only to make
necessary
improvements in production or service but
a

loans is vital

also in

having sufficient working capital.
especially the
micro-producers in the informal sector,
face great constraints in gaining access to
Women entrepreneurs,

credit.

Legal Systems
There
where

arc

still

women

some

countries in Africa

cannot

obtain loans from

formal credit institutions without

a

male

guarantor. The consent of husbands is also

legally essential for married women. Examples are Lesotho and Swaziland. Even
where there are no legal restrictions, the
practice of requiring male guarantors for
women borrowers is prevalent.
Institutional Constraints

Non-finance institutions with credit
programmes such as NGOs,

operational methods of finance and
banking institutions favour the processing
of large loans. Loans to women
entrepreneurs, whojare mostly in the informal sector, by comparison, are very small.
This makes the administrative

costs

of

governmental

development agencies and small enterprise
promotion agencies are more geared to
meeting the needs of small business
enterprises. Businesswomen have better
chances with these agencies. Many such
agencies also operate special credit
schemes for women or have special concessionary provisions. However, it is still difficult to have equitable access despite the
relative advantages. To site one example, a
special credit scheme to promote agricultural development in Botswana, has a special provision for women where the equity
requirements are 10% less than that of men
whose equity requirement is 20%. On the
surface, this appears favourable to women.
However, investigations revealed that
could not take advantage of this

women

facility because they

cannot provide
equity required.
Other problems associated with

even

the 10%

non-

finance credit sources is their lack of experuse in business and cretlit management,
small

amount

of loans, .short repayment

periods, high interest rates and stringent
equity requirements.
Systems of Credit Management
The bureaucratic process involved in applying for loans, especially the requirements

of formal finance institutions, arc

discouraging for business women, especially poor urban and rural women engaged
in survival activities. The emphasis on collateral, equity contribution and male
guarantors (in some cases) arc added
hindrances.
Own Constraints

The
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to even

the

businesswomen.

women

and

As

problems of women’s lack of collateral, abscnce of track record and
negative attitudes

ing opportunities.

security inhibits

It has limited women’s ability to

•

debt. There

entrepreneurs from fully utilising their
capabilities to take advantage of cmerg-

The lack of

Businesswomen indicate

tive to these institutions. The additional

potential of women
entrepreneurs as clients. In addition, the
hours of operation, the terms and repayment process of these institutions are not
adapted to the needs of small

relatives.
•

processing small loans high and unatu-ac-

Women small business operators arc

relatively
business

new

scene

arrivals in the organised
and therefore lack the

ex-

pcricnce and confidence in handling uansactions.

a

dislike for

many cases where
businesswomen insist on repaying loans,
are

ahead of time, sometimes at the

ex-

of their enterprises. Women’s group
enterprises, generally known as income
generating activities, experience special
problems in handling credit as a result of
the development approaches used in the 70
and 80s. Many development agencies
promoted and supported grants for
women’s income generating activities. In
many instances, these grants were given
without the necessary preparations in effeetivcly having women organise themselves
for operating business, without making cffcctive studies on the feasibility of the
projects, and setting up a proper system of
accountability on effective use of the
grants. As a result, there were many discouraging outcomes. Some of these were:
the income generating activities did not
benefit women with significant added inpense

the activities

come,

were not

successful,

developed too much dependency
on the development assistance
agencies.
Taking this experience into account, many
development agencies arc shifting their
support strategies from grants to credit.
Even though this approach is important in
developing self-reliance and a businesslike
approach, it is generally done without the
necessary preparation to have the groups
assume this added
re.sponsibility. It may,
therefore, result adding indebtedness to all
the other problems that groups face.
women

Cultural and Attitudinal Constraints
The

worsening economic situation has

forced many women and men to undertake
diverse economic activities to combat

rising costs and dwindling income.
Economic hardships arc not the only
problems in this smuggle for survival. The
entrepreneurs of the informal sector have to
face daily the public’s lack of u-ust in the
quality of their producLs/scrviccs, the fairness of their prices and sometimes question
of their basic integrity. Women
entrepreneurs who arc the most marginal of
the marginal group in the type of their activities, face the added problem as.sociatcd
with negative attitudes towards them.
Legal and Policy Impediments
The General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the Convention on the
Elimination of All forms of Discrimination

Against Women in 1979 which

went into

SAPF.M August, 1990

mentioned above. Other aspects

which arc
mentioning here are the lack of
feasibility studies in starting the businesses,
lack of raw materials and high costs, market

worth

structure and access to

markets, intensive

competition and low prices, low levels of
technology and low productivity, low
returns and lack of opportunity to grow.
All informal sectors do not suffer from

the above mentioned
extent

problems to the same
In the hierarchy, economic activities

undertaken

by men, such as auto repair,
metal works and woodworks have better
than basket

making and selling
vegetables and prepared food in which
women arc engaged in. Women’s lack of
skills, technology and capital added to their
family responsibilities place them at the
bottom of the heap. In Nairobi, women
making and .selling ciondos have bitterly
complained that they do not benefit from
sheds and other facilities provided for "jua
kali" (informal sector operators). Basic infrastructurcs which arc of special concern
returns

Limited

force

as

of September

onwership of land:

1981. By 1987, only

22 African countries had ratified this

con-

a

women’s gardening

and

side-walk'peddlers arc at a distinct dis-

advantage compared to the shop owners.

vention. Even in those counties which

Gender Roles

have ratified the convention,

Women’s

knowledge
and information is very limited. In some,
die conflict between the legal system and
the provision of the Convention have not
been reconciled. Discriminatory aspects of
the law which directly affect women’s
entrepreneurial activities are those pertaining to legal capacity, family law, inhcritance and ownership of property.
The procedures which must be followed
in starting and operating businesses are
long and cumbersome in many countries.
In Botswana, for example, there arc twenty-two .steps

involved in starling a business.

Even

though some of the steps arc meant to
help the small business ojxjralor, they can
be discouraging. This situation applies
equally to both men and w'omcn. However,
business

women

infonnaiion

as

suffer

well

as

more

from lack of

inability to meet

re-

quircmcnls.

gender based roles and responsibilitics in many of our societies place the
family care-taking, mothering and homemaker responsibility directly on their
shoulders, in addition to their roles

conflicts between roles and effee-

create

and need for

women

facilities. These

arc

The various

accomplishing the tasks.
For women entrepreneurs, balancing
business and family rc.sponsibilities, e.spedaily children, means selecting the location of business and type of activity which
create

being an important factor for women
preferring home-based production, businesses like restaurants and vending food.

their economic activities for survival. So

siblings

they undertake these activities regardless of
they have licences or arc in compliance of the law. It should be noted that
many of the regulations arc not in the best
interests of the small operators. An invesligation into the souvenir industry in

ness.

Nairobi revealed that small stall holders

resources

no

choice, mothers have

been forced to have children in the

care

of

or neighbours while doing busiThis situation limits women to the

traditional small

operations with high
labour requirements and low returns.
The Constraints of the

The constraints

Enterprises

relating to access to
already been

and skills have

care

Support

agencies set

up to promote

tributions. I will mention below

only some
possible
courses of action for improvement later on:
Many small enterprise development
agencies do not reach the poorest informal sector operators who operate at the
of the main constraints

to

indicate

•

survival level.
•

Their

capacity is severely limited by
expertise. Development
agents (both NGO and government)
their lack of

themselves do not have the management
and entrepreneurship skills.
•

as

child

and support small cntcri)risc development
have without doubt made significant con-

minimum conflict. Studies have

shown that the need to take care of children

arc

sorely lacking.

Institutional

tiveness in

Where there is

Sappm AiimisT IQOn

as

producers, workers, managers and
entrepreneurs. The interactions between
these multiple roles and responsibilities not
only overburden women with the extreme
demands on their time and energy but also

The many women and men operating in
the informal sector need the income from

whether

group

Very few of the small enterprise
development agencies reach women.
Women do not have
tion

access to

in forma-

available

opportunities. The
agencies do not take special efforts to
reach

on

women.

What Can Be Done

One of the important

factors which limits
micro-enterprises’ ability to improve, expand and grow is their lack of
rcsourccs/funds in both fixed and working
capital. Increasing women’s access to
credit through a variety of interventions
women’s
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helps to

overcome their major constraint.
Availability of credit alone is not sufficient
to bring about the necessary U'ansforma-

tion. But it is

an

essential component.

Some of the approaches proposed inelude the use of Intermediary Agencies between

banks and

women

Policy
At the

policy level, government should
take steps to repeal discriminatory laws,
regulations and provisions which inhibit
women from ownership of property and
capacity to operate as businesswomen.

entrepreneurs.

Development promotion agencies, usually
NGOs, can play an important role by forming a bridge between women entrepreneurs
and the formal banking system. This approach has several attractions.
For women entrepreneurs: it provides an
opportunity for increase in resources which
would enable them improve their production/service technology, take advantage of
market opportunities, and in general grow

Other Credit

There are many governmental
and NGOs involved in promoting

of these

of the survival level operations. It

which

provides an alternative to money lenders
who charge exorbitant rates.

crease

out

For the financial institutions: it

helps
high cost and time consuming process involved in processing small
loans. It provides greater assurance about
loan repayment by
the women
them avoid the

entrepreneurs.

agencies
and sup-

porting enterprise development, agricultural production and women’s development programmes. Credit programmes are
important components of the activities of
many of these agencies.
Here special measures are necessary to
increase women’s
sources

are

special

access to

and utilisation

of credit. In programmes
men and women,

directed to both

measures should be taken to inwomen’s participation rate.

Indigenous sources of credit like the
merry-go-rounds probably are the largest
sources

of credit for

women

in their

economic activities as well as their survival
needs. These should be studied

more

and

measures to

make

work.

Financial mstitutions should

change

negative attitudes towards women, and
towards funding small enterprise activities.
•

There should be a shift towards using
project viability rather than collateral as
the basis for loan.

•

•

Women entrepreneurs

should be organised to have access to and take advantage of increased opportunities.
Development agencies should develop
the technical and business capacity to be
effective in their role

as

intermediaries.

The costs of their services

can

be hand-

led in various ways:

added to payments
by the entrepreneurs, absorbed by grant
for development assistance, or absorbed
by Government as extension service.
•

Schemes

increase

to

women

entrepreneurs’ opportunities for credit
should be developed and used, including
credit guarantee schemes; credit through
groups which assume responsibility for
loans to individuals; and use of women’s

As noted above, many

Africa have

countries in

discriminatory laws which

limit women’s rights in the ownership and
acquisition of land and other property. Besides impinging women’s constitutional
rights, such taws hinder women from putting all their energies in their
entrepreneurial ventures. Such taws,
regulations and practices should be
changed. Creative approaches giving access to land through allocation to women’s
groups and having individual members
work for themselves, should be adopted.

Training

Training enhances entrepreneurship
development. Women’s access to training
opportunities should be increased. Some of

special sheds for the informal

•

Taking special
number of

•

provisions, to increase women’s

the

women

increase the

entrepreneurs par-

specific needs of

women

entrepreneurs;
•

as

collateral.

access to

these facilities.
In

addition, there should be special
care and for meeting

facilities for child

women’s other needs which arise out of
their multiple responsibilities.

need to

improve the informamicro-entrepreneurs in
general and women in particular. Many arc
not aware of the business opportunities that
a

tion available to

are

available

to

increase their markets,

utilise local resources, meet

specific needs
(within their communities or outside) use
of technology, access to credit sources, etc.
Existing as well as potential opportunities
should be explored by enterprise development agencies and information disseminated through the use of many channels.
Another vital information which should
be

readily available to enu-epreneurs is the
requirements and procedures involved in
starting and operating entrepreneurial ventures. Entrepreneurial ventures especially
by women, should be encouraged through
widely publicising "success stories".
Promotion

measures to

ticipating in training programmes;
Ensuring that the training programmes
meet

sector

operators. Few women enjoy the advantages of such facilities. Therefore, efforts must be made through special

the suggested steps are:

Specific interventions/actions have been
recommended above in the

areas

of credit,

training, information, infrastructure, to
mention a few. Improvements in above are
vital in themselves. However, it is clear that
the

Adjusting the facilities of training and
the time and duration of programmes to
take account of women’s 111
p'e
U X 1..»

groups’ savings
14

industrial estates in the formal sector and

There is

Property

micro-enterprises requires that

each undertake certain
•

Entrepreneurs need basic infrasbuctuie
(water, energy, roads, transport, etc) to effectively undertake their activities. Many
governments provide special facilities for
promoting entrepreneurship. Examples are

Information

parmership between financial institutions, development agencies and

the system

Infrastructure

strengthened.

This

women’s

responsibilities, especially their caretaking responsibilities for children.
Training programmes should address
entrepreneurs’ needs for improving technical skills (including use of improved technology) as well as managerial skills, especially in the areas of finance and marketing.

impact on the development of women’s
economicZ-entrepreneurial activities will
be greater when these initiatives are combined.

Therefore,

the

different

entrepreneurship development

measures

Sapfjvi August, 1990

have to be

integrated for the greater benefit

of the cumulative effect.

Approaches
In the above recommendation, enterprise

development agencies play an important
role in the promotion of informal sector
economic activities and enhancing
women’s opportunities and capabilities.

Their own capacities should be developed
and the approaches of some must be
changed for them to be effective in their

groups, to

roles.

NGOs and government

Some, especially the small enterprises

development agencies, should change their
attitudes and approaches and requirements
and make special efforts to include women
enuxjpreneurs both as individuals and as

make up their significant clien-

tele,
Development promotion agencies boili

extension agencies
should adopt a business approach as opposed to the welfare approach that most
currently utiliselll

Misrak Elias is Senior Adviser with
UNICEF East and Southern Africa

Regional Office, Nairobi, Kenya.

Social Attitudes
Hindrance to Women’s Advancement!
Elizabeth Chiedza Gwaunza
DICTIONARY defines attitude
as

"mental view, settled be-

haviour
as

it indicates

or disposition especially
opinion or allegiance". At-

titudes about what

a woman

stands for

in the

family and in society as a whole
tend to be so deep rooted in people that
it is generally accepted that to change
them is not an easy task.
It is an accepted fact that women are
universally subordinate, particularly in social and symbolic power, to men. Why is it
like that? The most influential

answer

that

has been put forward is that the key to the
sulx)rdinaiion of women was the transition

from communally-owned property to
privately-owned property and with it the
rise in class society. In pre-class societies,
it is argued, men and women contributed to
the maintenance of the household, and
neither

had

a monopoly of social or
Unfortunately for women,
however, this system of ‘primitive

sex

Producing items for daily

u.se:

taking home the firewood

sexual power.

communism’

end when tech-

property a nuclear rather than extended,

stage begin to take notice that men and

nological improvement in the work of men
made it possible for men to produce items
for exchange, and to accumulate property
while women could only produce items for
daily use.
Women could only produce what was
immediately consumed within the

family developed through which inhcritance could pass from father to
legitimate son. Thus, greater value was
placed on the sons, than was placed on the
girls.
In our society, and indeed in many
others, boys and girls are treated differently by the adults from the moment they are
bom. Adults generally encourage passive
and social behaviour in girls and active and
independent behaviour in boys. Children
are very perceptive and will from an early

have different life styles and that
boys are considered more important than
girls. These factors will definitely inllucnce
the pattern of the children’s adult lives in
addition to instilling in them deep-rooted
beliefs as to the significance of men and
women in society. In this way, attitudes are
adopted that give society distinct expecta-

came to an

household and therefore had

no

oppor-

tunity to acquire the means by which they
might exercise social power. Men now
owned goods individually and in order to
achieve a clear right of succession to this
Sapem August, 1990

women

tions of how

men

and

women

should be-

have, and the attitudes and abilities which
each

sex

possesses.
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Within the context of

our

Zimbabwean

society, cultural values and beliefs are, to a
certain extent,

responsible for negative at-

titudcs towards women, a factor which may
be considered a major stumbling block not

only to their advancement but to national
development as a whole. One can hardly
argue about the fact that those social
processes and structures which oppress
women are reinforced by sexist and patriarchal assumptions in our culture and Ianguage. A woman is identified with or seems
to be a symbol of something that every culture devalues, and defines as being of a
lower order of existence than itself.

is, therefore, no wonder that women
throughout history been subordinated
to men, have never shared the world equally with men and have largely been denied
certain basic benefits like education, which
is a necessary tool for one’s advancement.
How are certain negative attitudes towards
women expressed and how do they hinder
their development? I will analyse certain
attitudes with respect to a few crucial areas.
It

have

Image of a Woman

of their parents

in old age and generally speaking they are better able than
daughters to do so because the latter have
fewer and lower paying employment op-

unwilling to declare their income

portunities.

provide moral support and companionship,
they bear children, they cook, wa.sh and
nurture the family as well as tending the

care

I would like to argue

that parents, by
holding this belief, might actually be crediting their sons with a greater sense of
responsibility than they might in fact, have.
This is because when grown, girls tend to
be more helpful and loyal to their families
than boys. When these qualities are combined with some income earning ability
surely son preference may erode. One
hopes that as women’s status in the world
of work changes, parents attitudes towards
daughters may change as well.

are

throughout their lives faced

with the tradition that the
women’s life is to be

a

crown

of

a

wife and mother.

Marriage is almost everywhere a paitncrship of unequals, in fact though not in
theory. Women commonly marry men who
are older, more highly educated, better paid
and higher in social standing than they are
themselves. These factors, added to the

societal attitudes expect
women to be submissive, obedient to
father, brother or husband; polite,
hardworking and producers of workers (the
daughters) and heirs (the sons). Women are
generally considered inferior beings to men
both physically and mentally and are

payment of exhorbitant lobola by the husband might set the stage for the oppression

treated

accordingly, i.e. with

a

mixture of

contempt and occasional reverence. Individual women may have been able to assert

their

own

views and maintain

a

degree

of independence

from paU'iarch values and
practices, but this has generally been a matter

of accident and

cumstances.

a particular set of cirThe general opinion is that the

natural vocation

of a woman is that of a
wife and mother. A woman is defined exelusively in her relation to a man.
Daughters and Sons
The

inequality of women and men follows deeply etched patterns. The birth of a
daughter is often greeted with disappointment

and to be received into the world with

sigh of disappointment is not a happy
beginning for any child. Sons are generally preferred and this preference is explained in practical terms like economic
contribution, support, continuity of the
family line etc. Sons are expected to lake
a
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of

women

by their husbands. Thus,

obedience to the husband is

a

social

norm.

Wives

are often expected to have very littie say in matters concerning evei7day life
since all decisions should be made by the

husband. They are expected to accept the
authority of their husbands, however
liberal or oppressive that authority might
be. Women who are economically dependent on the husbands find they have very littie choice but to accept this state of affairs.
Although the economic independence of
women docs not guarantee their emancipation from male oppression, it however constitutes

an

essential condition. Women

can

be assured of

independence and
until they are also assured of
freedom from financial dependence
never

autonomy

.

home the husband goes to work and
the wife is a housewife, the ideal situation
In

a

would be that husbands and wives share
economic

more about money than
anything
Women lead very busy lives.

else.
They

husbands and children in times of distress
and illness. All this in addition to either formal

employment

or hard agricultural and
housework, which places
a heavy load on a woman’s life is regarded
as unproductive. This despite the fact that
it is only through housework that labour
power is both reproduced and maintained,
and that the unpaid domestic work of

other labour. Yet

women

conmbutes

to

the material exist-

and

reproduction of all societies.
bearing children women fulfil their
physiological destiny. They perform a very
important task without which human life itIn

Because of the historical status accorded
to a woman,

far

ence

Wives and Mothers
Women

to their
wives. Husbands and wives therefore argue

humanity. It is almost exclusively the
women who carry their children through
the difficult periods of childhood, by feeding, clothing, washing and nursing them.
By bearing children, women eonU'ibute to
the labour force of the nations, and in rear-

ing them they take up the role of being the
first teachers of the nation. In cooking and
looking after the family as a whole, women
play a great part — perpetuating a healthy
nation. The emancipation of women therefore has a direct effect on the way a child is
brought up. A woman who is frustrated at
every turn either because she is uneducated,
has little property or is working hard for littie reward might seek to compensate for all
these frustrations through her child. She
might even resort to beating the child, although in fact she would not be beating the
child alone, or even at all; she would rather
be taking vengeance on a man, on the
or on herself. By bearing and rearing children, women actually hold the destiny of humanity in their hands.
Educating women would, therefore,
provide them with broader horizons so as

world,

to

influence and thus motivate and increase

the

potential of the children.
Women and Education

and discuss

sensibly
and rationally how money is to be spent.
Unfortunately, this is not always the case
since in reality negotiations about money
are frequently acrimonious, secretive and
resources

self will cease, i.e. women perpetuate

divisive. This is because some husbands are

The preference for boys that parents hold
is often extended
basic

to

the provision

advantages. When it

of certain

comes to

send-

ing children to school, parents tended to
send boys rather than the girls, despite the
Sapem August, 1990

fact that the

girls might be brighter than the
boys. This is because girls may be seen as
temporary boarders in their families, who
eventually leave to take up residence in
their husbands’ households. The benefits of
any education given to them, so parents
sometimes believe, would therefore be

reaped within the husband’s family.
Education is regarded as a vital tool for
participation in all channels of developmcnt and women’s comparative lack of this
important tool clearly excludes them from
the main stream of development. Boys and
girls have — under the law — a right to
learn the same subjects and same technical
skills, for there are few functions in society
which are peculiar to women as women or

directly limits female influence and participation in decision-making spheres.
Unless women are given equal access to
the educational, occupational and professional expertise that qualifies people for
leadership and active participation in national development their contribution in
this crucial and important process will
forever remain insignificant. The Government has partially resolved the problem by
providing for free primary education for all.
We are thus assured that future generations
will have equal opportunity to education.
In the field of formal learning, educational curriculae have to be changed in
order for sexist stereotypes to be removed.
A workshop on women’s education which

proliferation of women in the nursing and
teaching sectors in Zimbabwe.
Training institutions like colleges and
the university should take special measures
not only to increase the number of women
students but to encourage them to take up
training in the legal, medical, financial, enginecring and mechanical fields. They can
make a greater contribution to education by
handling students on the basis of sex ratio
to ensure that more women students are cn-

rolled.

Women and work
It has been

proved that

women

(half of

the world’s population) perform two-thirds
of the planet’s work. It has also been proved
that for many women the world over, a 16

hours-a-day work schedule is the
Most of this work is

not

norm.

recorded since it is

considered

unproductive. Women perform
time-consuming domestic
tasks such as gathering, producing and
processing food for the family. They also
provide unpaid labour on the land or in
other family enterprises. Some have a
double work day since in addition to formal
employment they perform domestic chores
arduous and

after work hours. In

ber of women
men,

but

women

for work than
tion

most

towns, the num-

might be greater than tliat of
have lower opportunities
Women’s lack of educa-

men.

directly limits their chances of Uiking

up satisfactory employment. Those women
who qualify academically and othcrwi.se to

hold responsible Jobs arc beset by a lot of

problems:•

The belief that
ners

Holding the destiny of humanity in her hands:

a woman

men

shows off her work

Natural abilities

contributed in each

and it is natural for

to share

saw more
was

similarly

occupations with men.
Zimbabwe, the eve of independence

women

In

sex

are

educated

men

than

women.

This

because of the traditional beliefs

regarding girls’ education, reinforced by
the double discrimination that

women

was

held in

authority
woman

if education

were to

be

made universal, the institutional sexism in
the education system would still be a barrier to women’s achievement of equality

unless attitudes

are

greatly changed.

Teachers, textbooks,

course

selection

explains why in Zimbabwe 66% of all illiterates are women. Virtually everywhere,
political leadership rises from the ranks of

pectations about women’s roles and so discourage girls from acquiring the
knowledge and skills they need to go
beyond those bounds. The above coupled
with inadequate training facilities and few
job opportunities has resulted in the

disproportionately

membership in these ranks therefore
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women

woman to

eluded that

and content tend to reinforce uaditional ex-

small

a

tematidnal Women's Year Conference con-

faced (i.e. as blacks and as women). That

the educated. Women’s

over

Male workers, not

for

conjunction with the 1975 Ineven

the bread-win-

with the

same

qualifications.
•

men as men.

men arc

prompts certain employers to prefer

•

considering it proper
a position of

be in

over men,

will not accept

"boss" and for the

a

same rca.son

employers might not consider placing a
woman in such a position.
Male workers might regard women
competing for the same job as rivals and
a

threat.

Employers sometimes hold the view that
less productive than men since
they tend to take a lot of time off during
maternity leave, attendance of clinics
during pregnancy and absence due to nursing sick children. It is not an exaggeration
to say that in the employment sphere, there
women arc
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still very

women in top jobs, but
entering the legal, financial and medical professions. It is, however,

arc

few

more women arc

Traditional and societal attitudes in this

still very powerful in our
girls never think of bccoming engineers and many women seem

regard

are

economy. Many

even

Other Constraints

The Government’s

policy

on

women’s

advancement has been

expressed over and
over again in very clear terms. The Ministry of Community Development and
Women’s Affairs was formed specifically
to facilitate the implementation of that
policy. Unfortunately for the Ministry (now
a Department), it can not operate in isola-

afraid because of societal attitudes to aim

tion. Since women’s issues permeate every

for

would therefore
for the Department of Women’s
Affairs alone to contemplate the enormous
task of tackling women’s problems singlehanded. Liaison with and cooperation from
other government Minisuics, parastatals,
N.G.Os, the private sector and most of all
society are therefore very crucial to the
solution of the countless problems that con-

success

women

in these and related

their

there other

own

cess? Evidence
women arc

but in the

worst

reasons

jobs. Are

enemies

or arc

for their lack of

sue-

suggest that some
the victims of plain prejudice
seems to

majority of cases, it is mostly bepatterns arc designed by and

cause career

for

men.

Women also face

of families and jobs.

problem in the area
For most women, it is

a

easy to combine a career with family
life. There exist, still in some cases, socic-

prejudice against working wives, especially mothers. It is generally and erroncously argued, for instance, that women
workers have no special needs as mothers
and that they should have no special rights.

front

sues

state
•

nificant at all levels of our economy and
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•

activities, have very few

sector

Women in both

private and public seebeing discriminated against in
terms of promotion, advancement and
recruitment. Maternity leave is not fully
paid and women still face hostile atcolleagues at
Very few women hold responsible
jobs both in the public and private secwork.

tors.
•

Supportive services at places of work
e.g. pre-schools are sadly lacking. This
makes it difficult for women to combine
their roles

•

as

mothers and workers.

Curriculac still reflect stereotype
of

men

and

women.

small children

images

This reinforces in

existing attitudes towards

women.
•

Zimbabwe has not yet acceded to the UN
Convention

on

the elimination of all

forms of discrimination

•

society, from the lowest through to the
higher authorities, by individuals and by associations. Within responsible authorities.

Government Ministries and other

policytendency to drag feet
whenever it comes to tackling issues that
affect women. Such issues arc placed at the
bottom of the list of priorities where they

arc making a serious attempt to reduce economic dependency
on hu-sbands through involvement in in-

titudes from their male

result of the above, women in Zim-

makers there is

Women, who

tors are

•

a

the husbands.

formal

traditions.
As

be evicted from their

can

credit facilities.

emancipation and attempts to

which

•

Women

to
•

grant women more rights arc resented on
the grounds (never openly admitted) that

rights by women is regarded as a way by
which the rights already enjoyed by men
would be drastically reduced.
Complete insensitivity and lack of sympathy towards women’s plight arising
out of the misguided belief that women
have nothing to complain about in the
way they are treated since they are indeed inferior beings. This is in part occasioned by our cultural beliefs and

or no

municipal houses and left homeless with
their children because the hou.scs belong

explanations for this sad

they pose a threat to male power and
domination. The acquisition of more

be beaten

by their husbands
protection from the
police because they do not interfere in
can

"domestic affairs".
•

of affairs offer themselves:

Women’s

inheritance.

Women

and have little

from the men, and even from the women
themselves. Two

babwe are ridiculed, ill-treated, scapegoated, humiliated and dismissed as insig-

mibutions of their own mothers, sisters and

to
•

would have liked from Ministries,

job or pay or of chances ofpromotion. This
ought to be one of the key concerns of any
employment protection Act. It is not
cnoggh to end discrimination against
women. The law must discriminate for
women. Women undoubtedly lead very
busy and hard lives yet little recognition or
reward is given to them. They carry human
labour and fufurc generations in their abdomens for many months, risk their lives
during deliveries, and ensure a future
labour-force by feeding, clothing, educating and housing the youth.
Ironically, while women have mastered
skills related to their traditional roles by
they have very gainfully made even
families survive and increase in
number, society docs not show in the national statistics nor do they indicate what
would happen without this contribution. It
is pathetic how planners ignore the con-

•

a matter

have not

as one

of regret that women’s isreceived as much sympathy

cultural that hinder

participation in development, the
following sad f«:tors still exist:
Women have few rights to land, property, to guardianship of their children and

women.

It is

or

women’s

be futile

Motherhood in effect, means the loss of a

the poorest

cial, economic

aspect of human activity it

not

tal

being constantly postponed or
conveniently forgotten.
Ten years after independence and after
the Government has clearly stated its intention to remove all barriers be they legal, so-

run

what they arc.

still not clear whether many women arc

beginning to train for ‘new’ kinds ofJobs. I
refer to professions in the mechanical, cnginccring and technical .skills, provided by
the various training colleges.

the risk

wives; the contribution which made them

a

•

Women

are

agaimst women.

sometimes

portrayed in

negative terms in the mass media.
Women arc publicly made scape goats
for certain social evils when men arc
sometimes equally or even more to
blame for the same evil e.g. baby dumping and the notorious round-up of
women during the "operation clean up"
to rid the towns of "squatters, beggars
and prostitutes".
Women are under represented on major
decision-making bodies. Women themSapem August, 1990

selves

can

be blamed for this state of af-

fairs because

they tend to vote for men
instead of voting for other women. They

lack confidence and sometimes do not
make any efforts to promote each other.
All the issues listed above are the respon-

sibility of

organisation,

some

agency or

government ministry. If the responsible
authorities in these institutions
committed to the
cement,

cause

were

really

of women’s advan-

it would be very easy for them to

offer support to women’s organisations

and
other such agencies and work together in
working out strategies to advance women
in their various fields of operation.
Government ministries, NGOs (nongovernmental-organisations) and other
authorities should be urged to start thinking

At the socio-cultural level, women’s

lives seem to have changed; but people’s attitudes have not. That is visible to the
that

ex-

longer exclusively
by birth, or marriage or by virtue
their beauty. We are probably at a stage
tent

women are no

famous
where

they

some women are

famous because

the first, or one of the few in a
job. Women scientists, artists,
politicians, lawyers and educationists, ate
are

man’s

—

it would

seem

—

by the state and the private sectors,
other things.
It is important in this regard to emphasise
that national traditions must be respected
and maintained so as to create a genuine
sense of nationhood. However, aspects of
culture which discriminate, restrict and
devalue women’s physical, psychological,
social and economic development must be
ment

Change

famous first because

they are wwking in a man’s world. Obviously, these women are not myths,
neither are they typical of the majority of
the working women today. Their high
standard of education, their training and
their determination
among other things
got them into top jobs.
With their increasing education, women
are likely to press for more rights, responsibilities and position in the economy, in
politics and cultural and social organisations
rather than being undermined by

among

eliminated.
Since it is only

through education that atchanged, this must be
planned and undertaken so that men will
stop regarding women as inferior and subservient to them. Women should start placing a higher value on their roles as mothers,
titudes

can

be

wives and workers, and have more confidence in themselves.

—

about the need to advance

women

in their

—

various

spheres of operation.

In this connection, it must always be
remembered that the attainment of equality

for

is the task

of society as a whole.
It cannot be achieved through struggle by
women against men, but only through joint
struggle by all social forces as part of the
general struggle fora society in which men,
women and children can live in equality,
freedom and prosperity. In the process, outdated concepts and prejudices on the part
of both men and women regarding the role
which women have to play in society must
women

—

the traditional idea of "women’s proper

place". The facility with which this
development will take place, depends largely on the legal and social mechanisms
created to foster women’s right to and need
for employment on equal terms with men;
non-sexist education and unbiased treat¬

Special facilities and measures must be
introduced and taken in order to lessen the
burden of women’s work and to enable

them to combine their roles as mothers and
workers. Women’s education and

training
promoted.
If people continue to hold negative attitudes towards women when experience
must

be

has shown that such attitudes

are counter-

productive and no longer tenable, one is left
to wonder whether culture (from which
some attitudes spring) is not being used
merely as an excuse to perpetuate women’s
low status.O

be eliminated.

The Namibian Woman’s
What

are

the prospects

Plight

for improving women’s lot in

an

independent

Namibia?

Elizabeth Mbuende
he history of women in Namibian
society is a history of a people
whose path towards achieving
their democratic rights within the
society, is filled with contradictions.

T

guaranteed
come

needed

System

were,

social

era, women

through a clear division of labour and
organisation of the time, somewhat
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to

starve, as the extended

the traditional system

gree

During the pre-colonial

apportioned lot of the outnever

family

system provided for her. At the same time
as

Traditional

an

of shared labour. She also

provided some de-

of security for the female members,

there existed

some

form of

within that very system.

oppression

For example, the

fact that

women were

conditioned

to

do

only specific duties must have put limitations to

self-development. Also, the

'polygamous’ family

system though it

might have brought prosperity to the fami-

ly, in terms of producing

more, gave

male members of traditional
tain

society

the

a cer-

degree of power as head of the family
19

his wives and thus

over

promoted male

chauvinism. Furthermore, the traditional

system, although it provided security to all
the members

through its clear,

unques-

developing themselves through education,
By holding back women’s creative power
in this way, their capacity to influence the
environment around them was limited. Un-

sion. The educational system

important role in this respect, through
other things, a process of reproduc-

among

tionable laws and

regulations, can also be
having placed and drilled its people
(men and women alike), into a cage-like

able to develop and use their innate creative

seen as

power,

the years, forced to occupy positions within

lines

situation where one’s traditional law and

the

role

regulations

where little training was required; low pay,

are

regarded

truth. Seen in this way,
tern

made it easier for

critical about their

own

as

the only valid

the traditional
women to

sys-

be less

oppression. Hence

the majority of

women were, over

secondary sector of the labour market,

sector.

It can be

estimated that 20% of women in Namibia

arranged marriages, without the concern of

are

the bride, and the payment

rudimentary education, with limited job
opportunities to choose from, as the
colonial regime restricted women’s choices
to mainly primary school teaching; nursing

of lobola to the

bride’s family, were some of the oppressive
aspects that persist to date. Today, we are

witnessing 11-15-year-old girls subjected
to arranged marriages in Namibia.

With

colonialism,

women were not

only

subjected to male dominance, but were also
oppressed as blacks as well as members of
the underpaid working class and of impoverished peasants. The colonial era further deteriorated the socio-economic

con-

ditions of women, as the traditional social

organisation with its extended family systern that provided some degree of socioeconomic security to women, was gradually weakened. Division of labour according
to sex was reorganised to the disadvantage
of women. While the majority of male
black citizens of Namibia (mostly from the
Northern areas) were forced into a contract
labour system paid starvation wages, the
women

who remained in the Bantu

homelands found themselves

their usual duties

as

well

as

canning

out

the work pre-

viously done by men, such as looking after
cattle and building houses. In addition, the
womea
care

ia the hDmeland.s had to feed and

for the children and the old, without

the economic support from
husbands. They had to care

their underpaid
for the sick and
handicapped as the colonial regime only
built up a social security network for the
white

minority.

The colonial state in Namibia
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and office secretarial woik, 60% can be

to

to

be peasants

and only 5% can be said

have received secondary and post-secon-

dary education.

The colonial

policies which served

to exclude women

from the educational system were

supported by the generally

poor

partly
socio-

economic conditions of the African popula-

tion, arising from colonial economic policy

^ ^ consequence of apartheid so-

^

kept

through

women

from

as

by reinforcing traditional

thinking.
Legal System

The out-dated colonial

regime’s legal

system contained various aspects which

posed

direct threat to women’s

a

democratic

rights. Aspects concerning for
example marriage, divorce, custody and
maintenance, property acquisition,

‘in

community of property’ automatically
possibility to take independent
decisions in matters concerning her life, as
lost the

life

acquired the marital

power to

affecting the common
of the couple. Their common property
on matters

automatically

came

under the husband’s

and he had the power to decide

care,

without the wife’s

concern.

At the

this

regard without her husband’s consent.

Thus, although this law claimed to provide
a

tional system supported these policies. A
family’s limited economic resources were

spouses upon the dissolution of the
riage, it actually provided greater

fifty-fifty property share between the

used to finance the education of male

sibility for the wife to walk

children. Female children

handed,

hand,

were

the other

made to stay at home and lake

of the families’
subsistence, "After all the girls

part in the production
means

will

some

family
The

of

.

.

day get married and leave the
.", the common argument goes.

question of the girls’ basic need to

ample,
name

as

came
it

was

away empty-

capacity to act in legal dispute as well as to
enter

into the

legal transactions minimised.

Apart from the shortcomings of the
colonial

regime’s legal system above,

to be able to help herself ot do something

could not

meaningful with her life, did not

without the husband’s

or

purchase property

signature. Likewise,

she could not acquire a loan or open
bank accounts
Namibian

traditional thinking, married each other in
business of female oppres-

in actual fact

on

women

mar-

‘community of property’

acquire

policies, in concomitance with African
a complicated

pos-

under the person in whose
registered. Besides, her

ried women under

traditional thinking,

mar-

their matrimonial home, for ex-

develop herself through education in order
occur to

same

time, the wife lost the possibility to act in

ciäl policies. In addition, the African tradi-

on

were

directly in conflict with democratic human
rights. For example, a woman who married

decide

regime’s educational

into specific study-

women

well

as

the husband
Excluded

It can be said, therefore, that the colonial

Doomed to Slave Labour

various mechanisms,

in the domestic service, 15% have some

said

Colonial Era

ing a ridged sex-segregated labour force, by
channelling

slave-like working conditions, formed the
basic characteristics of this

in addition

has, since the colonial inception, played an

her

own.

certain

In this regard,

under colonialism

were

regarded as minors, at the

level of under-aged children.

The loopholes
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within the colonial

legal system also made

it

possible for the fathers (married and unmarried alike), to get away with not providing economic support to their minor
children

—

a

burden which most divorced

and

single mothers had to carry unaided. It
goes without saying that the colonial legal
system undermined the democratic rights
of women rather than protecting those
rights.
It is worth

mentioning that the Namibian
woman had not just accepted colonial oppression without resistance. Over the years,
they played an important role in the struggle against colonial rule. Thus in 1959,
women

of the

in Windhoek

were at

the forefront

struggle against the black people’s

removal from the ‘Old Location’ to

shall be entered into

full consent of the

intending spouses". In
Article 16 on "Property", it is said that "all
persons shall have the right in any part of
Namibia to acquire, own and dispose of all
forms of immovable and movable property

individually
and

tance came

later with the formation of the

South West Africa

to

or

in association with others,

bequeath their property to their heirs

legatees

or

.

.

.". With regard to "Educa-

tion", it is said that "all persons shall have
the

right to education". Primary education

shall be

compulsory and the State shall

provide reasonable facilities to render effective this right for every resident within
Namibia, by establishing and maintaining
State schools at which primary education
will be

The

Katutura, in order to make space for the

building of houses for the white residents
of Windhoek. However, organised resis-

only with the free and

provided free of charge.
quotations above suggest that the

constitution

provides for positive
changes with regard to the situation of
new

women

in. It also indicates that the

new

government has, to a certain extent, the

People’s Organisation
(SWAPO) women’s Council which suecessfully organised women as part of the

women’s interests at heart. Hence the

liberation movement at home and abroad.

crimination

Prospects for Change
On March 21,1990, Namibia

gained its
long-overdue independence. With it a new
constitution was written. The question is
what are the prospects for changing the
women’s situation in light of the shortcomings discussed above? A look at some
aspects that are relevant to our subject matter may give us some clues in this respect.
In Article 10 of the said constitution, on

provision of equality and freedom from disgives room to legal actions
with regard to discrimination against
women as practised either within the traditional system or colonial system. Likewise
the Article

on

"Family" gives hope as well

provides a stepping stone to this
country’s serious ‘women movements’ that
are concerned with the question of equal
rights between men and women, especially
within the marriage

institutions (customary

marriage included). It also offers a helping

tion", it has been stipulated that "all persons

hand to the young women

shall be

might be caught up in the arranged marriages dilemma. The Article on "Property"

persons may

the

be discriminated against

grounds of

sex, race,

on

colour, ethnic

stands counter to the

of Namibia who

degrading former

origin, religion, creed or social or economic

colonial laws which denied

status". Furthermore, in Article 14 on

democratic

"Family", the constitution

that men
and women of full age shall be entitled to
equal rights to marriage, during marriage

lives. It restores the women’s

and at its

hope to Namibian

says

dissolution, and that "marriage

possibility to develop themselves

through education.
A Word of Caution

While there
in

towards

don

as

women

right to have control

over

their

their

rightful posi-

adult members of the

thermore, the Ardcle on

society. Fur"Education" gives

women

are

various

posiuve aspects

constitution that

geared
changing the oppressive situation

our new

of women in this country,

are

it is important to

keep in mind that, the constitution is only a
recommendation document. In this regard,
it is not enough
cal

in itself to bring about radichanges. Hence there is a need for legis-

ladve

confirmadon, that is, to pass laws in

line with the consdtution’s recommenda-

dons.
The

coming into being of

new

democradc laws which remove the existing

discriminatory laws would be empty
phrases on paper if they are not put into
practice. Therefore, it is the duty of every
Namibian

woman to

struggle for the rein-

forcement of these democradc laws, and to
see to

to

it that the

new

government lives up

its words of honour. The

of

success

women’s

struggles depends to

tent upon

the women’s understanding of the

nature

of

women

hand, and
democradc

on

oppression

a

on

large
the

tant

ex-

one

the reclamation their

rights within the society on the

other. Education is without doubt an

as

"Equality and Freedom from Discriminaequal before the law" and that "no

the

tool in this regard.

impor-

Changes within the

educadonal system

both in terms of content

and structure

crucial. The women’s

are

hope lies, therefore, in the reorganisation of
both formal and non-formal educational

systems, in order to raise the women’s level
of

understanding. This is an important key

for their own liberation as well as for equip-

ping them with tools for constanUy changing their environment. It should be noted,
however, that education in itself does not
funedon

as a

liberadng factor unless it is ac-

companied by socio-economic changes
well as polidcal acdon.D

as

with regard to
Elizabeth Mbuende is

Scholar and

a

Namibian

part-time lecturer with
the University of Namibia, Faculty of.
a

Education
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South Africa and The Frontline States:
From Confrontation to

Confidence-building
Adapted from a paper présented by the author at a joint Zimbabwe Institute for Southern
Africa ! Cold Comfort Farm Trust!Friedrich Ebert Foundation discussion evening held in Harare
in May 1990.

Bernhard Weimer
ET ME start with

L

a

look back to

the year 1984. Then, at Nkomati
on the border between South

Africa and

Mozambique, a train was set
in motion, so to speak, a train heading for

peaceful Southern Africa, where
dialogue and negotiations would be the
most important means of confKct-resolti'
tion and politics, thus in a very practical
way reconfirming the principles of the
Lusaka Manifesto of 1969, the "Liberaa

tion doctrine" of the Frontline States.

Tliis train is

track and

picking up
speed. It passed important stations such as
Brazzaville and New York in August and
December 1988 respectively, where the
agreements concerning Namibia’s Independence on the basis of UN Resolution
on

435 and the withdrawal of the Cuban troops
from

Angola were reached and signed
respectively. Other important stations were
Harare on August 23,1989, where the joint
OAU-FLS Declaration on the question of
South Africa

was

made; Windhoek,

M,Trch 21, 1990, where Namibia,

22

on

Africa’s

last

colony, finally won its political independence and sovereignty; and Cape Town,
where on 2 May, 1990, the negotiations
about negotiations concerning South
Africa’s democratic post-apartheid future
began, between the De Klerk Government
andthe ANC.
Distance Away

Although the final abolition of apartheid
still a distance away, it, nevertheless,
will also be reached by this train. There
might be stops on the way, even breakdowns needing repair and the train might
pass through difficult political, but it is my
contention that this train will irreversably
seems

towards its final destination, a peaceful Southern Africa, as far as the relation-

move

ship between the governments and states
are

concerned.

It is of

particular importance that
dialogue and negotiations are the moving
forces, because they constitute the antithesis to the apartheid concept, both in its
national and regional dimensions. Apartheid, over and above its aspects of spatial¬

ly, economically and politically structuring
society and a region in a segregationist

a

manner

based

on

the dominance of colour

and

minority interests, has always also
non-communication, blockage of
communication, even contempt for commeant

munication

—

and

as a

result, isolation.

Apartheid in this sense thus is an all-encompassing principle, deviding not only
black and white communities but

even

isolating white South Africans from white
South Africans, Blacks from Blacks, men
from women, and

neighbours from neighdriving forces is fear. No
being and no society, however, can

hours. One of its
human

exist without communication (in the

broadest

sense), without material and
spiritual exchange and dialogue with the
neighbour, with the social and natural environment and with the

cosmos as a

whole.

Equally, a society cannot exist on the basis
of fear and mistrust As the ancient Greek

myth of Narcissus demonstrates, non-communication invariably leads to isolation,
autism and death. Thus, apartheid in the
sense

of non-communication in the final
Sapem August, 1990

analysis amounts to self-imposed suicide
by isolation. The fact that dialogue and
negotiations are gaining importance in
South Africa, in Angola, in Mozambique
and the region as a whole, thus signals a
return to the

choice for life,

despite

prevailing fear in

many quarters
societies concerned.
What

are

the

change and what

a still
of the

major reasons for this
arc its implications for

South Africa and her relations with the

neighbours?
Failure

Firstly, the Total National Strategy
(TNS), which the former South African
President, P. W. Botha and his military establishment had designed and pursued for
the survival of Afrikanerdom has failed
both at home and in the

region, albeit

ex-

acting

a high cost of destabilisation, of
death and destruction on the South African

black

population and

States. This failure has

on

the Frontline

even

been admitted

by one of the Chief Architects of TNS, the
Secretary of the now defunct South African
State Security Council (SSC), General
Lloyd, with whom I was able to conduct an
interview in November last year. It failed in
all regards and on the military, economic
and ideological level. The latter is important beeause the ideological justification
for the TNS, the perception of a "total
onslaught" of world communism, spearheaded by the Liberation Movements and
the Frontline States against South Africa,
faltered at the very moment when the Super
Powers engaged successfully in far-reaching disarmament negotiations and started
finding common positions with regard to
the regional conflicts, including the conflict in Namibia and Angola. Thus, General
Lloyd had to admit:
We

fought the ANC and SWAPO as
terrorists, because we perceived
them

as

terrorists. However, we

could not win this fight,

and we also
accept that they had
been fighting for a noble cause.
had

to come to

Over-estimated

Secondly, white South Africa did not
only over-estimate its own strategy and
economic capabilities but also under-estimated the spirit and capabilities for resislance of its black majority and of her neighhours. Here I would like to especially men¬
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Failure of Total National

Strategy:

a

lighter moment as South African troops leave
Angola

tion the efforts of the Frontline States,
which despite their economic weaknesses,
the

high cost of the South African destabilisation and their occasional political

quarrels, have been steering the liberation

sometimes

referredtaas."organic crisis."
South
African economy as a vulnerable, stagnating semi-industrialised developing
economy which has more similarities with

—

—

and underscored the quality of the

of the continent from racism and

African economies rather than New In-

colonialism to the final conclusion which

dustrialising Countries (NIC)

or

in-

imminent. Without the prin-

dustrialised economies. This view is not

cipled policies and the efforts of the

only held by academicians but also shared
by the South African Minister of Finance,

now seems

Frontline Stales, Zimbabwe, Namibia and
South Africa would not be where they arc

Barend du Plessis.

today.

Self-Defeat
Undermined

There is a
Africa and the

similarity between South
kingdom of Kroesus in ancient Greece, especially concerning their
paradoxical relations with their neighhours: despite the economic and military
superiority of both South Africa and
Kroesus’ kingdom based on their endowment with gold, both did not manage to
conquer and subdue their neighbours. The
,

Thirdly, South Africa in its attempt to
consolidate, reform and even rescue white
hegemony considerably overstretched and
undermined its economic potential and performance. Not

only did the economic cost
apartheid (homelands, bureaucracy,
politically motivated strikes and stayaways, the military presence in Namibia
and Angola), became heavier and heavier
and placed an additional burden on a stagnating, respectively — in terms of per
capita GNP — shrinking economy and on
the budget. But also economic and financial sanctions, especially the latter, hit the
economy very hard and turned South Africa
from a net capital importer to a net capital
exporter. Taken together, these factors exacerbated the economic and political crisis
of

reason

for this failure lies

neighbours’ superiority
true

—

—

not

in the

the contrary is

but in the over-estimation of the

strength of the "regional super power", the
greed for more and more material wealth
and the
domestically — unchecked and
—

unreflected desire for domination. The

myth of Kroesus and the past ten years of
South African politics in Southern Africa
demonstrate that these attitudes carry a
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tum

tion is that South Africa, after Namibia, will

a

•

The FLS

as an

date from the

alliance has

a

clear

diplomatic relations with both super
powers and are increasingly prepared to
make these "good offices" available to
South Africa. It is

no

accident that the

South African

Foreign Minister met the
Deputy Foreign Minister for the
time in Maputo in March 1989. In

Soviet

man-

first

OAU, the NAM, The
it

the meantime, relations between

that the liberation of Africa is steered, to

Pretoria and Mo.scow have eased and in

successful end. Now that the days of
colonialism in Namibia arc over, the

much whether but rather when

Commonwealth and the UN to

under certain conditions be the second

primary beneficiary of Namibia’s indepcndence. I would not go as far as suggesting that President de Klerk’s chances for
realising his political reforms, for
economic recovery and the breaking of

of change

through dialogue and for the
steering of the negotiation process is the
group of Frontline States. South Africa
needs their continued political co-operation on the following grounds:

self-defeating mechanism within themselves. I believe that these examples do have a
continued significance, both in national as
well as in global terms, the latter concerning North-South relations.
What are the potential political consequences of the recent changes in Southern
Africa with specific reference to regional
co-operation and security? My first sugges-

see to

only remaining task ahead to be accomplished is the abolition of apartheid.

South Africa it is debated

publicly not so
a

Soviet

embassy will be opened.
•

And because of the economic and social

Thus, the FLS will continue to be in-

crisis in most of the Frontline States, this

volved in the

solving of this task.
recognise and appreciate the

group is highly motivated to conuibute
to the achievement of peace in the

South Africa’s international isolation,

reform efforts of President dc Klerk, as

success of Namibia’s postBut surely political and

they have recognised the reforms initiated by his predecessor. As far as I can
sec, they have seen successive National
Party (NP) governments as the only factor in white South African politics which
is both powerful enough and capable to
pursue and implement reforms, albeit

region, simply out of self-interest. As far
as the political relations between the
states and the governments in the region
are concerned, peace can only be
achieved by the abolition of apartheid,
the primary cause for instability and

hinge

the

on
colonial

era.

economic

•

development in Namibia and

South Africa’s role vis-a-vis this

new

Frontline State and SADCC member, espe-

cially on the Walvis Bay issue, do have and
will continue to have an important and
direct impact on developments in South
Africa and on world opinion vis-a-vis

of necessity. The price the FLS were
prepared to pay for this "supportive" role
out

South Africa. Thus, President de Klerk
must

have

Namibia

vested interest in

a

a success.

case

—

continues

many a quarter in international politics,
because this support enabled Pretoria to

con-

corning South Africa’s hitherto positive
role in this regard underscore this point. If
Pretoria continues to play fair in Namibia
and positively contributes to conflict
resolution in Angola and Mozambique —
and there arc strong indications that this is
the

is to risk criticism if not mistrust from

making

All indications

at

•

partially break its political isola-

Despite their partially supportive role
for the NP government and its reforms
in South Africa and despite their
economic weaknesses, the FLS have

managed to steer international sanctions
policies against South Africa, without
having to engage in sanctions thcmsclves (which in some cases would be
suicidal). They are able to keep the sanetions debate on the agenda of international affairs, the Kuala Lumpur Com-

forcefully the process of negotia-

tions at home, then it can reckon with a para summit of the Frontline
States Presidents. Their present Chairman,

licipation in

already

stated that he and his colleagues are willing
to consider an invitation to President de
Klerk. If sucii

least

tion.

and if the dc Klerk government

Zambia’s President Kaunda, has

The FLS

monwealth Summit of October 1989

regional peace summit took
place, then this occasion would certainly
mark the beginning of the lifting of sanea

in point. It is also the FLS
who, in conjunction with the South

being

a case

tions, the reconciliation between South

African Liberation Movements, determine the criteria and conditions for what

Africa and her

constitutes

neighbours and thus the dis-

genuine negotiations and
genuine progress towards the dismantling of apartheid. In the case of South

appearance of Frontlines in Southern
Africa and the welcoming of South Africa
back into the international
Political

community.

Africa, the FLS do have

My second proposition can be deducted
one. It simply says, that one
of South Africa’s most important external
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similar veto

—

from the first

counterparts for maintaining the momen-

a

respectively qualification power,
which the UN Special Representative
commanded in Namibia, despite his lack

Co-operation

of material power.
•

The FLS and

notably Mozambique have

been able to establish excellent

conflict in Southern Africa.

Only peaceful conditions within the region will
enable the Frontline States and South
Africa

adjust and reconstruct their
burning
economic, social and political issues in
the respective domestic political arena.
Which other ally is available to Soutli
Africa, an ally, who is mandated, highly
motivated, subscribes to the principles of
peaceful negotiations and commands over
considerable leverage both to the potential
advantage and detriment of South Africa?
to

economics and to address the

Credibility
Let

my third proposition. It
has to do with South Africa’s lack of
me come to

credibility which is still evident despite the
changes initiated by the De Klerk government. In many a quarter of the world. South
Africa is perceived as a country which cannot

be ousted and which docs not

neces-

sarily honour agreements and undertakings. Examples are the acceptance of UN
Resolution 435 in 1978 and the delaying of
its implementation for almost ten years; the
signing of the Lmsaka Agreement with Angola in February 1984 and the Nkomati Accord with Mozambique in March 1984 and
the subsequent violation of the letter and
spirit of these undertakings. More recently,
suspicions have again cropped up concerning South Africa’s alleged nuclear military
capabilities and its alleged co-operation
with Israel in this regard; the purpose of inSapem August, 1990

creased

defence-spending in 1989 despite
military retreat from Angola and
Namibia and, concerning the role of death
squads in the pay of the South African
the

Police Force and the South African
Defence Forces

(S ADF) in regional and intemational affairs. All those cases have,
inter alia, neither contributed to
the

allaying
suspicions of black South Africans, the

Frontline States and the international

com-

munity by ttnd large nor resulted in an increased credibility.
Obviously, the lack of confidence in
South Africa and credibility of South Africa
is related in one way or another to its
military capabilities, strategies and posturing. From a West European persfxjctivc,
one could draw analogies to the military
capabilities and posturing of the Warsaw
Pact Forces in Central Europe during the
past decades as well as their perception of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

(NATO) Forces. In fact, post-war Europe
be politically characterised, to a large
degree, by lack of confidence and
credibility on both sides of the Iron Curtain
and of the massive build-up of a war
machinery in Central Europe, both nuclear
and conventional. These suspicions and
fears have only recently been receding,
primarily as a result of successful confidcnce-building measures, successful and
substantial disarmament negotiations, e.g.
the TNF agreement as well as the ongoing,
highly promising Vienna negotiations on
can

substantial reductions of conventional forin

Europe, in the context of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe. The Soviet Union on her part has
ces

effected considerable unilateral reductions
of armaments and

military personnel. In
Europe, the end of the Cold War has arrived
and at present we witness the emergence of
a qualitatively new order in Europe.

If we agree that, in the words of Derek
Auret of the South African Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, the end of the Cold War has
also come to Southern Africa, it might be a
worthwhile exercise

to

draw

on

the lessons

learnt in

Europe and engage in meaningful
confidence-building and arms-control,
respectively disarmament measures in this
part of the world too.

Confidence-Building
Why not engage in confidence-building
(CBM) between the SADF onTlie

measures
one

hand and the armies of the FLS and

Umkhonto

Sizwe (Spear of the Nation)
Why not invite the respective
counterparts to military manoeuvres and
on

we

the other?

training exercises? Why not mutually invite military commanders for inspection of
barracks, training facilities, and military
hardware? After all. South African
businessmen, railway officials, academics,
clergymen, etc. have established working
relations with their counterparts in neighbouring countries. Why not extend the
professional realm by including the
military? I am sure that they would also
soon

discover that the other side "docs not

have horns".

Coming to the field of disarmament, one
might ask, if South Africa, the regional
military "super power" is not in a position
of offering unilateral arms reductions as a
measure of confidence-building, including
the abolition of the alleged nuclear
capability, is it too absurd to consider disarmament and arms control negotiations
between South Africa and the Frontline

States, both in terms of bilateral and multilateral negotiations? After all, there do exist
already joint military commissions, noutbly between South Africa and Mozambique,
which could

serve as

nuclei for confidence-

building measures and bilateral disarmament negotiations. Also, the well cstablished rapport between the South African
and the Angolan army in the context of the
Namibian/Angolan verification mission
should be

an asset

for future CBM.

South Africa has, for a long time, had an
interest in establishing non-aggression

pacts with her neighbours. Is there not a significant contradiction, however, between

having such pacts on paper on the one hand
being in command of the
military means to invade and occupy neighbouring countries? In other words: how do
and nevertheless

Is it too absurd to consider disarmament?
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Conscript at the Zimbabwe border
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wc

reconcile the rationale of

an

existing

non-aggression

pact of the Nkomati-type
with the continued capabilities for military

aggression

on

Would

the

the part of South Africa?
logic of a non-aggression
pact require a translation of this logic in the
restructuring of the defence forces in such
a way that they are able to repel any aggresnot

the one hand but are unable to commit aggressions on the other?
The case for disarmament and a regional
sor on

regime of military limits as well as CBM in
Southern Africa is even made stronger by
considering the fact that all economics in
the region, including South Africa, are
developing economies for whom a high dcgree of defence-spending is detrimental to
their development efforts. As you may have
guessed, I am putting forward to you the
case of a Conference on Cooperation and
Security in Southern Africa (CCSSA).
From

There is
to

range of economic arguments
support the case for a regional security

co-operation conference, including a
South Africa which is on its way to the
abolition of apartheid and a new
democratic constitution. Let me, therefore,

briefly address the economic relationship
between South Africa and SADCC. As op-

posed to the prevailing, rather pessimistic
scenarios by many an analyst and observer,
1 subscribe to a more optimistic scenario as
far as the development of economic cooperation between South Africa and its
neighbours is concerned. This scenario is
based on four assumptions:
Firstly, the past few years have witnessed

development of a larger degree of
inter-dependence between South

economic

Africa and SADCC. In other words, the ex-

tremely asymmetrical inter-dependence
during the past decades

/

in

point. The reasons for this evening out of
the dependence relations lie on the one
hand in substantial successes of the
SADCC effort, notably in the areas of

transport, communication, agricultural
production, food security, energy genera-

tion, etc. On the other hand, the SADCC
market has been gaining more and more

importance for the South African manufacturing industry. The latter is not only the
key industry for providing^ jobs in a South
Africa with rampant unemployment but
which, together with the export-oriented
mineral and agricultural sector has, under
the present economic conditions, the ta.sk
of earning enough foreign exchange in
order to offset the

huge outflows of capital

from South Africa and to avoid a current account

deficit. Since the demand of the

between the two

South African domestic market is limited

and in favour of South Africa has been

by the apartheid-related, entrenched inequality and unevenness of the distribution

reduced

during the past few

years, both as
a result of S ADCC’s and its members’ own

efforts and the

deteriorating economic
situation in South Africa, and, paradoxically, influenced by the sanctions. This is not
to suggest that there is symmetry now. But
the

large degree of structural dependence
notably of the (BLS) counU'ies (Botswana,
Lesotho and Swaziland) has been con-

of wealth, income and productive assets on
the one hand, and since the African

manufacturing industry is not competitive
on

the world market

vis-a-vis South Africa has consequcntly increased, Botswana being a case
26

on

the other, the

presently much more visible than in the sixties and seventies. The case of uade has just
been emphasised. Other sectors of complementarity are agriculture and investment. As far as agriculture is concerned.
South Africa may be heading towards a
position as a net importer of food stuffs
whereas SADCC countries such
babwe and

Zim-

peaceful Mozambique might
grain basket for
Africa. And in the sphere of invesr-

turn out to

South

as

a

be the future

ment, the South African multinational

con-

glomerates with their tremendous cash
flows, seek investment opportunities in the
SADCC region, where investment capital
is a scarce commodity. To over-emphasi.se
this point: South Africa may in future
provide goods, services, markets and
finance which arc in short supply in the
SADCC region and vice versa. As I hear
from sources both in Angola and South
Africa, South Africa is highly interested in
purchasing her oil supplies in Angola and
supplying the Angolan market with consumer

First

goods and manufactured products.
between the two parties have

contacts

regional market is of strategic importance
for the South African industry and will

been established in Namibia. The list of

remain

arrangements could be extended including

so

for the foreseeable future.

Complementarities

siderably reduced and their bargaining
power

on

the salute

a

and

the

Replacing military weapons with economic weapons: South African soldiers

Dependence to Inter-Dependence

Secondly, the complementarities between

South Africa and SADCC

mutually beneficial economic co-operation
the spheres of electricity and water supplies
from neighbouring countries to South
Africa.

are
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Thirdly, both South Africa and SADCC
similar political and economic
challenges under potentially deteriorating
international economic and political conditions. These could make them "partners in
face very

a

crisis".
Both have been

facing the phenomenon
of de-industrialisation, as evidenced by the
study of Allan Whiteside from the University of Natal, published last year. But the industrial sector and notably manufacturing
is one of the keys to solving the growing
unemployment problem in all countries of
Southern Africa. This needs

uisites

as

prereq-

investment, and especially
direct foreign investment as well as
new

development aid, credit, technological
transfer, etc. Since direct foreign investand aid

the part of the industrialised economies will increasingly
ment

on

flow to the reform economies of central and

Europe, Southern Africa might be
losers, unless it would make a
special and coordinated effort to attract
finance and investment. One political precondition for this effort would certainly be
closer economic co-operation and harmonisation of economic policies between
eastern
one

of many

massive internal social and political
and

debate

possibly turmoil, but also under
the critical eyes of donors, investors, banks;
even

funds which, in my view, will be more and
selective

as to

continent This is an asset which, in a politi-

cally wise

manner put to work, will foster
increased economic co-operation and in-

tegration and which might put Southern
Africa back on the map of the world
economy, potentially making it the most
important economic partner of the industrialised world on the African continent.
A

Post-Apartheid South Africa

as a

Future SADCC Member?

Let

imbalance between South Africa and the

neighbours.

Compatibility

where

they put their
finance and support. Also in this regard, a
regional approach to some of these challenges seems to have more chances of success
than individual national approaches.
Fourthly, I believe, that an increased cooperation between SADCC and a future
post-apartheid South Africa is in any case
only a matter of time, given the relatively
high degree of economic integration in
Southern Africa. In this regard. Southern
Africa is unique, compared to the rest of the
more

tinuing albeit less asymmetrical economic

briefly touch

My
to

own contention is that with respect
the theoretical approach to regional co-

operation, both the SADCC approach and
concepts emanating from South Africa are
compatible indeed. If, for example, we take
the seminal work of van der Merwe, Lornbard and Stadier on the concept of regional

economic co-operation published in 1969,
and

strip it, so to speak, of its apartheid
ideology, we might be surprised to find
striking similarities to the SADCC way of
thinking.'These similarities range from a
preference for bi- and trilateral regional cooperation projects to the rejection of
economic integration in the sense of a customs union, respectively a common
market; from developmental priorities in
the field of transport and telecommunications, investment and production, respcc-

tivcly resource-based industrialisation,

to

the co-ordination of activities vis-a-vis

foreign donors and financiers.
I do not have any doubt that on the basis
of these co-operation concepts. South

SADCC and South Africa. The South

this question in
a rather speculative way. Will South Africa,

African call for

after Namibia, become the eleventh

Africa could easily fit into SADCC as a full

SADCC member

member. On the other

a

Marshall Plan for

Southern Africa could, therefore, one day
be of particular relevance to the SADCC

governments. On the other hand. South
Africa’s interest in participating in the
SADCC consultative conferences
means to

attract and channel

Southern Africa
due

as a

foreign aid to

might become obvious in

course.

democratisation of the societies; the
resources at

own

all levels, the increase

in

productivity and technological
capabilities and innovation; the development of the domestic and regional market,
investment in production in all sectors, etc.
These are challenges which will not only
have to be addressed under conditions of
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will it rather opt

for
joining the Preferential Trade Area (PTA)
or

in Eastern and Southern Africa

design and implement its

own

or

will it

scheme of

regional inter-action? Or, put slightly different:

are

South Africa’s and SADCC’s

concepts of regional co-operation comThe

Looking at the political and economic
agenda of the SADCC countries as expressed in the keynote paper of the SADCC
Conference in Lusaka in February this year,
one might detect the very same challenges
which a post-apartheid South Africa will be
facing: fighting unemployment and poverty; the empowerment of the poor and the

human

on

patible or possibly converging?

Agenda

development and recognition of their

me

the latter

question must
certainly be "no" as long as Pretoria’s concept of regional inter-action is a deliberate
attempt to foster regional domination,
respectively as long as South Africa only
replaces the military weapons with
answer to

economic weapons.

In this context, it is
noteworthy that the Constellation of
Southern African States (CONSAS)
Scheme has failed dismally, not only on
political but also economic grounds. One

hand, authors such as

Joseph Hanlon and Erich Leistner argue for
a close associateship. In the final analysis,
the question of a South African accession
to SADCC will be a political decision both
by the SADCC governments and the future
government of a democratic South Africa.
So far, some of the SADCC members such
as

Botswana have

tended

on

various occasions ex-

invitation to

majority-ruled
the group — an invitation which in principle has been accepted
by the ANC. Nevertheless, both in South
an

South Africa

a

to join

Africa and SADCC, the discussions will
continue whether and under which conditions SADCC will

meet a

post-apartheid

South Africa. The

same

tial South African

membership in the PTA.

is true for a poten-

Significant Reduction
Irre.spcctive of the question concerning

also needs to take into consideration the

form and contents of the future relationship

hypotheses put forward by Gavin Maasdorp, that the SADCC venture will con-

between SADCC and South Africa, this artide should have made it clear that I en-

tinue to be

a

rational economic choice of its

members and supporters

— even in a postapartheid Southern Africa, given the con¬

visage a significant reduction, if not end, of
the inter-state conflicts fuelled by struggles
against racism and colonialism, respective27

ginalisation of large sections of the popula-

provided "co-operation" includes the
material interests of the poor and "security"
is not only meant to refer to military mat-

tion in the whole of Southern Africa, unless

ters, but

ly the defence of while supremacy. This
docs not, however, mean that struggles arising from conditions of abject poverty and
unemployment as well as lack of
legitimacy of state classes — i.e. "classic"

manifold social, economic, cultural and
ethnic cleavages and fuelled by the mar-

class

are

immediately and adequately addressed.
rather pessimistic — perspective
makes the case for a regional conference on
co-operation and security even stronger.

struggles — will equally soon belong
On the contrary, this type of
struggle seems bound to increase in the
to

of the above-mentioned challenges

some

This

the past.

whole of Southern Africa, due to the

includes "social security" for the
majority of the Southern African people as
well.D

—

Bernhard Weimer is with the Research
Institutefor International Affairs,

Enen-

hausen. Federal Republic of Germany.
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POLICY DIALOGUE

Foreign Exchange Management and its
Effects

on

Income Distribution in

Zimbabwe
Tracy Simbi
HE

T

plight of the Zimbabwean

economy

is

a

subject of much
Briefly, the

literature and debate.

most talked about maladies are: low level

of investment indicated

by falling

proportions of Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF) in relation to Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), low levels of
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), highly

fluctuating rate of growth ranging between 10,7 % to -4,2 % and high levels of
unemployment.
Serious Effects
These

problems have seriously affected
fulfil almost all
of its objectives whose formulation goes
back to the Liberation Struggle when the
objectives played a major role in motivating both the fighting cadres (guerrillas) and
the masses. The objectives were outlined in
the first policy documents called Growth
With Equity (1981). The back borne of
policy objective as outlined in this docuthe Government’s ability to

ment was

the achievement of three inter-re-

Excluded: small-scale

producers in the informal sector have no foreign currency
they have greater employment-creation potential

allocations but

lated

goals which were (a) sustainable rate
growth; (b) high level of employment;
and (c) equitable distribution of income.
Several policy statements emerged after
Growth With Equity indicating how these
objectives were to be achieved. The docuof

ments
to

that elaborated

on

how sectors

were

contribute to the achievement of stated

objectives were the Transitional National
Development Plan (TNDP) (1982-1985)
and the First Five-Year National Development Plan (FFYNDP) (1986-1990).
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Basically, the TNDP and the FFYNDP
growth targets of 8% and 5,1%
during their respective plan periods. Sectoral targets were set, public sector investment programmes were outlined and the
role of both private and foreign investment
was touched on. Both these plans have run
their course and it is an undisputed fact that
the planned targets were not achieved and
the fulfilment of the overall objectives outlined in Growth With Equity remain
had annual

elusive.

Policy statements turned out to be

just rhetoric.
Maladies
A number of factors have been blamed

for the maladies that have inhibited the
achievement of intended targets

and objec-

lives. In terms of planned targets, these may
have been set too

high based on the high
growth rates achieved in 1980
and 1981 due to demand led growth as a
result of Independence. Such factors as
drought and low international commodity
economic
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prices

were blamed for low rate of
economic and employment growth.
Without
ments

growth, there would be no adjust-

in the income distribution structure

the

policy of reconciliation protected already held wealth. None of these problems
have had to bear as much blame as foreign
exchange (forex) in its availability and its
as

management

Inadequacy

forex

shortages. Utilisation of forex had

through strict allocations for both
visible and invisible imports. Forex allocations remain the major policy instrument in
the management of the balance-of-payments today. The parameters set during
UDI for accessing forex remain the same
today. The priority set then are still valid but
are crumbling down under pressure because of the now changed economic environment. Allocations

Foreign exchange inadequacy goes back
to the 1930s when the process of industrialisation required more imports than
the export revenues could provide. An attempt to manage forex utilisation, however,
did not come until 1961 when the problem

Modifications and stricter controls
are

based

today

inuxxluced in 1965 after UDI for
of

reasons.

a

on

were

number

Firstly, UDI resulted in

sane-

now

a

"fire-

products.
The

Foreign Exchange Allocation
Process

The process of forex allocation

begins
balance-of-payments forecast made
by the Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Development (FEPD) estimating
with

a

total forex available for the next 12 months.

To fulfil these objectives,

exchange confirstly used to direedy transfer
monies from Africans to whites. Secondly,
they were used to ensure that whites had access to imported luxuries and holidays
abroad which would quench their desire to
emigrate. Last but not least, exchange controls were used to develop import substituting industries. This was done by ensuring
that forex was available for capital goods,
intermediate inputs and raw materials
necessary for these industries. Exchange
controls were also used to protect these industries from external competition by
either not making forex available for goods
that were being locally produced or by imposing high import duties where the importer had an independent source of forex.
For the successful implementation of an
import substitution strategy, priorities had
to be drawn to ensure that imported inputs
were available to maintain high levels of
production even during periods of dire
30

were

by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe
(RBZ). These regulations and guidelines
are revised to suit the
prevailing overall
Government policy and also to align with
the balance-of-payments position at a particular time. Government policy regarding
extemalisation of dividends and profits is
set out

that 50% of after-tax returns

are

remittable

except in times of dire balance-of-payments stress

These forecasts

trols

Payments for invisibles are made in
regulations and policy guidelines

terms of

be reduced or remittances maybe complete-

several

export

skills retention within Rhodesia.

locations.

eliminated but circulate among

tions

against Rhodesia which reduced its
earning ability. Secondly, exchange
controls were used to maintain high standards of living for whites, higher than in
European countries. This was necessary to
avoid high levels of emigration and ensure

invisibles, leaving 35-40% for import al-

result, shortages are never completely

expected to accentuate because of
capital outflows at the end of the Federal
which the allocations

are

fighting" process where forex is made
available in answer to shortages. As a

was

era.

to

be done

are

then made available

to

the Cabinet

Committee on Financial and
Economic Affairs (CFEA) which is a Committee represented

by all economic ministries and is chaired by the President.
Among other functions, CFEA decides on
what figure can be made available for direct
imports. The first charge it makes against
available forex relates to payment of
obligatory items such as servicing and
repayment After that provision is made for
other invisible payments such as dividends,
profits, pension, freight and others. CFEA
insists

on

the fulfilment of debt

obligations

because of Government’s desire to maintain

a

good credit rating.

made available for

import allocations. The

level of total allocations each period
is a well guarded secret but approximated

exact

aggregates suggest that 25-30% of total
forex available is used for debt servicing

(these figures are annual averages for the
past three years, 1987-1989; debt services
reached

peak of 33,3% in 1987). 20-25%
of forex available is locally absorbed by
fuel imports, 15% goes to remittances in
respect of dividends and profits and other
a

case

the

figure might

ly suspended as the Government might sec
f^. The payment of management, technical,
training and other services are only allowed
where the companies arc not related. Every
Zimbabwean has

access to

forex for medi-

cal, educational and business/holiday
travel. In

principle, access to forex for these
equal.The most easily accessible
forex is that for holiday allowance. Total
holiday allowance available has more than
doubled in just two years from about Z$6
items is

856 (X)0 in 1987

to more

than Z$140 mil-

lion in 1989. This

figure has risen because
unemployed have utilised the allowance to go and purchase goods in short
supply in Zimbabwe from South Africa and
the urban

Botswana and resell them. The fact that

these people have managed to generate
enough income to live on for the rest of the
year from an annual allowance of only
Z$4(X) is

an

indication of the kind of

windfall gains that befall owners of capital
who have

access to

much

larger amounts

through allocations.
Disqualified

Import Allocations
What remains after these deductions is

in which

As

and

people avail this allowance. Government tried to bring in
more

more

regulations to make it difficult for
everybody to gel it and many people find
that they are disqualified from using it for
various periods of time. Invariably, official
discretion is used to decide many applications for these invisible needs for forex to

which

capital base is not a prerequisite.
room for narrowing access to
who the applicant knows especially in marginal cases.
This

a

gives
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Import allocation figure made available

by CFEA is for global allocations and is forwarded to the Committee on Foreign Ex-

fulfil certain criteria:

change Allocation. This is another ministerial committee served by a working
party of officials. This committee makes

This criterion will

sectoral breakdown of the available total al-

figure. It also decides on
priorities. The broad sectoral categories
locations

are:

t

invested. New-comers, however, have to

commercial sector which consist of

fully processed commbdities which are
either for consumption or inputs in production; industrial sector which consists of industrial inputs, raw materials, intermediate
and capital goods; public sector imports
which are mostly parastatal imports for expansion and capital replacement and maintenance projects.
Streamlined

Foreign Exchange Allocation Comglobal allocations in view of
bids submitted by various importers to their
respective ministries. Invariably, these bids
are higher than available forex and have to
The

mittee makes

be streamlined. A balance must be maintained

to ensure

that allocations

are

avail-

projects, expansion projects
and sustenance of existing projects. Sectoral allocations figures are then forwarded
to relevant ministry for distribution to individual importers.
able for

new

Commercial and industrial allocations

through the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. The first exercise m
the Ministry is distribute the allocation to
tariff items with each tariff receiving a cerare

(1) The

of the overall fund. These
determined by the priority
rating given to the product being imported.
For example, fuel imports always take over
20% of total imports. After making allocations to tariff items, the Ministry considers
which of the importers are to receive quotas
to import these items.
tain percentage

Guaranteed

Basically, once an importer qualified for
a particular year, he/she is
guaranteed a percentage of available forex
as long as he/she is in business. Those companics who received allocations as far back
as 1965 are still on the list unless they dis-

allocation in
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be registered:

obviously exclude
small-scale producers especially those in
the informal sector who are not sophisticated enough to be registered. Such

in the hands of a few.

Allocations for

may need equipment and raw
materials. Their activities are usually

are

labour-intensive and can, therefore, have

Committee (IPC). The

producers

impact on
distribution.
an

both employment and income

(2) The applicant must have suitable
premises: Such a criterion is subjective as
the definition of ‘suitable’ is not standard.
It also is biased in favour of formal opera-

production is
example, crotcheting ladies
and carvers who operate from open space
but operate viable businesses. They may
need to be on the allocations list so that they

tions. Informal small-scale

excluded. For

can

be assured

raw

materials for their

products. Such subjective criteria also lead
to corruption as they leave it to the visiting
officer to decide whether premises are
suitable

or not.

These two criteria favour companies
making access to forex for small informal
producers very limited. Small-scale
producers, however, have significant impact on employment and income distribution.

(3) The company must have been in busi-

distributed

percentages are

company must

which they resell at very high
profits. At worst, they resell their allocation
at face value to larger companies who arc
in desperate need for spare parts. Allocation
for emergent businessmen has created
petty-bourgeois by concentrating income
port products

for at least a year and must be in a
verifiable, viable financial position.
ness

(4) The new importer must be intending
satisfy a new demand. This protects old
importers from competition because of the
assured market these importers may overto

price. Importer will also not seek least cost
sources of supplies.
Bias

recognising the bias of the system
against small investors who are invariably
black, special funds are set aside every year
for emergent businessmen. Because the
basic criteria of premises and registration
has to be upheld, the allocation is always
absorbed by non-productive ‘cowboy’
businessmen who are registered, have office accommodation but are in import-export one-man operations. At best, they imIn

new

industrial projects

considered by

the Industrial Projects
important criteria
considered by IPC is that the project requiring forex must be intending to produce essential import substituting products and/or
replace exportables and that it must recoup
the initial forex outlay within 12 months
and continue saving forex throughout its
life. Secondary to forex eamings/saving,
will be the project’s ability to create jobs,
decentralisation, product improvement and
price advantages.
Failure to

Qualify

The overall

primary policy objective
high export earnings per
se, not solving problems that are prevalent
in the economy such as high unemployment. A project that has high employment
potential will fail to qualify for forex if it
cannot eam/save forex enough to repay its
initial outlay within 12 months. The criteria
inhibits the establishment of projects that
intend to produce goods meant for low-income families, whilst the standards of
living for these families are affected by low
incomes, their situation will be exacerbated
by lack of consumer goods on the markets
which they can afford. A project may not
necessarily earn forex but may be crucial in
the development process through widening
products on the market, generate employment and produce essential services, costbenefit analysis must be applied to project
appraisal using shadow prices for forex at
the same time giving proper weighting to
other socio-economic advantages. A lot of
projects maybe denied forex when the
benefits of such projects far outweigh the
would

seem to

be

forex cost incurrecL

only provide forex if the
project is to produce goods that are not already available on the market. This protects
existing industries from competition and
has resulted in the perpetuation of monopIPC would
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olies and

oligopolies in most industries in
monopoly can be defined as

Zimbabwe. A
a

finn that controls

more

than 25% of the

in responding to the needs of an economy
whose requirements have become sophisticated.

market.

By this definition, 50% of
manufacturing production is
undertaken under monopolies. Of the
remaining 20% where competition exists,
only 50 of the 6 000 products are produced

Continuous Revision

Zimbabwe’s

by 20

firms, 50% of all products
manufactured in Zimbabwe are produced
by one company.
or more

Monopolist Production
Whilst there

several

problems with
monopolist production structures, the most
are

The lack of continuous revision of the

system is worsened by the lack of Integration of the forex allocation in the whole

planning process. Development plans set
targets for all sectors of the economy most
of which are affected by the amount of
forex available. However, the plans do not
prioritise projects to ensure that those
projects which are most important to the
achievement of planned targets are given

the development plans are set to meet stated
economic objectives which, in the present
Government’s case, are supposed to be
growth, employment and equity. If an important rest^urce such as forex is not integrated in the plans, then commitment to
the achievement of the objectives becomes
questionable.
Luxury Goods
While there is a critical shortage of forex
needed for implementation of development
projects and importation of raw materials,
capital goods and intermediate inputs, there
is a whole range of luxury goods imported

pronounced ones are those that affect
employment and income distribution. The
monopoly producers tend to be big MultiNational Corporations (MNCs) which are
highly capital intensive. They easily expand their production without hiring any
additional employees. Because of the
specialised technologies they utilise, the
few employees they require are highly
skilled and, therefore, command high incomes, higher than all other employees in
the economy, thus widening income gaps.
Monopolies are highly profitable because
they produce essential goods with assured
demand for which the firms are able to price
highly. Invariably, monopoly profits are
remitted because shareholders are non-resident. The

effect

on

profits, therefore, have

no

direct

incomes of Zimbabweans. In-

stead, they represent a balance-of-payments

liability.
Superficial Changes

Communal farmers’ ability to earn

Overall, the allocation system as it stands

foreign

farmer tends his

currency

has

never

been tested:

a

garden

has serious

problems. The present
Government’s ideological objectives are
diametrically opposed to the Smith
Government’s ideologies. The superficial
changes made after Independence cannot
be expected to bring the intended income
distributional structures. Even without

ideological differences, economics is

a

process of continuous change. It is difficult
to believe that the economic problems that

foreign exchange management sought to
redress in 1965 have not changed. The systern
to

needs to be revamped from

time to time

address itself to the needs of the economy

given time. The economy has expanded
since UDI with need for more products,
with more actors and a larger population.
Government machinery has remained slow

at a
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high priority. Such targeting and prioritisation is only possible if planning and allocation are coordinated. The important institutions in the allocation process (FEAC and
Joint Allocations Committee) are staffed
with people who are not particularly interested in planning. Instead, there is conflict
among different bodies that allocate and
distribute forex. Committee members meet
to

represent different sectors of the

economy. Success is measured by the size
of allocation members manage to secure for
their sectors. Whether the

hierarchy of alplanned targets is irrelevant to the members. Targets in
location is to achieve certain

either under commercial allocations or sup-

posedly imported under No Currency Involved (NCI) import licences. It is es75% of goods imported
purchased with forex illegally transferred from Zimbabwe despite the
several bodies that are supposed to be involved in the policing of illegal transactimated that
under NCI

over

are

tions. One such

body is the National
Inspectorate (NECl)
in 1984 to specifically

Economic Conduct
which

was set

up

monitor

illegal transfer of forex from Zimbabwe through under-/over-invoicing of
exports and imports and through other illegal transactions. The incidence of illegal
Sapem August, 1990

obstacles

Government’s reluctance to spend

high degree of foreign
ownership, high dependence on imported
inputs, capital equipment, monopolistic
production that tended to be capital intensive, price controls and unbalanced
regional concentration.
There is no evidence to suggest that these
problems have at least lessened in the past
five years. There is no significant change in

money to

the structure of the Zimbabwean economy.

transactions has grown

enormously since
Independence from an estimated ZS75 million a year in 1984 to over Z$300 million a
year in 1988. Z$300m is equivalent to the
amount of forex required to rehabilitate industry. NECI has proved to be a toothless
bulldog and its major problem is lack of appropriately qualified staff because of the
enough
make it effective. NECI staff now
spend their time chasing domestic

economic crime for which there
numerous

other

are

agencies dealing with it.
shortage is a recognised

Because forex

proper management is
to the achievement of targets set

crucial
for the
three main productive sectors in the
development plans.

problem, its

The

The FFYNDP (1986-1990) saw the
manufacturing sector as the vehicle for
achieving rapid and sustained growth and
development. The objectives of policy in
this sector were to use the manufacturing
sector for (a) restructuring the economy;
(b) achieving self-sufficiency; and (c) export growth. The sector was targeted to
grow at 6,5% during the plan period and its
contribution to GDP was supposed to have
grown up to 30% by the end of the plan
period. Wage employment was to increase
by approximately 18% to 200 000 workers
by 1990. Exports were expected to grow by
3,2% per year with exports for capital
goods raising to 13% by 1990.
Bearing in mind the primary policy objeetive of attaining an egalitarian society,
local participation in share-holding was to
be encouraged to ensure that achieved
growth would be distributed among Zimment

more

and

more

invest-

would be under direct control of black

Zimbabweans.

Although FDI was to be
tolerated, it would only be allowed in
specific areas were local expertise and
capital was in short supply. Government
participation in form of direct investment
or joint ventures with local or foreign
parmers was to be encouraged. Investment
projects that made intensive use of domestic

resources were to

be

encouraged.

Diverse

Although the inherited manufacturing
sector was

diverse, it had structural

problems that hindered growth and perpetuated income inequalities. These
Sapem August, 1990

Manufacturing output grew by only 13,4%
between 1986 and 1989, capacity utilisadon fell to below 50% in most industries.
Production remains

highly import dependeven more capital intensive resulting in much lower incremental employment. Although there has been a
dilution of foreign ownership of producdve

ent

and has become

assets, this has been achieved as a result

Manufacturing Sector

babweans and that

were:

of

disinvestment and government

equity participation in disinvesting companies in
which

no

individual Zimbabwean could

participate either because of lack of capital
or because the disinvesung entity was folding because of low profitability and
government take-over would be for sociopolitical reasons rather than economics.
But even with government participation
4% of the populadon sdll controls over
90% of wealth and there is no significant

planning in the forex allocadon to ensure
that adequate forex will be available for the
development of the capital goods industry.
In the absence of a strategy, allocations are
made available to meet shortages which are
imported finished products yet they could
have been easily manufactured locally had
forex been made available for

Allocating forex in response to
shortages is a form of crisis management
which docs not eliminate shortages completely but circulate them among products.
Government participation in equity
holding is mainly through ZISCO and the
Industrial Development Corporation
(IDC). IE)C has specific objectives which
include import substitution, job creation
and maximum utilisation of domestic

and

acquisition of shares in
strategic industry. IDC’s primary aim is
clearly to reduce the country’s dependence
on imports. IDC’s adherence to its aims has
been hindered by the need to bail out ailing
industries to save jobs. On the other hand,
although ZISCO is a strategic industry, its
production has been falling since Independence amidst mis-management and corruption. As a result, by 1986, production in the
resources

metal sub-sector had
from

over

more

Z$480 million

to

number of black Zimbabweans in control

must be viewed in terms

of producdve

government objective

industrial investment.

The

major problem inhibiting achievement of goals is that pronounced policy intendons were not matched by real action.
The new government did not have an industrial strategy of its own geared to
achieve its objeedves. Instead, the instruments used by Smith to sustain a siege
economy remains intact after Independence. Investment remains rigidly controlled with financial and technical support

available

only to big formalised investors.

This has inhibited the growth of small-scale

industries which would have improved

employment and encouraged black control
in industry.
Major Instrument
Exchange control was used as a major inSmith’s industrial strategy. Its
application today without major changes
shows a lack of direction in policy because

raw

materials.

than halved

Z$252m. This
of the overall

of increasing capital
goods exports to 13% of total exports. At
the moment, ZISCO cannot meet just the
local demand causing over 50% idle
capacity in related industries. This will lead
to loss of income because companies have
to lay off employees.
Outward

Looking

Because of the need to

earn

forex, the

government is trying to turn the manufacturing sector and make it outward looking.
Several export

incentive schemes have
in place. The export bonus scheme
increases the exporter’s net income while
the Export Revolving Fund (ERF) enables
the exporter to avail more forex than permitted by allocations. Exporters are also allowed to participate in international trade

been put

strument in

fairs.

of the absence of

clear-cut industrial

up now, performance since Independence
has been disappointing. Without expanded

policy/strategy. For example, whilst the
plan aimed to increase production in the
capital goods sector, there was no matched

capacity utilisation, manufacturing production has not been adequate to meet just the
domdstic production because of scarcity

a

Although exports

are

beginning to pick
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due to low levels of

production. Domestic
prices have soared making local sales more
profitable than exports. Zimbabwean exports are uncompetitive in the intemational market because of high costs of production. High costs of production have been
blamed on government policies, particular-

ly labour policies. However, industrialists
have not sought to reduce costs because of
the profit mark-up formula of "cost plus"
which assures them their percentage of
return regardless of the level of cost.
Zimbabwe’s geo-political position in

15% to GDP. These contributions do not

bring to light agriculture’s indirect importance to the economy through the provision
of raw materials to industry, providing a
market for most industrial products and
providing food to urban centres and mines.
The

objectives of agricultural policy
the achievement of growth and equi-

were

Employment and Equity
An export-led growth strategy can have
disadvantages to employment and equity.
There is no evidence to suggest that export
growth is positively correlated to employment expansion. In fact, for manufactured
products to be competitive, they require
sophisticated machinery which is invariably capital intensive. Whilst production can
grow tremendously, and profitably increase, the benefits will be shared among
very few people in the economy. In the absence of an equally sophisticated social

benefit system,

income inequalities will be

widened.

Although capacity utilisation has improved slightly at the beginning of 1990, it

improved fast enough to produce
enough goods for both domestic and export
markets. As a result, export orders have
been met by diverting production from
has not

domestic commodities. This results in in-

nation and increased demand for consumer

tends to be understated because of over-

emphasis placed on the manufacturing sector. Agriculture provides the largest percentage of formal sector employment although the proportion has decreased from
32% in 1981 to 27% in 1988. If communal
farmers

are

considered, agriculture

provides employment for 70% of
population. In terms of exports, it contributes between 25% and 33%
of total export earnings and contributes

Zimbabwe’s
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terms

of AFC loans to be harsh. The lend-

agriculture’s foreign exchange earnings.
The communal farmer’s plight is worsened
by the belief that only commercial farmers
should make decisions regarding export
cropping because they have expertise that
can enable them to implement such
decisions effectively. Communal farmers
are left to produce food security crops
whose remuneration is low because they
are considered incapable of producing export crops. Any changes in land tenure is
perceived to be disruptive to agriculture’s
forex earning capacity. The result is that the
most important cause of income inequality,
i.e. land, remains unequally distributed
with no prospects for change in the near fu-

facilities have

Infinite Value

ture.

other sector, than in agriculture,

has
the government failed to fulfil its objectives. The most important policy instruIn

no

for redistribution is the resettlement

ment

importance of the agriculture sector

loans. Communal farmers have found the

and tax deductable fuel cost. All these

sion services to communal farmers.

programme. The TNDP was targeted to
resettle 162 000 families while the

The

highly supporagriculture. Commercial farmers still take up over 65% of
Agriculture Finance Corporation (AFC)

fiddle to the desire to at least maintain

objectives were to be achieved
through land redistribution, provision of
credit, marketing facilities and more exten-

earnings can be wiped out
by resultant activities in the domestic
economy particularly those pertaining to
employment and equity.
Agriculture and Rural Development

Resources have remained

tive of commercial

Because of the infinite value placed on
foreign exchange, the achievement of
agricultural objectives has played second

table distribution of agricultural resources.
These

imports. The forex gained in terms of increased export

Agriculture

ing period is short and farmers have often
found themselves in a debt trap due to unpredictable weather conditions. The AFC
has adamantly refused to adjust its lending
policies to suit communal farmers. If
government objectives are to be met, then
there is a need for a rural development lending facility that will address the communal
farmers’ needs. Commercial farmers enjoy
subsidised electricity and railway facilities

Southern Africa adds costs to the final

product, reducing competitiveness.

Commercial

FFYNDP
per year

was to

resettle 15 000 families

throughout the plan period. By

1990, less than 50 000 families had been
resettled although the major constraint had
been Financial because of the "willing-

buyer willing-seller" principle. Some of the
problems were government made. For example, the designated areas where government chose to buy land for resettlement
were infertile. There is no policy regarding
the holding of land for speculation which
has contributed to the soaring land prices
inhibiting the government’s ability to purchase enough land for a meaningful resetdement programme.

a

substantial forex element.
Untested

The unbalanced

resource

share in

agriculture is due to the desire to maintain
forex earnings as indicated earlier.
However, the ability or inability of communal farmers to produce export crops has
never

been tested. In fact, there is con-

tradiction in government statements

regarding communal production. There has
been a lot of praise regarding increased
peasant production including production of
export crops such as cotton and tobacco.
Communal farmers have managed to increase their production with much less
resources

than are available to the commer-

cial farmers. At the

same

time, there is

regarding the communal farmers’
ability to maintain production levels should
doubt

resources

be redistributed to favour much

smaller units of production

than the present
large-scale commercial farmers. Clearly,
there is need for a feasibility study to verify
exactly by how much export production is
likely to fall down if at all, so that a planned
programme can be put in place to
redistribute land with least cost to the overall economy.

The rural population con-

tinues to grow against inelastic land. The
modem sector is not expanding to provide
vehicle for

releasing land pressure.
Against this scenario, it is unrealistic to insist on maintaining the land ownership
structures as they are or with minor chan¬
a

ges.
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plications in urban centres makes it

Overstated

possible that the net forex earning
capacity of commercial agriculture is overstated. Commercial farms tend to be highly import dependent, demanding heavy
machinery and a lot of chemicals. Smaller
units of production have proved to be highly productive in Asian countries and
demand less imports. Of all the forex
utilised by agriculture, less than 10% is
used in communal lands. A feasibility study
may result in a strong case for land reform.
The slow progress in land redistribution
may not be a question of economics but
again might arise from fears of losing sources of foreign exchange in terms of donor
It is

prohibitive for an investor as he would have
to commute so many times to town before
he can get either the allocation or customs
clearance for imports. The result of this
scenario is that rural
able to retain

have not been

areas

substantial

proportion of
their income. B usiness is basical ly distributional family operations with littleeffecton
employment. The centres get only those
products for which urban centres have been
fully supplied. Direct imports to rural areas
are

a

almost non-existent. Other

consumer

products that have a substantial percentage
of imported component are
cal

always in criti-

shortage. Rural areas tend to have no

position of their

own

in the claim for

funds and international investment should

resources.

Instead, they receive residual

white fanners be

resources

after urban cenues have been

di.splaced from land. The

objectives of international capital have
never been similar to those of a developing
economy. Without strong political will to
change the economic conditions of
Africans, there will be no meaningful
change in land and income distribution
structures.

catered for. This accentuates

between rural and urban centres.

Potential in the successful achievement
of government

objectives lies in an agropolitan strategy such as the Chisumbanjc
project, where irrigation and supply of exfarmers to successfully participate

On the whole, investment in rural areas
is very low despite the plans’ intention to
increase infrastructural facilities in rural
areas

and

provide social services in terms

of education and health. The infrastructureled growth has not been sustained because
although finance had been made available
in the Budget for infrastructural development, the foreign content, not having been
planned for, was not available. As a result,
very few rural centres arc fully scrs'iced
with adequate facilities.

Infrastructure alone is not sufficient to
attract

investment to the rural

areas.

There

is need for direct government participation
in productive investment in rural areas. The

entrepreneurship in rural areas is
low, undertaken by industrialists with
no capital base, no experience, who cannot
run a factory sustainably. Rural investors
have no constituency in government, therefore, have no real resources allocated to
level of

very

them. Small entrepreneurs

have no direct

forex, big entrepreneurs get
enough forex only to sustain production in
urban centres. Although government policy
implies that forex users applying to set up
access

to

projects in rural

areas

will be favourably

considered, the bureaucracy related to ap¬
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in cotton
production. Such projects would have to be
taken

on a

tant income earned will be distributed

among few people with implications to
overall income distribution.

Although the mining sector provides a
base for the manufacturing industry and provides a market for manufacturing output and has linkages with other
sectors of the economy, it remains very outward looking with its full potential contribution to the economy hindered by lack
of processing capacity that would add value
resource

to

exports.
External

inequalities

tension services has enabled communal
Low' Investment

indicating that growth of output docs not
necessarily increase employment in the
same sense export earnings capacity of the
mining sector can increase without any significant changes in employment. The resul-

wider basis both in terms of area

Capital

The
nal

mining sector is controlled by extercapital. This represents high balancer

of-payment liability especially since mining companies are allowed to remit 100% of
their dividends and profits. This fact is
usually overlooked when assessing the
sector’s

net

The high

contribution to forex earnings.

production level yet low contribu-

tion to net income shows that

mining

Because of irrigation needs and
chemical requirements, the forex regime

benefits

would have to be bruised in favour of these

wages among the three productive sectors.
At the same time, it increases its capital in-

and crops.

projects. With proper targeting of allocations, there should be enough funds to support balanced industrial and mining
development together with rural agropolitan development.
The

Mining Sector

In terms of forex

earnings, mining is the
important sector having contributed
an average 40% of total export earnings per
year between 1980-1986. The importance
to both employment and GDP has been falling since 1981. Contributions to total
most

employment has fallen in both quantitative
and proportional terms. In 1981, 68 200
people were employed in the mining sector
representing 6,6% of total employment. By
1986, only 54 500 people still remained in
mining representing 5,1% of total mining
employment. Contribution to GDP fell
from 8,8% in 1980 to 7,3% in 1986 rising
slightly to 9,5% by 1989. Meanwhile, the
value of mineral production has increased

accrue

outside Zimbabwe. The

mineral sector also pays

tensity

every year

cal staff who

arc

the lowest level of

requiring highly tcchnimostly white and com-

mand

high incomes. This has widened inwithin the sector.
Inequalities in the mining .sector arc likely to continue bccau.se of lack of government policy regarding the development of

come

gaps

small-scale

mining enterprises. Governobjectives, as outlined in the
FFYNDP, is to increase mining output and
exports through the existing set up and to
ment

increase government

participation in

production through the Zimbabwe Mining
Development Corporation (ZMDC).
ZMDC’s investment funds have been

mainly utili.scd to bail out closing mines to
save jobs. Although production has been
maintained in these mines, the proportion
of mining production undertaken by
ZMEXT is still very

small.D
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ORGANISATION OF AFRICAN UNITY

"We have done
"But

more can

good job"

a

be done"

Speech by President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda
ofAfrican Unity in Addis Ababa on 9 July, 1990

on

being elected Chairman of the Organisation

OUR Excellencies, Ladies and

(e.g. hoes, pangas) and items for daily use
(e.g. pottery, leather, soap). Despite their
low level of technological development,
they had an endogenous, although nascent,
capacity for sustainable development. This
was because they were in the process of
development through overcoming
problems of production and distribution by
use of indigenously developed
technology.
Many societies in present day Africa do
not have this endogenous capacity. Most

Y

Gentlemen, it is with a feeling of
deep appreciation that I accept
your decision to elect me Chairman of
the Organisation of African Unity for the
year 1990/1991. The confidence you have
reposed in me is testimony of your appreciation of the efforts of the people of
Uganda to build a just, democratic and
economically viable future and to adthe cause of African unity under
leadership of our movement, the Na-

vance

the

elements for economic growth are ex-

tional Resistance Movement.

stance,

gratitude to President Mengistu Haile
Mariam, the Government and the people of
Ethiopia for the warm welcome that has
been extended to

machines

President Yoweri Museveni

Arab

people—as witnessed by our two com-

rades here.

There is

no

doubt that much of Africa is

of

Africa

it closes the 20th century —
which has seen so much exploitation and
as

domination of
nessed heroic

foreign powers and witstruggles for freedom among

feed

or

clothe itself, which does not
raw

materials for

providing

shelter for itself, which does not manufac-

for its own defence, which
medicine for itself and, in
short, a society which survives at the mercy
of other societies, that society is, no doubt,
a society in crisis. Even our ancestors in the
pre-colonial days were not in this insidious
position. They were able to feed and clothe
themselves and they were capable of
manufacturing weapons for their defence
ture

weapons

does not provide

as
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be sufficient interaction between

well

as

other vital tools for

others

to

be the doers of

things, while

spectators or recipients of
donations. Yet this is, precisely, the position
are mere

obtaining today in Africa.

Crisis

manufacture

put across to us. Indeed, this decade should
close the era of institutional colonialism in

must

societies
our

currently in crisis. A society which does not

like to add my own personal welcome to
both and to applaud the message they have

or

tion. However, it is incorrect for some

This is truly a historic occasion that we
should at one and the same time receive two

fighters for freedom in
the history of this continent: President Sam
Nujoma and Cde Nelson Mandela. I would

Technology

societies in the present day world. There
can be no isolation. There must be interac-

\

HLstoric

valient

from outside.

there is very little local input. This is true
for many of our societies. No doubt, there

May I also take this opportunity to pay
tribute to President Hosni Mubarak of the

our most

are

management skills are from outside and

us.

Republic of Egypt, my predecessor in
this important office. His skill and statesmanship has done credit to our continent
and galvanised our efforts to identify
Africa’s prime agenda for the 1990s and
beyond.

i.e. they are from outside. For inforeign experts are from outside,

ogenous

I would like, first of all, to express my

Why is it that Africa is in this insidious
pitiable position? There ate several
reasons but the more prominent are: the
and

favourable climatic conditions in the

tropics which breed complacency; you do
have to struggle very hard to live; you

not

can

live under

a tree

and survive.

Population
The second factor is the

tion, which

was

trade. A country

under-popula-

partly caused by the slave
like Uganda is presently

under-populafed. We are eighteen million,
but this population is not enough to cope
with the

resources we

have. We have got

agriculture
Sapem August, 1990
\

\

\
more resources

people
cannot

than the

people and the
they

we have, are not trained; so
utilise the resources.

This

under-population does not generate
competitive spirit; the kind of competitive
spirit prevailing in China. In China you can
not afford to be complacent; if you are complacent you simply die. But in Africa, with
little competition you can live.
Lastly, the other main factor which has
plagued Africa since the 1480s is that of
foreign interference when Portuguese adventurers started encroaching on African
sovereignty.
The present day result of all these centuries of foreign meddling and disruption
are non-integrated economies that concentratc on producing unprocessed raw
materials for foreign consumers. Many of
the manufactured goods we need come
from outside Africa at very high prices.
a

The result is that we cannot balance

port

our ex-

earnings with our import bill. There is

a

discrepancy
between what we earn and
what
need to

export. The value of what

we

export far exceeds the value of what we
import. We produce commodities that have
got litUe value added and rely on importing
high value goods. We are not able to
produce the manufactured goods we need
as capital and consumer goods partly due to
lack of technical know-how and the general
disorientation of the economy and, partly
due to the inferiority complex of our people
who fail to do even that which they could
we

including adverse commodity prices, high
interest rates, volatile exchange rates, increasing debt burdens, and escalating
protectionism in the advanced countries.
The external debt crisis

confronting
similarly, daunting and requires an urgent and early solution. Our extemal debt stock escalated phenomenally
Africa remains,

from 48.3 billion dollars in 1980

debt service ratio

was

estimated at the har-

rowing 32,2% of total export value. No
meaningful and sustained development can
thrive under such burdens, draining hcavily as they do, the very resources essential
for internal invesunent and growth generation.

Therefore, all the problems we have

mounting over are due to this basic
problem of having non-integrated and selfsustaining national economies. As a consequence ofthis, we have huge foreign debts,
high illiteracy rates, poor health poorhousing, dirty drinking water and poor nutrition. The total African pifcture is quite
graphic when compared with, for example.
Western Europe. Africa has an illiteracy
rate of 65%; Western Europe 0%;
•

calorie intake per

capita 2 100, Western

Europe 3 500;
•

•

•

24 000, Western
Europe 1 doctor per every 500;
life expectancy 49 years. Western
Europe 75 years;
infant mortality rate 120 per 1 000 as
against 9 children per 1 000 in Europe.

division of labour which says you produce
coffee and I produce computers. This is un-

Whereas

are

expensive. This is just

Our modem economic

and computers

Condemned
We have been condemned to

perpetual
dependence on a world market in which we
or no

influence at all. We do not

influence the prices of our commodities.
The consequence has been our peculiar vul-

nerability to a number of exogenous factors
Sapem August, 1990

23% of Africans have

safe water, in Western Europe,
everybody has access to safe water.
access to

common sense.

only exjx)rt-oricntcd, producing the
low-value goods already mentioned.

have litde

a mere

Little Skill

sectors are narrow

and

The commodities we produce require

litproduced by so many other
backward countries of the fropics, thereby
consistently depressing the prices. The
prices of coffee, for instance, declined from
tie skill and

are

US$3,795 in 1986 to US$1,147 per tonne
in 1989.
a

a

Massey Fergusson trac-

buy the same tractor. This phenomenon
unequal exchange will be accentuated
unless we effect some qualitative changes
to

of

in
.

our

development perceptions.

At the macro-economic level, Africa ex-

perienced an average GDP growth rate of
only 0,4% in the period 1980-1987, while
the annual growth rate for 1988 and 1989
stood at the meagre 2,4 and 2,9% respectively. This rate of growth is very low if you
bear in mind the fact that population, in
African countries, grows at the rate of 3%
and above. Per capita income, already low
by the end of the 1970s, declined at the rate
of 2,6% per annum between 1980 and
1987, resulting in a sharp deterioration in

living of our populations,
especially among the most vulnerable
population groups, namely women,
children, youth, the aged and the disabled.
Thirteen African countries, with one-third
of the

region's total population, have been
by the World Bank to be poorer
today in per capita terms than they were at
independence in the 1960s and early 1970s.

confirmed

Plummeted

The investment ratio, crucial to mean-

ingful capital formation for development,
plummeted from 24,5 % of the GDP in 1979
to a

1 doctor per every

international division of labour: the

fair because coffee is cheap,

buy

tor, in 1989, we needed 16 tonnes of coffee

the standard of

been

have done. In other words, the present

by unfair

256,9

representing 93,3%
of total regional; GDP, and 328,4% of the
total value of exports last year. By 1989 the

,

economic order is characterised

to

billion dollars in 1989,

of coffee to

During the same period, prices for
Massey Fergusson tractor went up from

lamentable 15,5% of the GDP in 1989.

Attempts to rescue Africa, mid-course,
from its economic and social doldrums

through the adoption of Africa’s priority
programme for economic recovery 19861990 (APPER) and the United Nations

Programme for Action for Africa’s
Economic Recovery and Development
(1986-1990) (UN-PAAERD), while soundly conceived, were largely futile. Orthodox
structural adjustment programmes adopted
and implemented by some African
countries, at high sacrificial costs, not only
failed to produce the projected positive
results; in most cases, they generated political dissent of grave proportions. This is a
gloomy picture and there is no doubt that
the Africa of today is in a crisis. However,
I am not myself pessimi.stic.

£10 000 to £10 700. In other words, while
in 1986

we

needed four-and-a-half tonnes
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Your Excellencies, I

firmly believe that
we can get out of these problems if we do
some of the following:
•

overcome

our

exclusion from the

of scientific discovery' and participalion — by increasing the training
of scientists. In Uganda, we have introduced the system of paying preferential
salaries to scientists and other profes-

process

sionals in order to retain the scientists we
have and attract

new

people to the field

of science;
•

that there

ensure

are

inter-sectoral

linkages so as to ensure sustainability of
whatever we are doing. This means that
we should, first and foremost, develop
tlie exploitation of our raw materials and
build industries around those

raw

stronger will suck our energies for

already
developed centres of the world and
whatever we have will gravitate towards
those centres; towards Europe, North
America and Japan. We need to counter
this law with deliberate moves by
development. There

government;
While

ensuring

increased participation in the export process, we should also
ensure self-sufficiency so that we arc not
as prone to external shocks as has been
the case so far. We should produce for
exports; but we should also produce for
self-sufficiency. We should not be totally dependent on external markets, because we know what they have done to

import machinery
processing these raw materials initially; but we can start making spare
parts for some of the machines. In any
utilisation of our local raw
materials will, on the one hand, add

case,

value to

exports so that we earn more
from them and, on the other
hand, the finished products therefrom
would substitute for a large spectrum of
our imports. Such industries would be
more sustainable because they would
have a higher content of local inputs;
ensure that our regional markets, e.g.
PTA, actually work. By uniting the
markets, we shall be stimulating largescale production which will, in turn, lead
to lower costs of production and increase
the competitiveness of the industries;
we need to actively use appropriate
our

money

•

•

macro-economic stimuli to create incenfives for

•

us.

Arrogant
On the

political-ideological front, Africa
reject arrogant interference in the
internal affairs of the continent. If foreign
should

interference

was

a

source

of progress,

Africa would be the most advanced
finent

today. Since the 15th century, Africa
foreign pressure, foreign
plunder, foreign colonisation and foreign
manipulations. If these were to make us
has been under

rich, then we would be the richest continent
in the whole

world, because

we

have got

the

biggest share of foreign interference.
outcome of all these forms of foreign
interference is, in my view, the present

The

miserable state of the continent. Therefore,
it is

high time we tried unbridled independence and cooperation among Africans
for at least 50 years. If this does not work,
then we can go back to foreign interference.
Let

us

have African solutions to African

problems for a change. We should continue
to have exchanges with our external

deliberate government

pressure

intervention to

overall, sectoral and enterprise

planning. It is an error if we simply leave
the emergence of new industries to what
some people call market forces. There is
need for planning. Planning can work
hand in hand with market forces if

properly mixed. If we leave the
economies just to drift by themselves,
the law of nature dictates that the

Africans themselves

to

decide. Once I gave

example of water. Water has got three
can be liquid; it can be vapour; it
can be solid (ice), but it is, nonetheless,
water. I will not accept any one dictating to
me that I should drink vapour because it is
water, scientifically speaking. Yes, I need
an

forms: it

water.

But let me determine the form of the

water

I want

to

take. It is

erroneous

for

quarters to try and impose forms of
political organisation on the African
people. Whether we should use the strategy

friends,

no

doubt, but there should be

from outside

on

this

of democratic

no

score.

Disunity
However, it is the right of every African
people to enjoy democracy and dignity. We
should not practice dictatorship under the
guise of independence; because independence does not mean dictatorship. The
people of Africa are entiUed to democracy.
All governments in Africa should derive

mass movements or

multi-

parties should be the business of each
country.
Forefront

con-

produces. These include appropriatc exchange rate policies, interest
rates, prices, etc.
ensure
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our

authority from the people. We should
that ultimate .sovereignty resides in
the African people. There is no way you can
bring about development without accountability on the part of those in power i.e. you
cannot bring about development without
democracy. However, the exact forms that
democracy should take should be left to the

some

materials. We must
for

are

their

ensure

Africans must also be in the forefront of
the

struggle for the dignity of the African
people. All forms of violation of human
rights must be opposed. We can no longer
deny that the disregard of human rights is a
significant conuibutory factor towards the
poor performance of our economics. There
is no way we can develop our economics
without democracy. First of all, one of the
biggest factors retarding development is
corruption. And there is no way you can
control corruption without democracy. If
there is no accountability, then you cannot
stop corruption. And if you cannot stop corruption, then you cannot cause development. So, you can see that development is
actually linked to democracy, but
democracy as understood by our people
and not as dictated by some other people.
Africa continues to

produce the largest

number of refugees

accounting for 30% of
the world’s refugee population of 15 million. Equally disconcerting is the high
proportion of internally di.splaccd persons.
Yet, they arc part of the human resources so
vital for

our

socio-economic programmes.

It is, therefore, in our

enlightened sclf-in-
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terest to renew our

for human

commitments

rights and to seek

to

respect

new ways

of

minimising internal conflicts and new ways
of

safeguarding the rights of those displaced or otherwise adversely affected by
such

itiatives be taken in this

sphere? Have we
not seen the advantages of unity in other
areas of the globe? You find that Africa enjoys a lot of cultural ethnic homogenity i.e.
language, common ancestry and religion.

upheavals.

like to raise my

voice against Africa intra-

and inter-state conflicts. It is wise if peaceful solutions to such

problems were found.

The founders of OAU

were

wise to

enshrine in the Charter of the OAU that
there should be
nal affairs of

ciple has
a

no

one

interference in the interanother. This wise

prin-

not, however, been adhered to in

number of cases, and this has

of miseries for

a

spelt a lot

number of African states.

Big Error
To encourage

The

con-

peoples of North Africa, the Nilotic

peoples of Eastern and North Central
Africa, the Hamitic peoples of North
Central Africa and the Horn of Africa, the
Bantu

peoples of Eastern, Central and

Southern Africa. All these are vast and fair-

ly homogenous population groups. Yet we
be peddled that Africa is
peopled by such diverse groups that we
allow the myth to

find unity. We are very

cannot

closely repeople, culturally and by ancestry.

lated

these inter-African

Negroid peoples of West Africa, the

Islamic

Moreover, these huge groups have inter-

flicts is a big error because, on the one hand,

acted and mixed a great deal over the years.

it diverts

development to

Yet, it is put out that Africa is,the most non-

conflicts. On the other hand, these conflicts

homogenous continent in the world. This is

resources

may mean

from

potential disintegration of some

of the African states. Yet, what Africa needs
is not more states—because we are already

balkanised

enough. What

we

need is pos-

sibly less states through peaceful Integration of the existing states to make them
more

eeonomically viable. Like for in-

It is up to us to promote

not true.
ness
our

this

one-

and utilise it for the

development of
people. Why should Europeans who

have been

killing each other for centuries

be able to find

unity in politics,

economy

and culture and Africans find it difficult to
do

even

period, we have been able to
bring about the independence of MozambiZimbabwe, Angola, Guinea-Bissau,

que,

Sao Tome and

Principe, the Comoros,
Djibouti, Seychelles and, recently,
Namibia! Most of these got

Homogenous

Excellencies, in this connection, I would

in that very

better? The Europeans have

independence
through armed struggle waged by our

brothers in those territories

supported by

the OAU and certain OAU member states,

bilaterally. Therefore, there is no reason for
self-deprecation. We have done a good job
over

the last 27 years.

is that

we can

The only thing to say

do more,

especially

now.

Your Excellencies, great events are now

taking place in South Africa. President dc
Klerk,

as a man, seems to

determined to end

be honest and

apartheid. We do not

know whether he will carry a

significant

portion of the whites with him all the

way,

and whether he will retain the support of the

and the police. If he does, he may turn

army

out to

be

a

great instrument of change for

the cause of freedom. It would be important
for the African side in South Africa

studied return gestures
encourage

make

of reconciliation to

Mr de Klerk. Removal of sane-

tions, however, which
fond of

to

some quarters arc

suggesting, is too radical a step and

it is premature.

Sanctions could be removed

stance, the PTA. If we could consolidate the

transcended their differences.

after the South African government has

PTA and have

now

published

one

market instead of 16

They are
talking of a common European home.

markets in Eastern and Southern Africa, it

Why can

would be better. So what

home? We

more

fragmentation but

we

more

need is not

if

unity.

Furthermore, let the present generation
of African leaders take

strategic decisions

we

for
We

we not
can

talk of a common African

certainly

reverse

choose. In any case,

our

this tfend

it is mandatory

people’s sake, to address this issue.

are

very

rich in natural

resources.

to cause more

integration in the economic,

Therefore, the present weaknesses

in the political

and even in the security and

partly, self-imposed.

defence fields

so as to

immunise Africa

against continued external manipulations
and pressures.

One of the weaknesses of

I take this

are,

again, Cde Sam Nujoma to this first OAU
attending

as a

representative and President of indc-

of actions and the balkanisation of the con-

pendent Namibia.

not

micro-political units that could

stand up

against more organised forces

from outside Africa. Why can’t strategic

Sapem August, 1990

in¬

Results
Some

us a

long time to organise these sane-

tions: people should not play around with
them.
There could, however, be some other in-

termediate steps that could serve as
of gestures

of goodwill to the

reformist white side. Nevertheless, the
South African freedom

fighters need to sus-

tain

Africa, hitherto, has been the fragmentation
tinent into

took

measures

opportunity to welcome, once

Heads of State summit he is

a time table showing that the
scrapping of apartheid is irreversible. It

people say that the OAU, over the

last 27 years, has not achieved results. Yet,

preparation for the successful and )
decisive execution of the armed struggle,
just in case the de Klerk initiative aborts,

possibly, due to actions of the intransigent
white racists. As freedom fighters, we
should always be serious, dependable and
magnanimous both in

war

and in pcace.O
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DEBATES

—

RESPONSE TO JOE SLOVO

—

The Bathos of Tendentious

Historiography: A Review of Joe Slovo’s
"Has Socialism Failed?"
Archie

N

Mafeje
Europe. From his
approach, it would seem that Joseph Stalin
was the big man whose big lies brought the
communist world to a dramatic collapse
of Stalinism in Eastern

OBODY would doubt that among
the members of the Communist

Party of South Africa (CPS A) Joe
occupies a position of distinction.
This is largely attributable to his intellectual responsiveness and political
Slovo

acumen.

But both these attributes

are

and that

li-

very

fall victims of their

ow n

lies and

betrayed. The latter seems to have been
the fate of Stalinism in Eastern

Europe
and Stalinist communist parties all over
the world were busy trying to scramble
out of the

40

sinking boat. It is in that

of contrition after the

facile! Even the most benighted

phenomenon which was bom of bitter
struggles within the socialist movement in
Europe. Relying on the most ruthless
methods for dealing with opposition, it triumphed and established a hegemony over
most

communist

parties in the world, in-

eluding the Communist Party of South
Africa. This was despite the fact that
Stalinism

was

"socialism in

Joe Slovo

based
one

on

the philosophy

of

country", which was a

deviation from Lenin’s total commitment
to

are

swept aside or the "good cause" is

great act

Catholic knows that "the ev^l that men do
lives after them". Stalinism was a social

prostitution because big men are
always concerned to prove their infallibility. In the process they might be
tempted to tell big lies, if only for a good
cause. In mitigation it could be argued
that this is the way of all politics. True as
this might be, it does not say what are the
limits to big lies and where begins personal integrity. Are big men doomed to
believing their own lies? If this be their
fate, what are the implications for the
"good cause" in the long-run? The
choice is fairly simple. It is either that big
able to

men

a

fact would absolve all the believers. How

international

proletarianism. Yet, the

Soviet Union under Stalin reserved the
scramble that lies the

biggest lie, as will

be shown.

Joe Slovo, a

right to dictate to the world communist partics and turned the Third International into

confirmed Stalinist until the

writing of the essay under review, invites
would-be socialists to a "very necessary
self-examination" as a sequel to the demise

a

club of Stalinists. This had very strong

forebodings for the Fourth International
which witnessed the splintering of the
world communist movement into two irSapem August, 1990

reconcilable camps and marked an end to
true socialist internationalism.

despite his plea for "critical sclf-cxamina-

Dormant

past. Instead, he resorts to tendentious his-

As Pallo Jordan, with great
which has been lying dormant

erudition
for more
than twenty years, has demonstrated in his
recent

article, "Crisis of Conscience in the

South African Communist

Party" (SAPEM

Vol 3, No. 8, June,

1990), this went far
beyond the power struggle between Joseph
Stalin and Leon Trotsky in the Soviet
Union. It was primarily a broader and more
fundamental ideological disagreement

tion", is not able

loriography concerning the role of his party
apologetics where this cannot suf-

fice. It is

mean

and to

our

intention

by direct reference

demonstrate this

to

to Joe Slovo’s actual

pronouncements in his Has Socialism

Failed?

Finding Excuses for the Self and the
Party
Under the sub-title, "Sticking to
Stalinism", Joe Slovo argues that it will not

what

do to make

in

and distortions. He believes that, instead,

to

"Vigilance is clearly needed against the
pre-perestroika styles of work and thinking
which infected virtually every party (ineluding ours) and moulded its members for
so many decades". Secondly, in a reflexive

be taken in order to defend "socialism"

in the Soviet Union. This got
the idea of "socialism in

one

tied

up

country"

with
as a

excuses

manner

general. Thus, the Soviet Union was
predisposed to set itself up as a model for
socialism, instead of being part of a

should rather ask

pointed out, expediency could lead to a permanent pervasion of socialist principles viz
the right of the people to choose and determine what is best for them.

Direct Conflict

Although at the time it was probably not
fully appreciated by antagonists who were
themselves members of orthodox
munist parties,

com-

their view was in direct con-

flict with the communist belief in the lead-

ing role of the "vanguard party". What
Stalinism succeeded in doing was to
foreclose any discussion on the matter and
thus cleared the way for establishing his
own version of it. Not only did this orthodox dispense with participatory
democracy within Stalinist communist partics but also denied fraternal

everywhere any

parties
autonomy. Worst still, in

for

cynical and reactionary

manipulation of their national
In our view,

munist

movements.

this is the worst crime the Com-

Party of South Africa,

as an

incar-

nation of Stalinism in South Africa, committed. It is our belief that Joe Slovo,
Sapem August. 1990

excesses

.

.

we

communists

so many

so

blinded

long, and, more importantly, why
they behaved like Stalinists towards those
so

of their comrades who raised

even

the

slightest doubt about the ‘purity ’ of Stalin’s
brand of socialism".
At the general

level these remarks would
give the impression that Stalinism was
merely a regrettable and unworthy accident
rather than an historical ascendancy of a
particular political and ideological doctrine
within the world communist

movement

since the death of Lenin. For this reason,
Joe Slovo docs not find it necessary to ex-

plain what in fact Stalinism is as an historical phenomenon. Consequently, at the
specific level he can afford to treat his party
it victim of the Stalinist virus rather than
its incarnation, at least in South Africa.
as

Therefore, instead of being conscious and
convinced Stalinists in their
Slovo and his comrades

own

can

right, Joe

only accept

blame for

having behaved "like Stalinists"
towards dissenting party members. How
very pathetic!

Third World countries which had not yet

a

why

allowed themselves to become

Indication

achieved their national democratic revolu-

tion, it led to

for Stalinist

he recommends that: ".

guarantee for the future of socialism in

democratic socialist movement. Moreover,
as the critics of the Stalinist line
correctly

Africa and made it possible for it to capture
ransom after
1960. This position was bolstered upin no

the ANC and to hold it to

within the communist movement about
was meant by "socialist democracy"
practice. Stalin and his supporters argued on grounds of expediency that certain
special measures, albeit undemocratic, had

and tactics gave the CPS A the upper hand
in dealing with other movemenLs in South

to live down his Stalinist

Docs this

give

us even

the slightest in-

way by the unswerving support they
received from the Soviet Union Stalinist

Party and state. It is, therefore, an unmitigated lie to suggest that the CPSA followed blindly the Stalinist brand of
socialism. Since the beginning of the 1930s
they had been warned against Stalinist perversion of socialism and its implications for
participatory democracy by non-Stalinist
Marxists who happened to be black. To dispose of their arguments, they used another
Stalinist ploy, namely, to brand them simply as "Trotskites".
Here, there

was more

than

met

the eye.

The white

emigre communists depended to
a very large extent on the Soviet Union and
had virtually no constituency inside the
counuy. In contrast, the black Marxists
subsumed their Marxism under the Nation-

al Question. This meant that,

potentially,
they had the whole black population as
their constituency. They were keenly aware
of this, as is shown by repeated efforts in
the 1930s to achieve unity. The mo.st significant of these

were the All African Convention in 1935, and the crucial all unity
conference in Bloemfontein in 1938. The
latter was a turning point in the history of

the national liberation

movement

because

the Communist

Party through a few black
members who belonged to both organisations managed to convince tlic leadership
of the ANC

not to attend

the

unity talks
supposedly led by Trotskites.
It, thus, succeeded in splitting the black
national movement right in the middle for
which

were

its own purposes. Having lost any support
of tlic white workers to tlic racist Hertzog

goverrtmern, it sought a constituency
within the black national movement,
without giving up

its privileged position, as
"vanguard party". Naturally, in raeisi
South Africa they also derived certain advantages from being white. They compensated for the latter by reeruiting strategically placed individuals within tlic ranks of the
a

dication that the Stalinists even in South
Africa had the power of life and death over

ANC and used them

dissenting members and actually had some

strategy which the CPSA has used

executed

or

banished into oblivion in the

way that Stalin did with his opponents
in the Bolshevik party? Stalinist methods

same

the party

and the

as a

vital link between

mass movement

—

a

throughout and has guaranteed them the
Stalinist hegemony. There was

necessary

nothing innocent about this. The white
41

Stalinists wante

to

reduce the national
offollower.

It would
be most gratifying to hear the repentant Joe
movement to

Slovo admit

atus

as

much for the sake of hones-

in the name of glasnost and
perestroika. Or is it now Pretroiska?
ty and

Praising Gorbachev as the "Saviour"
of Socialism

suspiciously in a great hurry
to sec Stalinism come to a speedy end in
Eastern Europe and credits Gorbachev with
having done precisely this. It is true that
under the leadership of/Gorbaohev Stalinist
power-sU'uctures and the hegemony of
Stalinist parties have been destroyed. But
mean

that the Stalinist

heritage has been stamped out of the
societies concemetL Joe Slovo’s extreme

voluntarism might be a cover-up

for some-

thing else. As an historically-determined
social phenomenon, Stalinism cannot die
over night. All kinds of political struggles
are continuing in Eastern Europe, most of
all in the Soviet Union. It is not

what their outcome

yet
will be. What Gorsure

doing was to initiate a
struggle for nuclear disarmament and for
social democracy. What the content of the
bachev succeeded in

latter will be
not

even

Gorbachev himself does

know. In his

riding

a

particular case, it is like
tiger. To think of it, what do

Stalinists, fallen

or

to

condone it. Besides, Joe Slovo’s firm

belief is belied by his actual political praxis.
As

a

leading member of the Congress Al-

liance, he is absolutely committed to hour-

geois democracy, if not less, judging by the
logic of the present "talks about talks". If
things were to turn otherwise, where would
he find the material force to realise his

Joe Slovo is

this docs not

thing lo accept aforce majeure and another

reformed, know about

socialism? Where and when did they learn
about it?

Objective Grounds
Therefore, it is clear that there are no ob-

jeetive grounds for Joe Slovo to suppose
that Mikhail Gorbachev’s intervention is

socialist dream, seeing that he succeeded
eminently in indoctrinating the few remaining members of his party and the most
promising cadres in the ANC into

again witnessing the same old Stalinist tendency to have a finger in every pie so as to
guarantee hegemony? Is this not a negation
of the very concept of democracy? Much as
I disagree with the ANC, as a black in a
while-dominated society, I still have a
vested interest in seeing the ANC make
authentic and autonomous representations
as a people’s organisation. To know where
we are

and what

sential

as

we are

and his Stalinist

tarislic way

their

Affirming the Ideological Contest
There may be a genuine belief in
socialism in Joe Slovo but it is made sound
hollow by a number of factors. First, it is
based on classical Marxism, not so much as

method of analysis, but more as
hypothetical deposits, featuring such nonsubstantive concepts as "classless society",
"dictatorship of the proletariat", "ineviiability of the collapse of the capitalist
system", "socialism as a higher stage of
human development" etc etc. Needless to
say, in a situation of crisis it is concrete
manifestations that carry the day and not
antiquated slogans. In the wake of
Stalinism, as a hegemonic model, it is impossible to prove the superiority of
socialism in practice. Likewise, the failure
of the proletariat to defend its socialist
gains against Stalinism in Eastern Europe
a

against

Stalinist domination. When is Joe Slovo

Stalinism? Or does he believe in his volun-

that it is simply a matter of
change of heart? It is a known fact that even
within the Congress Alliance, the issue is
far from being resolved. Therefore, whom
is Joe Slovo trying to fool? Or is he merely
trying to assuage his conscience, as Pallo
Jordan has suggested?

heading for is as es-

Gorbachev’s crusade

clique going to give up
European "socialist" tutelage over

Africans?
The same orthodoxy is discernible in Joe
Slovo’s

theory of imperialism and capitalist
exploitation. According to classical
theory, the answer to both is "socialism".
But the question is: under the present his-

class

torical circumstances, has the Stalinist version of "socialism" been free of "class ex-

ploitation" and, at least, political imperialism? Second of all, is it not obvious
that if Eastern Europe got re-inlegrated into
capitalism, only the Third World will
remain the object of imperialism. By virtue
of this, while the Third World is not neces-

sarily socialist, it is predisposed to resist
capitalist negations. Is this not a starting
point for the supposed "socialist" struggles? This question is particularly relevant
because Joe Slovo and his cohorts in their

peculiar combination of liberalism and
Stalinist organisational methods have in
fact nurtured a potential petit-bourgeois
comprador class within the Congress Alliance. Whether

we

like it or not, this class,

Studies. The truth of the matter is that

Therefore, at the practical level one

history has shown in the rest of Africa,
towards crass class exploitation
and dependence on imperialism. How does
Toe Slovo wriggle out of this contradiction
in order to make his socialist pretensions
convincing? The "Workers". Which
workers? And where do they feature in the
present "negotiations" with de Klerk? It is
obvious that Joe Slovo is still talking at the

Gorbachev’s idea of a "common European
home" is socialist neither in conception nor

would wonder to whom Joe Slovo is ad-

level of "models" and has no clue about the

dressing himself. Certainly, it could not be

possible route out of the present crisis in
Eastern Europe and in the Third World,
especially.

tantamount to

saving socialism from

Stalinism. The concept of "socialism", like
the concept of "democracy", has to be re-

changing world. Indeed, in
years, Joe Slovo himself has had
disagreement over South Africa with

defined in

a

and to achieve its "historic mission" in
Western

number of pos-

recent

Europe points to a
sible mediations which

open

ticipated by classical theory.

Gorbachev’s intellectual ambassadors

were

not an-

Practic al Level

from the Moscow Institute of African

perspective. If anything, it has chauvinistic overtones, with regard to the Asian
Soviet Republics and the Third World in
general. In fact, Joe Slovo would be hard
in

that the external impact of
perestroika necessarily favoured the struggle in South Africa at this stage. It is one
put to argue
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de Klerk. And yet,

this is exactly what is

happening. In the ANC, there
vinced and

are con-

worthy petit-bourgeois

as

is prone

The Problem of

Democracy and the
Party

nationalists who do not share Joe Slovo’s

socialist

aspirations

or

illusions. Why not

let them be themselves? Or

are we once

Joe Slovo

recognises the fact that so far
proletariat in "socialist"

the role of the

Sapem August, 1990

countries had got

will inherit the earth? How absurd

removed from the classical concept

be in

attenuated and far
of the
"dictatorship of the proletariat". He acknowledges the fact that the latter was a

metaphorical rendition of majority rule in
a post-industrial society, which Stalinist
bureaucracie.s from a combinationof political expediency and self-interest usurped.
While Joe Slovo finds it easy to decry all
these perversions in Eastern Europe, he is
not able or willing to relate them to the
practice of his party in South Africa. It is
conceivable that the reason is that this party

represented neither the proletariat nor the
majority, but enjoyed hegemonic power
within the ANC or the Congress Alliance.
This would make it

undistinguishable from
the other Stalinist parties in Eastern
Europe. Therefore, the question is: how
docs Slovo propose to deal with this historical heritage in the context of South Africa?
Perhaps, this is the hardest part for him
to come to terms with. The largely white
CPS A has no future. Like the other Stalinist
parties in Eastern Europe, under
perestroikafPiclioiska it stands to lose
every advantage it has ever had. First, as it
has never had an independent following
among workers, black or white, since 1924
but benefited mainly from riding on the
back of the ANC. After

"negotiated settlcment" it will be left high and dry.
Secondly, its whiteness which proved to be
an asset

a

in terms of access and resources in

our

quest for

power!

As would be

expected, Joe Slovo has an
largely on
moral and ideological grounds. He treats it
as a concrete reality which will come all of
a piece, if past distortions and perversions
unshakable belief in socialism

are

corrected. In

fact, he arrives at an ideal

picture of socialism by negating virtually
all the attributes of the "Stalinist brand of

socialism". He is able to do this, without

facing the question of whether or not
European societies under Stalinist
hegemony were ever socialist. In other
Eastern

words, what is the sum total of Stalinist perversions

distortions which Joe Slovo is

or

concerned to exorcise? If in his terms, we
take away socialist democracy, socialist

production relations, appropriation and distribution; collective social and political
control, what are we left with in reality? Joe
Slovo is inclined to say we are left with distoned socialism. What is the epistemological and ontological value of such ån assertion? If followed through, his position
would lead

"false"

to

versus

such inane distinctions

temptation is great for him to present his
"purified" version of socialism as true
socialism, capable of producing a "new
socialist person". This all becomes
metaphysical, especially when in the same

or

recent official document of the CPS A,

Path to Power

The

(1990), is extremely

presumptuous and unrealistic. It presupposes that fallen Stalinists will be sueceeded by self-appointed reformed

Stalinists. How very

extraordinary! Not
only have the members of the CPSA lost a
sense of themselves but also of history.
They could have easily assumed that one of
the implications of the eclipse of the
Stalinist era would be the emergence of
new socialist forces whose identity and
time of birth is as yet unknowable. How is
it possible that a dying generation of
Stalinists can calmly proclaim that they
Sapem August, 1990

it does, this constitutes

a con-

are

sup-

posed to be antithetical.

GDR to back it. Under the cir-

they hope to
reproduce themselves? That is why the

as

which in itself is

The second

sense

in which Joe Slovo

takes socialism for granted derives

from his

orthodox communist views. First and
forémost among

these is the idea of a "vanguard party". Although he makes all sorts
of noises about the need for an

independent
political party, it is obvious that
"the party" is something other than the
workers. This comes out clearly from the
following statement: "Our claim to represent the historic aspirations of the workers
does not give us an absolute right to lead
them or to exercise control over society as
a whole in their name." Who is making
workers’

these concensions to the workers and to

society at large? It transpires that it is Joe
Slovo’s party. But who are they, sociologi-

noble but anachronistic

Contemporary struggles show that the
proletariat has not necessarily been in the
forefront in the struggle for democracy.
Other strata and classes have played just as
an important role in these struggles e.g.
revolutionary intellectuals, radical youth,
women’s liberation movements, peace
green movemenks. In the event,
be the rationale for subjecting

and

what would

them to the

dictatorship of the other?
Monolithic

Conception

Apart from the fact that the idea of
implies end of dictatorship, as
a reaction to a monolithic conception of
democracy, in recent years there has been
"socialism"

an

Orthodox Views

a

idea.

hear of such

things as "socialist
alienation". Coming from an orthodox
context we

tradiction in terms since the two

cumstances, how could

as

"tme" socialism. Indeed, the

have

Union

of the

major issues that have come
collapse of the Stalinist
parties in Eastern Europe? How could Joe
Slovo, given the hi.storical and social background of his party in South Africa, take its
supremacy for granted? Is it a sign of arrogance or a Stalinist hang-over?
The idea of "granting" democracy to the
labouring classes is a familiar one but is
getting antiquated very fast. It is more or
less understood now that people achieve
democracy through their sUuggles and that
is the only way they could guarantee it. All
promises about this or that "democracy"
have been broken by the would-be
benevolent guarantors. Another thing
which is not recognised by "vanguard
party" adherents is that the idea itself is incompatible with the declared Marxist principle of the "dictatorship of the proletariat",
one

to the fore since the

Marxist,

most

cally-speaking, and what puts them in such
a privileged position, historically? Is not
this

Socialism Taken for Granted

future

might become a liability, as it would
outlived its usefulness. Thirdly, and
importantly, there will be no Soviet

can we

observable social drift toward

democratic pluralism.

It is not clear to what
"granted" socialist
democracy tallies with this. "Democratic
pluralism" is more of a social than a political concept. For instance, it does not mean
"multi-partyism" but rather the right of
people(s) to form their own organisations
for self-fulfilment and for having a direct
input in the formulation of national policy
regarding things that affect them. Of
course, this does not preclude them from
belonging to or supporting particular national parties.
extent Joe Slovo’s

In contrast, Joe

Slovo’s has two concepts

of

democracy: "inner-party democracy"
and "relations with fraternal organisations". The first depends not so much on the
43

composition of the membership of
the party but on the attitude of reformed
Stalinists towards "socialist democracy".
This is so subjective and self-serving that it
is not worth discussing. The second one is
important at the level of declaration of principlcs but happens to be a lie at the practical level. While Joe Slovo might find it convenient to refer to the willingness of the
social

within the Congress Alleadership of the ANC",
inside and outside the .ANC

CPSA to operate
liance "under the

everyone
knows that this has been so in word and not

drerfting of the
Freedom Charter in 1955. The ANC, espedaily in exile, became the big dog that was
being wagged by the tail. If the veracity of
this claim is in doubt, then one has to refer

in substance since the

published reports by the South
Congress of Trade Unions
(S ACTU) and the expelled seven members
of the ANC Executive Committee in 1977.
In the latter case, Joe Slovo was the presid-

to the

African

ing judge and executioner and paid littie attention to Oliver Thambo’s reservations.
More scandalous cases could be quoted but
it is hoped that over time the ANC cadres
will tell their story as it actually happened
and not for the convenience or comfort of
their former Field Marshall, Joe Slovo.
If Joe Slovo, like Ben Turok in 1986 in

strictures
against his Stalinist past by reminding us
that they brought the ANC where it is today,
the reply would be: "Would it not have been
Harare, were to react to our

better if the ANC discovered to do

the same

resolved. Not only this but also a national
alliance with a new breed of intellectual
and

political leaders would have emerged,

perhaps with a greater potential in the ANC
and the Unity Movement But in the case of
the former, they were kept on the leash by
the CPSA and in the case of the Unity
Movement they got out-flanked from 1938
onwards and got marginalised after 1955.
The CPSA gained by our disunity and

pressed its advantage with great Stalinist
zeal undergirded by political and material
support from the Soviet Union. Now that

tribution of the Stalinist CPSA

the most
contrite heart
and on the basis of this reserves the right of

Africa in the

his party, as a representative of the

for its self-interested interference, a num-

aspirations of the workers”, to lead us to the
new Jerusalem. All that one can say is
"Amen", which is a befitting Hebrew ex-

on

its own?" In our view, it is extremely dif-

ficult to

measure

the "revolutionary" con-

in South
light of the damage it caused
to the African liberation movement in that
country. It is our belief that if it had not been
ber of differences, say,

between the Unity

the hens have come home to roost,
that Joe Slovo can offer is a

"historic

pression.D

ANC, and between the
ANC and the PAC could have been

Movement and the

Prof. Archie Mcfeje is Visiting Senior
Research Fellow at SAFES

—
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Socialism, Democracy and the

One-Party

System
Donald Chimanikire reports on

the AAPS (Zimbabwe) Forum

of 26 June

1990
rofessor Samir Amin (Third World

P

Forum, Dakar,
his talk

Senegal) prefaced

by saying the issue

of

socialism, democracy and one-party systern was a sensitive one especially in the
context of the
was common

Third World. He said it

especially that capitalism as a world systern had never

these days for people to talk

of socialism as

having failed in East

European countries because of the drastic changes taking place in the economic
and

parisons were simplistic. Simple examples given in the form of market relations equal democracy did not shed light
on the current world economic system,

political spheres of these

This so-called socialist

countries.

debacle is often

Juxtaposed with capitalism as having
been more efficient. But Professor Amin
was quick to point out that such com¬

had any

homogenity.

Market Forces

Professor Amin further
whatever the East

pointed out that

European countries did,

they would now have to face the market forces. He did not believe these countries were
necessarily motivated by the desire to
privatise the economy but that the people
in these countries wanted a democratisation

of

everything

as

democracy" which was static. Professor
Amin pointed out that the general tendency in the former socialist states was to move
away from bureaucracy to democracy
which is also currently confronted with social problems. He also pointed out that the
multi-party system did not guarantee
democracy and cited the U.S.A. as a typical example. In Third World countries, one
tended to see populism rather than true
democracy but populism as a rule tended to
be short-lived, added Professor Amin. In
socialist countries. Prof Amin noted that
vanguard parties were mistakenly believed
to herald the start of the death of capitalism.

opposed to "socialist
Sapem August,
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Instead, they brought stability with no
democracy and failed to end capitalism as a
world system.
Social

Development

Prof Amin ended

by saying he preferred

the type of democracy that brought in social development rather than stability with
no

democracy.
Another

speaker at the Forum was Prof
Casanova of the University of

Pablo G.

Mexico. Prof Casanova observed that the

of the

struggle. Prof Casanova gave an example of Russia and said Russian political
parties before the October Revolution in
1917 were imbued with people’s ideas in

was

the

same

and

was

of action, but as time
went on after 1917, these ideas could hard-

ly be found in Government programmes.
Professor Casanova lamented the tendency
in Third World countries of the party

becoming the state and vice-versa during
general elections, since this was undemocratic.
Multi-dimensional

influenced

by colonial domination and the struggle for
independence by mass political parties.
These parties which served the aspirations
of the struggling masses tended to
dominate the stale after the achievement of

independence and forgot the original aims

Democracy

Prof Casanova

suggested that in examining the concept of democracy, it was ncceslook at it in a multi-dimensional
He offered the following as another
way of critically examining the concept of
democracy: a) Democracy vs Indepen¬
sary to
way.

—

ZAMBIA

vs

Individual Rights.
New Ideas

their programmes

political culture in Africa and Latin
America

dence; b) Democracy vs Repression; c)
Democracy vs Negotiation; and d)

Prof Casanova said he favoured

political
democracy during general elections because it brought new ideas to the
people. He
also warned against falling for the "Market
Magic" without knowing exactly who was
controlling or going to control the market.
Professor Casanova ended by saying iliat
new forms of struggle for democracy were
at grass-roots levels. He believed these
grass-root forces were in favour of a society
which permitted private property, social
prosperity as well as public property. But
he said these were new dreams emerging

today.n

—

«

Turmoil in Zambia
Food riots,

the

coup

attempt and the Government

response

Donald Chanda

\

UNE 30 1989

until about 9

in Zambia.

of the United National

food riots had left

Mr. Alexander

dead

was an historical day
Then, the Zamhian
leadership announced far-reaching
measures, liberalising the economy and
making an official ‘U’ turn of the New
Economic Recovery Programme (NERP)
which had been launched in May 1987.
The costs of liberalised economic system

J

had been too much in terms of the stand-

when

Secretary-General
Independence Party,
Grey Zulu, made a report.

a.m.

ment, not the

ment confronted

military,

were

in full control

and that the announcement of the coup had
been made by a lone undisciplined soldier.

The

question, however, lingers on how a
undisciplined soldier made some

bians. Hence the

2^mbians celebrate and others sad in the

another

epoch-making day in Zambia. For
the first time in the history of the counuy,
a military coup was announced on Radio
Zambia
many

—

around 3

Zambians

a.m.

as to

Sapem August, 1990

It

what

was not

was

course

of those five hours of

Although certain normal

clear to

happening

radio, and

uncertainty.

a

Zulu’s announcement, these were not very

assuring.
A few

food rioters with gunfiring
Wednesday 27 and Thursday 28
were equally tense days with sporadic gunshots, constant helicopter hoverings and a
6.00 p.m.-6.00 a.m. curfew. (It had ineluded a day time non-movement-out-oftroops.

the-door

measure.)

announcements

military report denying the coup had been made before Mr.
went on

June 30 1990, however, turned out to be

three in Kabwe and two in Kafue,

the rest in Lusaka. The Zambian Govern-

lone

Epoch Making Day

—

By Friday 29 June, the
(officially) 27 people

Mr. Zulu assured the nation that the govern-

ard of

living of the majority of Zamleadership abandoned
the programme in 1987 only to pick it up
again on June 30 1989.

time in the country.

days before, on 25 and 26 of June

Lessons to be Learnt

The food riots

finally quelled by
Friday morning which also saw the closing
of the university and the evacuation of the
university students from campus. The food
riots have been put down, but we have been
were

in Lusaka witnessed gunfire and fierce food

left with lessons which

riots, which

seriously.

were

happening for the second

we

have to take
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The food riots have been

•

tact.

quelled but the

Clearly, the government was in an
awkward situation. The pains of the food
riots had not yet died, both to the individuals and government. The odds

solved the

problem.

down with
long and at what
we going tobse arms? Whereas

The food riots have been put
force of arms. For how
cost are

defence, they are not the most
reasonable

—

appropriate —
against food riots. The

not even

form of defence

reasonable and

permanent
form of defence, which the country
needs, is development. Defence against
most

more

instability is not a question of arming the
military and wings better, but the best
form of defence is investment hr more

production, especially food production.
The riots literally paralysed normal business in the capital. The riots did not only
involve the looting or property from
which ever shop could be broken into in
the city, but Uie stoning and burning of
vehicles, but more especially government and military vehicles. The silent
majorities now voiced and vented their
feelings, demanding the resignation of
the government leadership, and showed
posters which derided and caricatured
the government and its leadership, ineluding President Kaunda himself.
Intensity of Riots
The December 1986 riots had left 15

px»ple dead (officially) and were confined
largely to the Copperbclt towns. This time,
the riots

were

concentrated in Lusaka, and

little of the trouble in Kitwe on the
Copperbclt (at least little was reported).
One shudders at the thought of what might
have happened had riots broken out in all
major towns, with the kind of intensity that
very

rioting has left more
questions on the minds of many

seems
more

that food

question structural adjustment policies

and the associated economic measures

which it entails. The Third World is littered

examples of food rioting where the
policies have been implemented. In Zambia, the prices of mealiemeal were doubled on 19 June 1990. The
announcement was made by the Prime

with

IMF-based

Minister in
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Blaming

a

ministerial statement to par¬

power

Response

hungry, disgruntled,

subversive elements for the food riots and

anti-government protests that characterised
that ‘memorable’ week,

against the government were many; the
economic problems; the uneasy political
situation, particularly with the open challenge to the ruling party; and the treason
trial in the country, together with detentions
of Luchembe,

the government as-

authority by acting tough. It did
not rescind the decision of price increases,
arguing that it had to implement structural
adjustment policies for the future betterment of the country. Tougher laws were
also being considered against coup plotters
like Luchembe who announced the June 30
coup.

the immediate government
reaction. As weeks went by, however, the
That

was

university students and

rioters/looters.
The Government Yields

serted its

The government had to respond to the
situation, to case the tension in the country,

sympathy for itself among
people.
On 25 July, exactly a month after the
food riots started, the President held yet

and to cultivate

the

another memorable press
State House. He preambled
ference with

a

conference at
the press con-

statement that

"the forces of

referendum to to decide whether the

against the government; and that to counteract such forces, his
government was unleashing "forces of

country would retain the one-party system
re-introduce the multi-party system. The

bian nation

debate

on

multi-partyism heated up (Oc-

tober 17 1990 had been set as the date for a

or

hate" had

ganged

up

love" to their maximum, so that the Zamcan start

afresh

on

the basis of

postponed to August 1991).

love, truth, social justice and fair play (his

The Roman Catholic Church came out

usual at many pofitical gatherings). He
went further to say his government intends

date

was

later

openly for a multi-party system. Through
their vernacular (Bemba language)
newsletter, Icengelo (Twilight), they set out
to show some advantages of multi-partyism. Cardinal among these were: that
was too

1990).
Alliance for Democracy

and

Development

emerging Alliance for Democracy
Development — a group embracing

The
and

politicians, intellectuals, trade
unionists, lawyers, clergymen and many
former

other Zambian commoners also held a two-

day conference on the multi-party option.
emerged out of their discussions was

What
a

to

clear indication that the hour had come,

when the rule of law should be established

firmly and rights and liberties exercised by
individuals freely in major national issues
and decisions. The one-party state

had in-

fringed upon the rights of the nation and in-

build Zambia anew, with reconciliation

and dialogue. The following measures were

taken:
•

much abuse of power

when a
system is not checked and made accountable to the people. This point has been reemphasised in a pastoral letter released by
the Church (Zambia Daily Mail, July 28,
there

witnessed in Lusaka.

Zambians. It sounds natural for that matter,
to

The Government

the most manifest form of

arms are

and

above the people.

ing of 15 June when the university students,
who planned to demonstrate against
mealie-meal prices, were blocked by armed
personnel, so they went to to a nearby shanty compound where they were joined by the
rest of the people.

should not cheat ourselves; we have

It

creating and upholding single

As long as the causes are there, most

we

was

dividuals by

party supremacy

not

•

sparked off the discontent.

However, the final spark came on the mom-

likely the riots will come again. On this

•

liament. This

of food riots have remained in-

causes

Pardoning of Edward Jack Shamwana,
former High Court judge detained and
sentenced to death for the 1980 coup at-

tempt.
•

Releasing of General Christon Tembo
and his fellow coup plotters of 1988 (the
U'eason trial of Tembo was still going
on).
Releasing of Mwamba Luchembe and
his fellow coup plotters, of the June 30
coup attempt (The public has not even
heard of any
case, and

further investigations in the

the President refused to answer

question from the press about who else
was involved with, by saying
it was not important).
Releasing the university students who
were arrested for their alleged part in the

a

Luchembe

food riots.

Releasing of rioters and looters arrested
in Lusaka.
The President said:

Sapem August, 1990

F

•

May God forgive those who were

state

did not know what

still

they were doing.
•

•

Referendum date

postponed to a
year later — August 13,1991 —so that
fresh registration of voters could be allowed. (The multi-party advocates had
called fora fresh register, lifting the state
of emergency and upholding of human
rights and freedoms.)
was to

Like

they were promised an egg a day
during the early days of independence, this time, Zambians were
promised that Zambia will be a
paradise on earth in the next 25

of emergency, saying Zambia was
victim of external enemies, citing

invite

multi-party advocates to discuSs.

Renamo bandits’

kilting of seven

people in the Eastern Province.
re-emphasised

years.

The President said, and

that, he

By postponing the referendurai to a year

was

later, it seems the government wants to buy

acting from a position of weakness but strength because only those
not

was

The President said he

in

a

recent

AParliamentary select committee which
has been set up is working on reforming
the party. He hinted that all party posts
will be elective.

•

—

force since the riots, but did not lift the

rejoicing during riots and the coup
attempt, for they

He lifted the curfew in Lusaka

who know that

they

are

dme to do certain

in control

But

could do that.
•

A
to

new

projects and programmes
‘buy’ people to its side.
the major causes of the current

which would

economic drive will be launched

politico-economic situation in Zambia are
still intact Change seems inevitable.D

rehabilitate all roads (trunk, district

and feeder

roads);

a

build-up in univer-

sides, colleges and schools, in equipment and desks for primary schools, etc.

Donald Chanda is

a

lecturer in the

African Development Studies Department at the School of Humanities and
Social Sciences, University of Zambia

VACANCY

RESEARCH FELLOW
Economy Series (SAFES) Trust invites applications for a Research
Programme. The Research Fellow will be responsible for;

The Southern Africa Political
CJender Relations
—

—

—

—

Initiating and formulating gender-oriented research projects;
Establishing and developing fora within which women researchers in development issues in Southern Africa
can develop their research and analytical skills;
Coordinating research and networking among women scholars in the region, and linking them up with other
networks beyond the region;
Establishing and developing links between women researchers and grassroots development projects aimed
at

—

Fellow in the

women

The
and

in Southern Africa;

development of gender-related planning models for areas such as education,
family planning.

health, human resources

QUALIFICATIONS
—

Should be

a

social scientist, with post graduate qualifications

in

any

of the following disciplines: economics,

sociology, development economics, political science or demography.
Must demonstrate a sound research background with a strong theoretical grounding in gender issues.
Experience in a women’s organisation will be an advantage but not a prerequisite.
Must have sound knowledge of Southern Africa in terms of its history and major issues facing the region.
Should be keen on the furtherance of women’s issues on a regional and global level.
The initial contract will be for a two-year period, but can be extended for additional terms.
Applications with detailed CV and names of three referees, should be submitted not later than 31 August 1990,

—

—

—

—

to:

The Executive Director
SAFES Trust
P.O. Box MP 111
Mount Pleasant, Harare
Zimbabwe
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DOCUMENTS AND REPORTS

The International Conference

Popular
Participation in the Recovery and
Development Process in Africa
on

Yash Tandon
HE International Conference

T

on

Popular Participation in the
Recovery and Development

Process in Africa

was

held in

Arusha,

Tanzania, from 12 to 16 February, 1990.
It

was

the third in

a

series of major inter-

national conferences
tribute to the

organised to

con-

implementation of the UN

ment

process,

rights, individual freedoms and
democratic participation of the majority of
the

populations in the process of their
He said that the crisis current-

governance.

ly engulfing Africa is not only an economic
crisis but also

quel to the Abuja International Conference

on

Africa held in 1987, and the

1988 Khartoum Conference

on

the

Human Dimension of Africa’s Economic

It

was

from
tions

attended

organised under the

a

regional level (UN-IATF).
by

over

500 participants

wide-range of people’s organisaincluding northern as well as

—

African NGOs and peasant, women

and

sor

opening address entitled "Putting
Secretary of the

Commission for Africa, Profes-

Adebayo Adedeji, drew attention to the

loss of Africa’s economic sovereignty, mar-

ginalisation of the people in the develop¬
48

organised

who, despite being an international civil
accountable to governments

servant

Africa and the UN

family of nations,

remarkably candid in his attacks

on

of

was

these

governments themselves (without naming

of course). This helped to liberate

names,

the discussion from the usual

stultifying ef-

fects of forced officialdom.

of the

the

same

African

time to Africa’s culture and the

spirit. If self-reliance has

straight from the grassrooG

terventions from the floor

by

men.

were more

by

women

any

and Africa’s efforts.

Luminaries
There

prepared
ference

were a

number of

papers

professionally

presented at the Con-

by various luminaries, consultants

and international bureaucrats. But the best

of the presentations came

from those

com-

ing from people who had real first hand expcriencc with grassroots work, and they
relayed the actual experiences of the
grassroots organisations themselves on
as

the formation of

saving and

co-operatives using the traditional

African institutions, the

or-

in-

Charter

representing their governments and

ganisations. At times, there

development cannot be

problems of training leadership, and the difficulties and dependencies created by an over-reliance on
donor funding for carrying out grassroots
development work.

in full force, and in tradi-

tional costumes, of the women of Africa—
some

workshops, some of the
were able to

meaning, then it has to be built on Africa’s

credit

highlights of the Conference

the presence

others

of Africa and

by people’s organisa-

revived without also giving due recognition

such issues

Highlights
One of the

was

producers of these items

resources

agencies.

the People First", the UN Under-Secretary-

Economic

one

characterise official conferences

was

General and Executive

tions. In

at

African Crisis
In his

fcrence the natural products
the artefacts made

plenaries and
workshops in an atmosphere that was totally lacking in the usual inhibitions which

youth movements and representatives from
African Governments and UN

between

engendered by Professor Adedeji himself,

auspices of the UN Inter-Agency Task
Force on the follow-up on the UNPAAERD at the

highlight of the conference

display in the corridors of the Con-

that Africa’s

Following introductions, the Conference
alternated

Another
the

demonstrate the truth of their contention

atmosphere was a result of the critical spirit

People’s Organisations
was

Products

by UN agencies. Much of this free-for-all

Recovery and Development.

The Conference

human, legal, political and

Inhibitions

Recovery and Development,

1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD). It was a se-

a

social crisis.

Programme of Action for African
Economic

and the attenuation of the

basic

than

Following intensive, sometimes heated
and

always controversial, discussions in
Sapem August, 1990

j

of Africa’s

role of

derdevelopment. And finally, it identified a

Development and Transformation

These obstacles were mostly
political in character, and took the form of
Governments monopolising decision-

(Arusha 1990)". Echoing Professor

making in the centres of power, not allow-

progress

characterised the African crisis as a multi-

ing free expression to people to voice dissent, curbing the freedom of the press and

their

dimensional crisis, one which could not be

generally behaving in an undemocratic

plenary sessions and fourteen

workshops, the Conference adopted the
"African Charter for

in

Popular Participation

Adedeji’s opening remarks, the Charter

reduced to the economic dimensions
for the crisis had deeper political and
causes.

only,

hardship and

impoverishment of African peoples to an
"unprecedented and unacceptable propertion", at the same time, "the political con-

text of socio-economic

development has

been characterised, in many
an

process.

instances, by

over-centralisation of power and

im-

pediments to the effective participation of
the overwhelming majority of the people in

Conditions

economistic. Any

solution to Africa’s

problems must be holistic, and must tie
together the economic with the political
and the social dimensions of the problem.
Above all, the Conference

hands of Governments alone.
be masters of their

own

sincere view," the

People must

destinies. "In

our

Charter declared,

"popular participation provides the driving
force for collective commitment for the

determination of

people-based develop-

m(^nt processes and willingness by

the

people to undertake sacrifices and expend
their social energies for its execution. As an

popular participation is the
fundamental right of the people to fully and
end in itself,

to create

what it called "an

enabling

en-

vironment" that would facilitate a broadbased

participation of the people on a

the

played by women in the recovery of
Africa’s future, and it bid governments to

programmes

noticeable that inspite of an at-

proposed follow-up action remained

fi'mly in the hands of officialdom of
agencies. The
sented

"strive for the attainment of

was

mosphere of free discussion and the occasion it provided for airing out views, in-

grassroots communities

Women

policies and

that reflect women’s role as

producers, mothers and the primary bearers

what

themselves, repre-

by many people there, were some-

marginalised in the process. It would

require another conference organised this
time

by the grassroots people themselves

(to which, of course, the officials from
Governments and NGOs may be

invited)
tilt

for the balance of intellectual power to

in favour of the

of culture".

people themselves.
Resolution

Five-fold

of the Conference was
five-fold. One was that it expressly rejected
The importance

an

economistic solution to Africa’s crisis

such as the kind offered, for example, under
the Structural

Adjustment Programmes of

the World Bank and the International

Monetary Fund (IMF). Secondly, it put on
the block the

over-centralising political

tendencies in Africa that diminished the
democratic
the

participation of the majority of

people in Africa in the control of their
Thirdly, and this was the prin-

destinies.

of the decisions which affect their lives at

pressly recognised the point that without a
total involvement of the people in their own

Secondly, and this is a reflection of the

partially inter-governmental character of
the conference, the final resolution ends up
by exhortations directed at the very governments

and

organisations

World Bank
in the past

—

—

such as the

whose actions and policies

have brought about the crisis in
again, a genuinely people-

Africa. Once

directed conference is needed to thorough-

ly denounce the system of Africa’s pillage
before a radically new path is charted for
the people of Africa

themselves to seize the
in their own

initiative of their development

hands.O

social, political and economic develop-

Obstacles

opportunity to

highlight the obstacles put into the path of
Sapem August. 1990

it

one,

case

Governments and the UN

decennalised basis.

cipal objective of the Conference, it ex-

The Conference took the

of this particular

eluding those critical of governments of
Africa, the running of the conference and

effectively participate in the determination
all levels and at all times."

in the people’s participation in
development and it set up a
monitoring machinery to undertake periodic reporting of the progress made.
own

therefore the Conference bid governments

a

agreed, the solu-

tion to Africa’s crisis cannot be left into the

which to measure the

thorough going dcmocratisation
of the political processes would, it was
strongly felt, create the conditions for a
genuine participation of the people. And
Only

Among other things, the Conference

crisis, the solution to it could not be

list of "indicators" by

Conferences, however, have their own

threw into focus the crucial and critical role

character of Africa’s

from the chronic malaise of un-

limitations. In the

ments".

Given this complex

recovery

Limitations

social, political and economic develop-

Solution

women

manner.

social

Whilst at the economic level, it is a

crisis manifested in suffering,

I

in the process

people’s participation in the development

four

ment,

the African crisis was here to stay for

ever.

Fourthly, it highlighted the central
49
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BOOK REVIEWS
/

Sustainable

Development — Economics

and Environment in the Third World
By David Pearce,' Edward Barbier and Anil Markandya, Edward Elgar
Publishing, 1990
Reviewed

by Chris Mclvor

T MUST be ironical to many Third
World countries that Western na-

led

available in the international

not

for Third World economies to invest in con-

vocating for them

tions, donors and aid agencies are ada policy of what in

in their conservation if there is

fashionable circles is called "sustainable

gible benefit to be had. A farmer does not
slaughter his cattle if they ensure adequate

I

development". Wildlife conservation,
protection of the environment, ecological
safeguards, reduction in pollution etc
have never figured very highly in
Western economies both in their own

en-

culling of elephant, for example, does
threaten this particular species but
guarantees the interest of the local people
some tan-

matching the needs of people to the needs
by an international ban on ivory, supported by the

and

of wildlife could be threatened

Government of

factories of the industrialised world continue to pollute the global atmosphere

extinct.

whose

own

an

industrialised world

wildlife populations are almost
Financial Ruin

and

Translated
At the
not
sure

ban

same

time, much of the advice has

translated into active

its

success.

Take the

measures to en-

recent

decision

to

ivory exports at a time when countries

like Zimbabwe, Zambia, Botswana and

Namibia are developing a policy of wildlife
management that both protects threatened

species and offers some tangible economic
population. The control¬

returns to the local

50

natural environments. But small-scale

projects less damaging to natural resources

practices they have
adopted in poorer nations. And while the

conscious'.

struction of mines, building of dams to
promote heavy agriculture, creation of industries which have an adverse effect on

economic returns. But this new approach in

vironment and in the

poison the environment, the
developing world is now being urged to
de-industrialise and become ecologically

lending circuit

The international economic order does

help either to

not

promote

ecologically

sound policies

in Third World countries on
the edge of financial min. Falling commodity prices, the burden of debt, high interest rates, declining financial investment
and reductions in aid allow little option but

the

exploitation of natural resources among

poorer

nations. Very often international

"aid" encourages such exploitation.
Production of cash crops which leads to
erosion of land and soil degradation has
been

heavily supported after all by Western

lending institutions. Millions of dollars are

more

"sustainable"

are

often left

smaller donors whose financial

to

resources

meagre in comparison with what institutions like the IMF and World Bank dis-

are

tribute every year. "The fact is that developing countries are being urged to play the
game of ‘sustainable development’ when
the cards are stacked heavily against them,"
claimed Shridath Ramphal, former Commonwealth Secretary-General.
This latest publication on the subject is
an attempt by three economists to define a
term now current in development circles,
which according to the authors is more
often used than understood. The book is

divided into

parts. The first few chapdry treatment of the
economics of sustainable development
two

ters consist of a rather

which to

lay reader like myself is a baffling array of formulas and equations which
would require another book to decipher.
a

Sapem August, 1990

The more approachable part of the publica-

tion presents case studies of six countries
whose Governments have pursued policies
detrimental to the environment. The latter

part of each chapter offers recommendations as to how such policies can be

changed and how environmentally appropriate suategies need not mean a significant reduction in financial returns.
Part of the interest of these

case

studies

is the

rejection of the argument that
development and conservation are necessarily antagonistic. The advocates of industrialisation and large-scale projects
reject sustainable development policy as
second best, as being unable to deliver adequate financial rewards. Environmental
considerations, they claim, are a luxury
which Third World countries at this stage
can ill afford. The industrial revolution in

Europe had adverse environmental implications and this is an unavoidable consequcnce if the developing countries are to
achieve parity with their richer counterparts to the north. The policies suggested by
this book, however, do attempt to

offer approaches which both meet economic need
and preserve natural habitats.

Communal

farming areas in Zimbabwe are afflicted by soil erosion and land
degradation. The reasons for this have often more to do with the unequal system
of land districution than 'Uhe ignorance of peasant farmers": sometimes cited in
the West.

Gum Arabic
A

study of Sudan, for instance, explores the economic viability of gum
arabic, a produce secreted by a certain
species of acacia tree found in the northern
part of the country. This product is used in
confectionery production and in beverage
production. Over and above international
demand for gum arabic the acacia tree has
other beneficial uses. Its roots help to
promote soil stabilisation in a region heavily affected by desertification. Its seeds
produce fodder for sheep and goats. After a
period of several years when it no longer
secretes gum the wood can be used for both
case

building construction and fuel wood. According to the authors, therefore, largescale planting of the acacia tree in the northem part of Sudan will have beneficial consequences on the environment as well as
providing a source of revenue for local
people. Nevertheless, the weakness in this
equation is once again the international
community. Reduction in demand for gum
arabic led to a decline in the industry during
the early part of the 1980s. The production
of manufactured substitutes for gum arabic
deflated prices and though there is now a
Sapem August, 1990

renewed interest because of other properties associated with the natural product

levels. The "sustainability" of such a project, as is the case
for many of the programmes recommended
in this book, depends on the good will of
the international business community and
one might be forgiven for not expecting too
much sympathy in this area.

practices among farmers for many
before the arrival of colonialism dispensed with such safeguards in the name of
increased productivity for the home
market. It is the resulting marginalisation
of poor peoples on inferior land by outside
settlers that in many cases forced them to
adopt unsustainable development practices. I do not think that this book adequately deals with this factor in the overall equa-

Criticism

tion, with the result that local communities

there is

no

guarantee that prices will be

maintained at present

A final

problem I have with this publication is perhaps an unintentional tone of
criticism it seems to adopt to Third World
communities. The agricultural practices
that take place in many developing
countries which
vironment

are

detrimental to the

en-

necessarily due to the iginability of local people to
evolve environmentally sound land-use
programmes. "Sustainable development"
may be a term invented by Western experts
but as a practice it has been current in farming communities throughout the globe for
centuries. The rotation of crops, the protection of land against wind and rain, the use
are not

norance or

of trees for soil stabilisation etc

were com¬

mon

years

by implication seem to be the principal perpetrators of crimes against the environment. But as Shridath Ramphal noted in an
essay on the subject:
For

lies

developing countries,
at

the heart

poverty

of it all. Poor people

often destroy their own environments
not because they are ignorant, but to
survive. They over-exploit thin soils,
over-graze fragile grasslands and
cut down forests for firewood. In the
context of short-term needs of an individual, such practices are rational.
In a long-term and wider
fontext, the
effects are disastrous.CJ
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and this has been the major negative phenomenon of
of democracy.

"socialism" and hence the negation

Democracy and Socialism
Socialism, Democracy and Development

it is currently

Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe, 27-30 June 1990
The Southern Africa Political
in

Economy Series (SAFES) Trust,

conjunction with Third World Forum (TWF), held the above
(see also SAPEM, Vol. 3,

conference June 27-30 in Victoria Falls
No.

8). The Victoria Falls conference examined the implications

of the current structural

adjustment programmes on the
Europe.

democratic movement in the Third World and Eastern
There

participants from Africa, Europe, North
America. The keynote address, delivered by Samir

were

and Latin

twenty-two

Amin, pin-pointed two major processes underway

in the current

global conjecture, namely that the breakdown of "socialism" as

1917,'began in the early 1980s, and that both

known since

socialism and

capitalism are in crisis. This has generated a

compelling need for an alternative strategy of the left — which
takes a global view of the current development. Such a global
view should take into account the prolonging effect of capitalism,
the revolt of the
extent of the

peripheral societies against capitalism; and the

strength of world capitalism and its ability to reform.

The fact that the 1980s have witnessed

global expansion of

indication that while the Third World revolted
against imperialism, such abreaction is not necessarily a major
challenge against capitalism. Therefore, as a counter-poise to the
capitalism is

of democracy itself still remains problematic, as
loosely used, more often with a greater dose of

The concept

an

global expansion of capitalism, based on the compradorial class
in the periphery which is also undergoing deep crisis, there is
need to explore the possibilities of the emergence of an

anti-compradorial alliance — the National Popular Alliance
(NPA) which can constitute democratisation based on pluralism
and embark on the process of delinking.

bourgeois connotations. Structural adjustment programmes
liberalism without
corresponding political changes. In Eastern Europe, there has
been a sudden rejection of "socialism" and naive embracing for
capitalism. Poland, the GDR and Hungary have gone further
down the road of capitalism with stronger possibilities for the
have, in many cases, accentuated economic

of neo-fascism especially should the economic crisis

emergence

deepen. Thus the notion that market economies will necessarily
lead to greater democracy even in the liberal context, may be a
fallacy. ^
In

Africa, the deepening crisis of development and

the

adjustment programme have tended to entrench
repression as more and more of the popular classes resist the state.
The breakdown of the public sector and the shifting of productive
structural

resources

compradorial activities have also tended to
a civil society as the working classes
diminish both in size and strength. Evidently, there

into

undermine the basis for
continue to

reversion to pro-capiutlist modes of production
thinking — the rise of fundamentalist movements and the
resurgence of numerous cultural institutions is one such
manifestation. Apparently, the intelligentsia too are locked into
has been greater

and

academic revisionism and greater
The

vacillation.

questions to raise, therefore, are; what exactly is the class
conjecture? To what

basis of the African state in the present
extent

do cultural issues

impinge on the debate on socialism and

democracy in the Third World; and what are the

specific

economic and social manifestations of the current crisis in

is whether political

development in the southern-hemisphere? Therefore, as an
immediate follow-up to these and other unresolved issues,
S AT ES Trust is launching a project on "The State and Democracy

the modification of the

in Southern Africa". Further details on the

^

With

regard to Eastern Europe, the question to pose, therefore,

pluralism will lead to "market socialism" and
planned economy. Similarly, pluralism
should also rethink the whole concept of property. It is a social
relation that is often obscured by reference to it as public or

conference and the

follow-up project can be obtained from the SAFES

Central

Secretariat.O

private. Quite often, public property has been used for private
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LONRHO
The associated
make Lonrho

Ace

Engineering (Private) Limited

Construction Associates

(Private) Limited

Corsyn Consolidated Mines Limited

companies of the Lonrho Group combine to
one

of Zimbabwe’s most effective income

generators in the areas of mining,

W Dahmer &

Company (Private) Limited

manufacturing and

agriculture.

Crittall-Hope Limited
David Whitehead Textiles Limited
Eastern Districts

Engineers

(Private) Limited

Engineering Research and
Manufacturing Industries Limited
Gramma Records

Company

(Private) Limited
Homestake Mining and Technical
Services

(Private) Limited

Independence Mining
(Private) Limited
Italian Coachbuilders

(Private) Limited
L C S Computer Software & Bureau Specialists
(Private) Limited
Lonrho Motor Industries Limited

Mobile Motors

(Private) Limited; Associate

National Blankets

(Private) Limited

Savannah Wildlife Division
Simms Electrical and Diesel

Services (Private) Limited
Teal Record

Company (C.A.) Limited

Turnpan Zimbabwe Limited

Unity Woodworking Division
The Wattle

Company Limited

Willoughbys Consolidated PLC
Zambesi Coachworks Limited

Zimoco Limited

Zimparts (Private) Limited

Part of the

strength of Zimbabwe
LINTAS

;

ZIMBABWE 10694
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SAFES PUBLICATIONS

SOUTHERN AFRICA POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES:

NEW TITLES FROM SAFES

o
I/I
Of Feathers and Dead Leaves and Other Poems

Christopher Henry Muwanga Barlow
In this

anthology, Barlow traces the history of contemporary Uganda. From nolstagic
early excitement otuhuru, through to the growing disillusionment and
faded idealism of later years when hard realities must be faced, the poems stand as
witness to the unfolding story of independent Africa.
memories of the

Women in Zimbabwe
Elinor Batezat and

Margaret Mwalo

Women in Zimbabwe constitutes a

major contribution to the study of women in society
Focusing on specific key areas, Batezat
and Mwalo present an overview of the social, political and economic status of women
in Zimbabwe by reviewing the colonial heritage and charting the changes that have
occurred since independence in the fields of education, health, employment and
agriculture.
and is

one

of the first of its kind in Zimbabwe.

Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy in Africa
Issa

Shivji

This small

publication contains two lectures given by the author at public sti
gatherings at the University of Zimbabwe in 1988, during his sabbatical as a l
iVisiting Fe^lov^rT^ l§cturés discuss the role of students and workers in the stru
against n^b-colonialism and identify the forces required to create the New Democratic

Spté irf Afica.
i

Available from: SAFES Publications,

RO. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe

